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abbsttiBemrotB.

c. C. BUBRILL &

SON,
ME.

ELLSWORTH,
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WR

REPRESENT THE

Most Reliable Home and
Lowest Redes
MONEY TO LOAN

In

to

sums

suit

collateral.

real eetate and

improved

on

lost

——a.

Ellsworth Sunday

Senator Hale left

re-

exposition.

Mrs. F. W. Rollins left Monday for a
visit of a few weeks among relatives in
Abington, Mass.

CLOTHING.

NEW FALL and WINTER

|

SUITS,

to 17, from

pieces, from 12
OVEBCOATS, from #3.50 up.
ULSTERS,

3

#4.00

from

I have the best line of furnishing goods
The latest

up.

up.

ever

offered to my customers.

in HATS and CAPS.

styles

BYRN.

OWEN

The Sight of

Burning Block

a

In your town will make you feel how Insecure you are without
INSURANCE.
Why put the matter off any longer. To morrow
the rates won’t be any lower, but the chance of
FIRE
will bo just as great. Our office la open from 8
a. m. to 6 p. m
and during those hours we are
prepared to write risks on property, either real

personal.

or

MASON,

C. W. & F. L.
Insurance

General

First National Bank

Agents,

Building, Rooms 2-3,
Maine.

Ellsworth,

HOT WATER HEATING AND PLUMBING.
Lafcttt improvements

systems.

in both

With

Boston.

Crippen,

beth

day for
sition

to

“CLARION" RANGES, FURNACES, STOVES.
Ammunition

of all kinds.

her

Miss

sister,

she will leave

Eliza-

Ellsworth,

J. P. ELDR1DOE.

Me.

---

«w

We

nt'e3

the room for other

buy

pay you to

one

goods

for next

and have marked them

so

low that it will

races

at the fair.

represented

at the fair.

in the

lishment

position in a tailoring
iu Cberryfleld.

estab-

Mrs. John McMullen Is visiting her
daughter, Mtb. Eugene Hastings, in Boston. She was accompanied by her granddaughter, Miss Casuie E., who has been
the past three months here.
John 11. McDonald, of Green Lake fish
station, baa been at his home in Ellsworth a few days. Mr. McDonald has

ARTISTIC

non, ME.

PARLOR

Young has sold his pointer
“Doc” to a
Philadelphia sportsman.
Frank

<

>

>
•

•

|

C:

and
of

First lot this year.

( 2 CAL. BARTLETT PEARS.

4

5

f

4

>

§

*

8

DELAWARES,

|§

i

Wyoming Red,

8

CONCORDS,

•

•

>

4

•

•

>

4

•

j

•

>

4

m_I
BEST;

IT COSTS NO MORE.

Confectionery,

Practical Tuner
Repairing

a

SATURDAY, SEPT. 14.

^“o *o 8

J. A.

8

CUNNINGHAM,

specialty.

|

Out of town orders solicited.

postal
Crippen’s

T.

a

or

leave orders at J.

music

store,

Ells-

worth, Me.

to which

remedy, try

ALE.
SPECIAL
I have

but

are

before

a

surplus
CARNATION PLANTS.

are now

forget the naUye hog products
cutting up.

DAVIS' MARKET.

we

prize

us

to

by

Hair brush and comb will be
as a second prize.
A.

G.

de-

as

long

Telephone Call, No. 52-4.
Store open Sundays from 8 a.m.
Remember our free delivery.

POWDERS.

ended, Sept. 7,

Maine.

to

8 p.

we

have

T\re have also taken account of stock, and find
recent sale has been so successful that we cau

almost
and

away the balance of our old stock;
have decided to continue selling at the

give

we

pa ices made
cut the

during

prices

still

our

sale, and

on

some

things

deeper.

A few suits left which

were

formerly $7, $8,

ana
?E>u, ana winch sola at the hrst sale at
at the second sale at $5, we shall close out at $4.

We have
Fall and

$1, and

bought a drummer’s sample outfit of
Winter Caps that sell for 50c., 75c. and

shall close them out for 33c.
This sale will continue until Saturday, Oct. 5,
in order to give all who attend the Fair a chance
to

we

purchase
We

are

these wonderful values.

agents

of

for the

Philadelphia.
tailoring, and at prices
tailor.

samples

Triumph Tailoring Co.,

This firm does

We

superior

lower than

custom

ordinary

an

show you a very large line of Fall
of woolens, and save you money on your
can

clothing. We
cleansing and repairing
price.

are

at

also

our

prepared

store at

a

for.

They

are

out of doors and
frost.

While

all budded
so

to

bloom,

must be taken up

25

cents per

box of twelve.

they last will sell them

&t 25 cents each.

W1GG1N & nOORE.

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.

to do

moderate

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

The Ellsworth American
[The only county paper.]

RELIABLE CLOTHING CO.,
One-Price, Spot-Cash Clothiers.
DAVID

FRIEND,

Manage^

given

RARGMEIR,

Apothecary,
Ellsworth,

fine lot of carnations which I have

__

Don’t

life enables

Zinc and Grinding Make
Devoo Lead and fttnc Paint wear twice
as lead and oil mixed by hand.—Advt.

custom

HEADACHE

no room

PICKLES.
Now is the time to get your materials for tomato pickles. We have the
tomatoes, the vinegar, the spices, the
peppers.

atbnrtiscmmta.

as

found

carpenters enlarging our tables and hat
case, and making such changes that we can use
every inch of space in our store tor our large line
of Fall Goods which are now coming in.

paqe 5.)

| WIGGIN’S

Fourteen years’ factory experience.

Drop

on

WHEN IN DOUBT

Special Sale of

s
5

M. M. MERTZ,

Miss Myrtle Rutter, daughter of Mr.
Mrs. Q. H. Rutter, of Franklin, and
Percy Donnell, son of Mrs. Augustus
Donnell, of Franklin, were married in

and

in pony baskets.

1

•

in

has been “in at the

(Continued

he

liad

and

Ellsworth
death”
birds than any other dog owned

probably

more

known

best

here.

•

•

the

hunting dogs

best trained

TOKAY GRAPES,

of

attractions

recent sale

our

SINCE

ing flag pole. All are cordially invited.
lady is requested to bring a basket.

was one

best

\

Each

“Doc”

4

Saturday evening.

The proceeds will be used for iron work for rais-

L.AMRS

the

aiibrtttBemnttB.

Tuursday.

box supper at schoolnumber 2.
Brimmer’s

district
next

of

■

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Oct. 14,15,16,17—Bazaar of Catholic
society.

our

13,000 acres uf timber land in Mariato J. Sheffrceu, of Boston, taking iu
pari payment a stone busmens block in
Boston, which coat originally ?75,000.
The Boston building is occupied.

a

there. There will be a merry-go-round
ttud other minor attractions at the fair.

We cannot control the evil tongues of

turn

ville

bridge,

!

THE

r*

soid

house

treated with dark green enamel on a lamp metal structure, lift
out fount, and a graceful foot, built of bronze, and treated with
(ire gilt finish. Value $4. Price $2.

~~OET

He will

Hagerthv and J. T. Giles have

There will be

some

Thursday, Oct. 2 and 3

county Congregational conferat Little Deer Isle.

at Sourrinatiuua

ihii

iu the memorial services

MILTON ALLEN,

Ellsworth.

j

a

laaii.g

and

Ellsworth is well

Bruokiin

II AH HA I!

indigestion.

Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Oct. 3, 4 others, but a good
Bangor—Maine music spise them.—Cato.

Ellsworth’s three hose racing teams—
Senators, City and Eurekas—left for
Cberryfleld this morning to participate

Rev. David Kerr, with a party, left for
to-day to attend the Hancock
meetings
County Baptist association
Wednesday to Friday. He expresses re-,
he
unable
to
he
take
would
gret that
part

season.

STRATTON & WESCOTT.
J.

Powder may be freely
eaten without fear of

and 5, Auditorium,
festival.

Boston.

lake, Piscataquis couuty.
there to-day.

COST.

than

Wednesday
ence

Dr. A. C.

at less

made with Royal Baking

EVENTS.

—Hancock

The ladies’ whist club to which Mrs.
I. L. Hainan belongs gave her a complimentary dinner at the Nicolin club last
Friday, lu view of her early removal to

been

MOWERS

LAWfti

fair association at

Boston Satur-

spending

Main Stgbet,

cakes,

Pan-

the

visit to the Pan-American expo-

a

accepted

ware.

COMING

hot

muffins,

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Sept.
AM HR It ST FAIR.
In watering palms give only
17,18,19—Cherryfleid fair.
water
enough to keep the soil mofot, not wet.
Wednesday and Thursday, 8ept. 18,19Roscoe Holmes’gray stallion Frank H.
President
Is
In
Cherryfield Where palm leaves turn brown the trou«*
Annual meeting Hancock Baptist associaSllsby
won the 2 30 race at Monroe last Thursday
bid is usually poor drainage. Be sure the
tion at Brooklin.
in straight beats. Best time, 2 29%.
Hooking Attractions.
Amherst fair next week—Tuesday and drainage is such as will permit surplus
Saturday evening, Sept. 21—Basket supTo-morrow being the day set for the
water to run off readily through the
funeral of the late President, the post- per at Brimmer’s bridge schoolhouse.
Wednesday.
bottom of the pot.
office will be closed from 9 a. in. till 6.30
Tuesday, Sept. 24—Reunion Co. D, First
The up-river fair is always a good one.
Maine cavalry, at Ellsworth.
p. m.
People go early and stay late, in fact, the
atjbrrtiatmmta.
WWW
Next Sunday evening at the Baptist
Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 24 and grand ball with which the fair closes
church the pastor, Kev. David Kerr, Will
25 at Amherst—Annual cattle show and carries the fun over into the third day.
Old Reliable Drug Store.
Established 1838.
speak on “Assassination and Anarchy; its (air of Northern Hancock agricultural Everybody who goes to the up-river fair
Cause and Cure”.
society.
stays to attend the ball.
The fair this year will be a good one.
M. Gallert and Charles Sweeney have
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 25 and
been drawn as grand jurors and Hansom 26—Fair of Hancock county agricultural The agricultural and household exhibits, $1
per ear for Corn.
the baby show, the trial of draft horses
Bonsey and I. N. Avery as traverse jurors society at Bluehilt.
On the last day of the Hancock
and oxen, etc., will attract the usual atfor the October terra of court.
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 25 and tention
There will be dancing at the county fair, 1901, I will pay $2 iitiHiie
The Clark show company, of Ellsworth, 26—Fair of Eden agricultural society.
pavilion, dinners and suppers at the hall. best two ears of corn placed on exhiwill give a minstrel show at town hall,
Saturday, Sept. 28—Meeting Seaside loH. T. Sllsby, the president of the bition at the fair grounds, October 1,
Surry, Friday evening. A dance will cal union at Surry.
Northern Hancock agricultural society, 2 and 3.
Each contestant will be alfollow.
Music by Higgins’ orchestra.
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, was in Ellsworth Monday. He went, to lowed to enter but two ears of
com,
Miss Anna Crippen left last week for Oct.
1, 2 and 3—Fair of Hancock county Cherryfield yesterday intending to book
and
awarded
fair committee.
two weeks’ visit

a

James H. Scott, who has been employed
in the tailoring department of LewiB
Friend & Co. for the past nine years, has

Priees as
Firlt-class workmanship.
low as is; consistent with good work.

Pearl, agate and granite ware.
Crockery and tin
.Special attention given to repairing.

hot

American exposition at Buffalo.

up.

#3.00 up,
#3.00

YOUTHS’ SUITS,
HOYS’

#3.50

from

barely excaped.

F. B. Aiken and Mrs. Aiken left Mon-

day for

MEN’S SUITS,

Hot Rolls,

The other in-

occupied by the girl, and had cut off her
escape. Almost immediately the flames
burst through the outside of her room,
and there is no doubt that she had been
burned to death before the other occupants of the house were awakened.
The origin of the fire is unknown. Mr.
Robinson lost nearly everything, including a sum of money he had recently received from the sale of a house.

Two persons were received into the
Methodist church last Sunday.
Curtis K. Foster and wife left this noon
for a two-weeks’ trip to the Pan-American

Frenchboro

at

The girl, Georgie Davis, a weak-minded
person, had her room in a compartment
from which the only exit was a door into
the kitchen.
When the other occupants
of the house were awakened, a roaring
fire bad completely enveloped the part

for

Washington.
Prof. H. C. Emery left Monday to
sume his work at Vale.

Girl

DEATH.

her life in the fire.

mates

TEN PAGES.

Safety.

with

TO

Caught In Burning House.
Atlantic, Sept. 11 (special)—A most
deplorable accident occurred at Outer
Long Island Sunday night at 11 o’clock.
Charles Robinson’s house was burned, and
a weak-minded
girl who was in the house

Lizzie Hubbard—Foreclosure of mortgage.
Exec notice—Est Caroline E Hill.
Wlggln ft Moore—Apothecaries.
Kocklnnd, Bluehtll ft Ellsworth Steamboat Co
—Change In schedule
Boston ft Bangor Steamship Co—Change In
schedule.
W ft Parker Clothing Co—Clothing.
Lynn, Mass
Lydia K Plnkham Medicine Co.

Foreign Companies.

Compatible

Weak-Minded

NEW AUVKKTIHK1H KNTS THIS WEEK.

general INSURANCE AGENTS,
Burrill Bank Bldg.,

BURNED

m.

CHKI>TIAN

£U>brtu»tmnug.

KNDkAVOK

For tile Week nefflnnlng Sept.
S3—>Comment t»y Hev. S. II. Do) lc.

xxxrii.

I*
As

Says

its sway

"lion

m

moves

a

Have

a

Nothing in the Materia Medica that
Equals Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-

She (looking at returned regiment) "Are
He—
these what they call ‘seasoned troops?*"
“Well, after being mustered In In the United
States, peppered In Ctfba, sauced by Santiago
Insurgents, they ought to be pretty well sea-

for the Cure of Woman's Ills.

Pie honest, intelligent physician is above
“Peak Mbs. Pinkjtam:
the ‘School.’ Whatever is best in each case should lie used, no matter
to what school a physician belongs. I, as a matter of conscience, can
only prescribe the host, and as I know and have proven that there is
nothing in Materia Medica which equals Lydia K. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound In severe cases of female disorders, I unhesitatingly
prescribe it, and have never yet been sorry.
“I know of nothing better for ovarian troubles and for falling of
the womb or ulcerations; it absolutely restores the affected parts to
their normal condition quicker and better than anything else. I have
known it to cure barrenness in women, who to-day are happy mothers
of children, and while the medical profession looks down upon patents,’
I have learned, instead, to look-up to the healing potion, by whatever
If my fellow physicians dared tell the truth, hundreds
name it tie known.
of them would voice my sentiments.”—Dr. Wanata, Lansing, Mich.
—

soned.”

When we have the wish
And the way.

to

at

met

gathering

social

a

last

COUNTY NEWS.
County Newt,

tee

other payee

Stonlngton.
A
a

merry-go-round

has

located here for

week.

Stephen Seliera arrived from yachting
Sunday.
Mrs. Scott Geyer is visiting friends in
Boston.

REAPINGS.

^ AA

We hare deposi text with the National City Bank **f Lynn. pKH, I
REWARD.
which will be paid to any person wh<> can hud that the above testimonial i^te^ I
is not genuine, or was’published before obtaining the writer's special \mr- J
missionLydia K. 1‘iukhani Medicine Co., Lynn, Mm*
—

|a 111III
1| || |P I
wiw

Ex. xx, 13; Lev. x, 8. 9; N’lim. vi, 1-14;
Prov. xx, 1, xxlii. 29-32; Hab. il, 1-13;
Math, xvlli, T; I Cor. Ill, 1G. IT; vi, 10;
GaL v, 19-29.

%# wVl*l

|

ftlutnal Bentftt Column.

Commonplace Worker*.
are the world's
greatest treasures in the sphere of
mind and matter. Air and light aDd
heat and cold are commonplace helps
to human life, but none of us can get
along without them. They are worth
more than occasional meteors and auroras and eclipses and cyclones, even
though these attract more attention
for the time being. Common sense aud
ordinary sympathy and average ability
do more for mankind than great talent
a: d surpassing genius.
A hundred persons can be reached and understood
and influenced by an average man
where one can feel In his heart the
power of a mighty mind. If we are
nothing more than common, let us
thark God that we can be God's messengers of love and help to the greater
mass of our fellows.—Sunday School
Times.

have been
known

Commonplace things

EDITED BY “AUNT

If

MAIKIE”.

unmarked and

forever

people

any of the young

re*d

un-

this

column, l want to recommend the making
Its Motto:

“Helpful

and

Hopeful

The purposes of Mils column are succinctly
stated In tlie title and motto—It is for the muual bent fit, and aims to be helpful and hopeful.
Being fur the common good, It is for the comnon use—a public servant, a purveyor of in*
'urination and suggestion, a medium for the interchange of ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and its success depends large
y on the support given It in this respect. Coinnunicatious must be signed, but the name of
vriter will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
election by the editor of the column, but none
rill be rejected without good reason. Address
dl communications to
The American,
Ellsworth, Me.
), sweet September rain!
I hear it fail upon the garden beds,
freshening the blossoms which begin to wane;
Or 'tie a spirit who treads
'be humid alleys through—
Vhose light wings rustle in the avenue—
Vhose breath is like the rose
Vhen to the dawn Its petals first unclose.

Practical

i

>renching the dry, brown turf,
Softening the naked cornland for the plough;
1 'retting, with balls of foam, the eddying surf,
Loading the heavy bough
Vith moisture, whose relief
lakes the hot thirst of every porous leaf—
>, sweet September rain!
ITe welcome thee across the westerb main.
—Selected.
_

M. B. Friends:
Have you any old scrap-books that yon

~>ear

herish with

care

and

occasionally

look

turned to such a
ne to-night, begun in the early days of
* he war of the rebellion.
In turning over
t he leaves I saw the poem “Rain in SepPatience.
■ I t ember,77 and as the rain was gently failPatience is a virtue for which there I > og—the rain so much needed to freshen
fe no substitute. There is often no E nd brighten the face of nature—I copied
other way out of a difficulty than the 1 wo stanzas of the poem as given above.
•way of patience, but really this Is a,! Then I took down another scrap-book
most gracious way when tha sufferer < f later date, and as I opened it there were
finds it Nor is It a way which any' 1 sports of soldiers7 reunions that caught
one need be ashamed to take, for
ly eye, and I realized how long the time
ierd recommends It—"In yonr patience 1 ad been since the picture of the soldier
rith the red, white and blue in colors,
-ye shall win your souls.” He knows
'as the first
that there Is often nothing left to ns
thing pasted into the old
but this one thing—patience. We muBt « :rap-book, and following it were pa* riotic poems and letters from the soldier
nse ft; we must win our souls, our very
Bvts, by It—Reformed Church Mee- 1 oys at the front or in camp—some of the
1 Jtters being from those whose
graves
Mger.
1

p and look over?

I

of

scrap-books

to them.

so

much

it used to be,
live in does not give the
much time as we used to

and

fashion

a

this whirl

1 know it is not

now as

we

young folks so
have thirty or forty years ago, but all the
same, some day you will enjoy (if you have
a scrap-book), looking it over, and while
your

literary taste,

as

compared

with the

selections inserted on its pages, may have
advanced or retrograded, stilt there will
be some clippings of your friends’ wed-

ding

or

death,

or

graduation,

or

some

other fact relating to those you once
knew, that will bring old times forcibly
to mind and many times give you pleasure

|

in

recalling

old

scenes.

1 doubt if there is any

frequently

of,

one

statement

that is

so

false, as
the sentence, “1 did not have time,” and
this condemnatory remark includes me in
its list of culprits. The call we intended
to make, in fact that we ought to make;
the letter we should have written, the
garment we knew needed to be mended
or finished.
Oh, the things are almost
endless over whose unfinished work we
said or thought, “1 did not have time.”
How would it do for us to change the
sentence and say: “I did not take the
time to do it.” I do not mean to say we
can always find time or take time to do
the many things which suggest themselves to our minds or which we would be
glad to do if we had more leisure, but
don’t let

made

us

use

so

charge to lack of time, that

Tuesday.
Sept. 16.

little

effort.

more

Aunt Madge has heard some readers of
column say they would like more
recipes, so this week she inserts a few.
the

The

recipe

for sugar

doughnuts given

in

paper should have had one
teaspoonful of cream of tartar and onelast week’s
half

teaspoonful

of soda.

Yanilla Wafeks—2 eggs, 1 cup sugar, %
tablespoonfuls cream of cartar,
X tablespoonful of soda, 1 tablespoonful
make stiff. Roll very thin.
hour
to
vanilla,
cup butter, IX

Roll Jellt Cake—4 eggs, 1 cup of sugar,
X teaepoonful of soda, one teaspoonful cream
Bake In a large dripping pan.
of tartar.
When done, spread jelley on It, and roll it np.

is not

Mr.

As

appreciation

of

one’s

own

disastrous in its results
utter lack of self-esteem.
It is really
evidence of a narrow mind, and ignorance of general conditions; for the man
who is up to the times, thoroughly posted
in regard to the world-wide trend of the
twentieth century, will realize that theie
are very
few people in the world,
«.
as

matter what their talents or ability, wi.,
cannot be replaced.
It 1b a very rare character, indeed, that b
imperatively necessary, and the man who
actually reaches this point does not bra?
of it, nor act as if he considered himself

“indispensable.”—Success.

Everybody's liable to lichlng piles. Rich and
poor, old and young—terrible the torture they
suffer. Only one sureoure. Doan's
Absolutely safe;

Uolntment.

can’t

fall.—Advt,

plucklly,and

If

suggested

or

•

delightful

at last held that

Dr. Arnold; or visions
of East’s tricks on oid Martin. There is no
need to open the book—one breathes its
healthful ah* at the mere sight of Its title.

friendly greeting, and we recall the pleasant hours spent in its company.
great orator said: “Books are the
through which the aoul looks
out. A home without hooka la like a
room without windows.
No man haa a
right to bring up children without books
A

windows

if he haa the

mean*

to

buy;booka.”

"*ljr lumllj Doctor.”
Blu» Island, IiKt Jan. 14,1901.
Messrs. Elt Bkos.
I have one your Cream
Balm in my family for nine years, and U has become my family doctor for colds In the head.
I
use It freely on my children.
It Is a Godsend to
children, as they are troubled more or less.
Yours respectfully,
J. Kimball.
Judge for yourself. A trial size cad be had
for the small sum of 10 cts. Supplied by druggists or mailed by Ely Brother, 66 Warren St.,
Now York. Full size, 50 cts.—Advt.
—

Danfcms.

I. what your moneytwlll
Invested In shares of the

A
is

earn

If

NEW .SERIES

open, ijharea, 91 each; monthly
paymenta, 91 per thare.

now

WHY PAY RENT?
when you can borrow on your
a first mortgage and
reduce it every month. Monthly
pa r moots and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and in about 10 years you
will

shares, give

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars Inquire of
liLNitr W. Cushman, Bee*y.

a.w.k,™.p™u

Hancock County Savin&s Bank,
ELLS WORTH ^ME.

Comm.iirnl

It uni nr..

Ma, I,

Depoalt. Id LMi bank are by law

laxatlon.
V.

B.

1 RTS.
Iren

exempt

COOLIDOB, PratUeat.

JOHN

|

WHITCOMB,
CHAR LBS C.

in-PretidnU.

BURBILL, Timni.

Drpo.lt. draw tijlereal from the Itral day oI
March. Juno, September and December.
HOARD

OF

IlIKKCTUMi
Johk F. wmrcowB,
T. CAKKOLL llt'KHILL,
CUAKLKS C. 1UKKILL.

P-®Pb**am.

N. B.

COOLIDOE,

Bank hour,

dally, from « a.

m. to

11

mi

$rofts8ionaI (Tarts.

frfKLVIN

A.

WARDWELL,

M. D

Graduate of Bellevue Hospital Medical
College.
*KNOBacoT.

H.

DR

Mb

GREELy,

DENTIST.

.11?^'/*.“ 01 lhe Philadelphia

Dental

College,

aw-< irricr ik eiLxa' Block. Kllswokth.
Cloaed Wedneaday afternoon, until further

CARROLL

P<

BURRILL,

ATTORNEY
AND

_

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Iotabt Public

a>p

Jcbtics

Office over Burrlll
8tat» Stkeit.

or

thkPeacb.

National Bank,
Ellawoktb. Mb.

BURNHAM,

Art.

degree.—Exchange.

two

or

as

little interview with

attorney
ABD

COUNSELLOR at
1

solicited.
i SLLBWOBTH.

1

law.

&•**£*'
4&nSS&
Business
JOHN

E.

....

*

MAIBB.

BUNKER, JR.,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
,

omen
SAR

at

HARBOR AND BLUEHILL,

ME.

RT„r.hmbiroffl“*:
Hlnehlllcttce open Saturdays.

7 »»« 8 Mt. DeaertBIock.

CLOSED

or

•uperlatlve

and

bookcases

the

thought. Thus a boy’s eye may fall upon
his copy of “Tom Brown at Rugby,” and
in his mind rise# the remembrance of the
great hare-and-hounds run iu which Tom
and East and the Tadpole struggled so

Obviously he was unused to women
and a little frightened of them.
“The proposal I am to submit to
you Is this.” he said. “Haiph Westbi'oak is a prosperous gentleman farm-

Imagines or concludes, and be must
he discreet In the use of
his adjectives
and probably a man
may die at a good
old eg* without
having been obliged
to form much
acquaintance with the

word

a

Ignorantly, carelessly,

An undue

before

sits

one

each paid

miud.

because of unrecognized bias, we fail to tell the
truth. Ihere are only a few men
and
womea who have learned
perfectly the
art of telling the troth.
Undoubtedly
it Is an art to be learned. It Is
one we
shall not take the trouble to learn
unless we love the troth. So
that the
foundation of the highest sort of truthfulness Is moral virtue, not mental
efficiency. Rut the Intellectual element comes In. A man must think
before he speaks—this our
grannies told
us-and he must discriminate
between
"hat be knows and what he
guesses

if In

smaller

as a

glances at his favorite volumes, it ia

P.

The Indispensable Man.

friendships as

to form

collection well chosen.
The very company of books is educating.

Mr. Chilllngwortb murmured condolence, fumbled his hat and looked at
Dora under his lashes.
Most uieu thought her worth looking
at, and he was no exception to the
rule, If his face was an index to his

on

likely

no

to become familiar and valued

believe,” he

nf illstrns**.

Telling

to

school, Where there Is too wide
Bo in the
a choice, there is less Intimacy.
library. A large library Is not so likely

“I'm sure It’s very kind of you to
have come so promptly,” continued
Mrs. Durant tearfully—she was a lady
Mlio wept easily and copiously. "As
you may Imagine, I am terribly anxTo think that, nfter keeping
ious.
my own carriage, I should come to
this!”
“Mother!” murmured Dora in a tone

Troth

cautiously

more

mnaller

a

liugwortb?”

H.

expressed

Yet there is somo truth in the
idea that books may be too plentiful and
too easy to buy. There is, possibly, a likeness between libraries and schools In thia
respect. The boy or girl In a big school
be true.

the

er, us 1 dure say you know; also he is
young, a bachelor and quite alone,
and for some time has longed for companionship—for a home in a wider
sense than that afforded by the walls
D. Cohen has closed bis store until Oct.
and furniture. To put it In plain words,
1, and gone to Bostou.
he wants a wife.
i'J. J. Smith, manager for the firm of
“A few mouths ago he received, with
&
is
In
town.
Ryan
Parker,
the portraits of yourself and family, a
Charles Thurlow is having the grounds
photograph of Miss Dora here, and—
graded in front of his building.
well, be fell In love with It.
Very
Schooner “Allen Green” loaded atone
simply of him, perhaps you think, but
from the quarry of Ryan & Parker on Satlonelihis
must
remember
groat
you
urday.
ness and let that be his excuse.
I
to
the
“Now
come
D. J. Noyes has rented the second story
point. If Miss
Dora would couseut to marry him, of
of his new store to Ryan & Parker. M.
course she would then be able to make
G. Ryan will use it for offices, etc.
tiest to
John L. Goss paid his men over f6,000 any arrangement that seemed
on Saturday.
This is one of the largest her (M to the comfort of her mother
and sisters. I am about to return to
amounts be ever paid out for a month's
the colony and would take charge of
labor.
her during the voyage, and on her arRena
Lena
The Misses
P. Crockett,
rival she could stay with friends until
Colomy, May Crockett, Deborah Webb. the wedding."
Sadie Nutt and Frank Webb, of Ocean“Travel thousands of miles to marry
ville, attend high school here.
a man I have never seen!” faltered the
Arthur Young and Charles Bray, who
girl. “I never could do It.”
have been on the “Independence”, ar"Nonsense, Dora," said her mother.
rived home Saturday. Mr. Young says
“You should feel honored—flattered.
they were used like princes on board. He You will have a kind husband—1 am
is loud in his praise of both owner and
You will
sure Ralph must be kind.
captain. He says the “Independence” is be provided for all your life, and I
a very fast boat, and is sorry she was not
shall be relieved of this terrible anxallowed to race in the trial races. He
iety. You cannot dream of refusing.”
says when “tuned up”, she would give
“Of course,” put In George Chillingthem a hard race.
worth slowly, “If Miss Dora has a deEugene.
Sept. 16.
cided aversion to the scheme 1 am sure
my friend would he the last man to
lute.
South
wish her inclination forced In any way.
Joaeph Robbins left Tuesday to resume
and no doubt he would arrange some
work iu Boston.
other method of assisting you all. I
Mih« Sophia Benson, of Camden, in
may safely add that lie Is u good sort
upending a few days with Mrs. Clara Jud- of fellow aiul Unit if she consented
kins.
he would be devoted to ber and spare
Mr. and Mrs. G. Mitchell left for Yarno pains to recompense her for trusting
mouth Thursday to spend the wiuter.
ber life to him.”
Their bouse here is closed.
“Mother, do you want me to go?
Miss Christie Robbins is at Stonington Would it make you feel safe and happy
about the future?"
with Mrs. Rose Arey, who has been very
“Of course It would, Dora.”
ill with the measles.
At last accounts
she was improving.
“Then,” said the girl, with a curious
Miss Nellie Robbins arrived home from bard note in her voice, “since my mothBucksport Saturday, where she haw er can do without me, I will go. Will
visited friends. She was accompanied by you tea my cousin or shall 11
“I will. There Is no need for you to
her cousin, Loren Robbins, who will
write.” answered Cblllingworth. "He
spend a few days here.
will be very glad.”
Eoo.
Sept. 13.
•
•
•
•
•
•
|*
Marlavtlle.
The voyage was all but over, and the
Mrs. John Jordan is very ill.
girl who was on her way to an unG. A. Frost had two sheep killed by known lover and the man who was
his friend stood on the deck together.
dogs last week.
"In a few hours we shall laud.” ahe
Mrs. Jennie Pool is spending a few
weeks in Otis, the guest of Mrs. Luther said, "and then”—
"Shall you be sorry?” be asked.
Garland.
Kenneth Moore and his nephew, John ‘‘Have these been happy days?'*
“I wish they could last forever," ahe
Pool, are tearing down their old house
cried passionately.
nuu lutcuu uuuuiug u ucw UMC.
“Hera. If you were going out to me
Mrs. Frank Hoyt, of Lawrence, Mass.,
instead of to him would you mind so
who has been visiting her mother, Mrs.
very much?”
Louisa Frost, and brother, Frank Frost,
"I* would be paradise.” she said.
returned to her home this week.
She began to sob quietly,
despairing8.
Sept. 14.
ly, and bowed forward on the taffrall
In
the
shadow
of
a
cloud.
Latnoin*.
friendly
"Ugg't. for heaven's sake, don’t,”
Clarence King has entered
Hebron
the mas. "Dora, I was a brute
pleaded
academy.
to masquerade so long, but I
wanted to
Dana Hodgkins, of Boston, is visiting
see you. to
study you—to be sure I had
his grandfather, Capt. G. B. Hodgkins.
won, not bought, my wife. I am
Ralph
Mrs. Helen Bragdon, Mrs. Rose Holt
Westbrook. You are coming to me.”—
and son Francis left for Minneapolis last
Louden News.

which, in our innermost hearts, we know
importance is
we might have done if we had made a
as

_

our]

help It Is easy

Then none may deem It wasted time
Who stands in a humble spot.
And digs and waters a little space
Which the hurrying world heeds not;
For the Lord of the harvest equally sends
His blessed sun and ralo
On the large work and the little work,
And none of it Is vatu.

For additional

temperance address upon the

Juan

to

week, and who asked me if I was Aunt
Madge, I want to say that I am looking
for that contribution to the column every
Aunt Madge.
day.

MEETING.

Chrlutlanlty.
The Intent of religion Is to help mankind to the attainment of a peaceful
and righteous life. It is Indeed to gloJl/y God, but by the elevation of holife.
It is intensely practical.
(Whenever It becomes merely specula*lve, dogmatic or ceremonial it is perrverted from its highest meaning and
fails of Its best results. The energy of
true religion is directed toward present
needs and opportunities. It is personal and immediate. It is not simply believing something that is past and hoping for something in the future, but it
is also doing something now. The best
religion Is that which makes the best
men and women.—Rev. Abram Osnklin
In Universallst Leader.

always wel-

nature are

a

have to be

last,
da;

said.
"Yes,” answered Mrs. Durant. "Let
me Introduce you ,to my eldest daughter, Dora. These are Minnie aud Grace.
Will you take the armchair, Mr. C’hil-

good

come.

]

from you of hia death. 1 also regret to learn that
you and your daughter* are wholly unprovided
for. A* your nearest relative I feoi some respondbilttr in your welfare and have therefore thought
out a plan whereby you may be relieved of all
anxiety concerning your future. The matter being
•ne which it ia easier to discuss verbally than by
letter, 1 have instructed a friend of mine at present in England to call upon you immediately and
place my proposition before you. Hie name ia
Ralph Wnrrmoog.
Mr. George Chillingworth.

The letter so long expected In
little suburban villa had come at
and In the afternoon of the same
the maid of all work announced

To the old friend from out of town

DR. WANATA.
As Dr. Wanata says, if physicians dared to be frank and open, hmv
dreds of them would acknowledge that they constantly prescribe Lydia
K. Pink ham tg Vegetable Compound in severe cases of female ills, as
they know by experience that it can be relied upon to effect a cure.
Women who are troubled with painful or irregular menstruation,
backache, bloating (or flatulence), leucorrhcea, falling, inflammation or
ulceration of the uterus. ovarian troubles, that bearing-down” feeling.
dizziness, faintness, indigestion, nervous prostration or the blues should
take immediate action to ward otf the serious consequences, and l>e
restored to perfect health and. strength by taking Lydia E. Pinkliara’s
Vegetable Compound, and then write to Mrs. Pinkham. Lynn, Massfor furtlier free advice. No living person has had such a vast and
successful experience in treating female ills. She has guided thousands
to health. Every suffering woman should ask for and follow her advice.
Lydia E. Pinkhara’s Vegetable Compound has carried hundreds
of women through the periods of child bearing and change of life in
perfect comfort and safety.
A medicine that has restored so many women to health and can prod nee
proof of the fact must be regarded with respect. This is the record of Ijydia £•
Pink ha m's Vegetable Compound, which cannot be equalled by any
othor medicine the world has ever produced.
It is well to remember these facts when some druggist tries to get you to
buy something which he says is “just as good.” That is impossible, as no
other medicine has such a record of cures as Lydia E. Piilkhain's Vegetable Compound ; so do not experiment with untried medicines.

Nmi* South Africa.

following:
Sunshine and

In

My Dear Aunt—Accept my sympathy in your
lot*.
Although my acquaintance with yourself
and my late uncle was hunted to the exchange ol
an occasional letter, I was sincerely aony to hear

George Chilllngworth.
“You expected me, I

whom I

subject, “The Saloon.”
BIBLE

was

Owning B-wki.
newspaper was recently printed a
letter from a book*lover asserting that
hooks were of little use to those who only
borrowed them or received them as gifts.
He objected, as ltuskin also did, to cheap
books, and said be wss “almost” convinced that If the cheapest book- ''ost five
dollar* or more, the world would be- better
off.”
No doubt, says the editor of St. Xicholas,
this is an extreme statement, and would

GOING TO
BE MARRIED

From a copy of Home Sunahine which
Janet sent me some time ago, I copy the

moves,

PRAYER

_

only a glad ‘good morning*,
As she passed along the way,
But it spread the morning’s glory
Over the livelong day."

“It

mysterious

and when He
moves against the saloon it will tumble
and fall as readily as a house of cards.
The character of God is such that He
He cannot be
cannot endure evil.
pleased with the wicked. His patience
is immeasurable. His ways are past
finding out, but there is an end to His
forbearance, and when it comes doom
comes upon the object of His wrath.
We fret and worry because God does
not act In our time or way, but we
should trust God and leave it to Him
to vindicate His character.
The teaching of the Scriptures Is an
assurance that the saloon power Is
doomed.
The Bible clearly teaches
that the powers of evil shall be overEvil saems to us to have uncome.
bounded sway. We worry because of
Its growth, its power and seeming permanence.
But the Bible says, “Fret
not thyself because of evildoers, neither be thou envious against the workers of iniquity, for they shall soon be
cut down like the grass and wither as
the green herb.” Tills is the teaching
of God’s word throughout. The powers of evil
may mock and cry out
“Where Is the sign of His coming?”
but they forget that with the Lord n
day is as a thousand years and a thousand years as a day. The day of the
Lord will surely come, and all evil
shall be destroyed.
The history of the world Is also an
assurance that the saloon power is
doomed. Other gigantic, seemingly all
powerful, evils have existed and yet
have been destroyed. Persecution of
the Christian church endured for centuries, but has passed away. Slavery
Beemed to be lmpregnably Intrenched
1n the life of our nation, but it has been
crushed out, never to rise again. Murder by dueling was once extensively
practiced and sanctioned, but has almost disappeared from the face of the
earth. So why should we despair? In
the hour when we think not God’s vials
of wrath will be poured out upon this
greatest evil of the age, and It will be
doomed. Meanwhile let us he faithful
In doing our best to lessen Its evil effects and to hasten the day when its
doom shall be sealed.
TIIE

milk, h cup butter, 2K cup# flour, 9 teaspoon*
cream of tartar, 1 teaspoon of soda. Take X of
this and put in a teaspoonfnl of all kinds of
spice and a tablespoonful of molasses. Place
alternate spoonfuls In the cake tin.

There is

pouud

powerful factor In municipal governments. The saloon seems to have reached the zenith of its power. There is
not a cloud in its sky so much as the
el2xs of a man’s hand, and yet It may
be that this is only the forerunner of
Its doom. Stranger things have happened In the providence of God. The
power of sin has often been exalted
the highest just before its doom. Slavery was never more powerful and
brazen than when God wrote the word
“doomed” upou it. May it be so with
the saloon!
The character of God is assurance
that the saloon is doomed. Though the
doom of this gigantic evil seems so unlikely, yet Gfd’s people are not to deway,” but He

night.

cup# of flour.

Lansing, Mich.,

Doctor Wanata, of

power was never greater
more extensive. It makes itself felt In
legislative bodies, in political conventions, In popular elections and is a

spair.

ArrLE

over

Makm.k Cake— 1 egg, 1 cup sugar, 1 cup

we behold the greatness and extent of the saloon power in the world
today there is little, from a human
fetAndpoInt, that betokens its doom. Its
or

PHYSICIAN,

A NOTED

lN»ic

Tone.—'The saloon porrer doomed.—P&.
(A temoeranca meeting.)

Cake—Soak two cap# of dried
Stew the apple# one hour In
One egg. one-half cup
two cup# of molasses.
of butter, one cup of #our milk, oae teaspoon
ful of saleratus, all kind# of #plce, about live
Dried

apple

WEDNESDAY
1

AFTERNOONS.

Db. II. W. IIathkb
begs to notify bis patron*
nd othera that until
further notice hi* dental
will be cloeed on
nfternoona

1 ocmt

Wednesday

Ellsworth, Oct. SS. 18U8.

COUNTY NEWS.
#br Additional

County iVsw,

Lynam. A board of managers, which
Includes many of the prominent cottagers, whs chosen, and the various committees were Ailed.

other payee.

ere

West HrookAvtlle.

Miss Alice Green la at home from Castiue.

Northrftnt llnrhur.

J. tt. Norwood and family returned
from their vacation last Friday.
Kev.

Olden Tapley ia attending the Bluebill
academy.
Uapt. Ed Tapley and wife returned to
Sand Island light station last week.

George Haynes, of Trenton, has mSved
into J. T. Moore’s small cottage.
Herman Savage has sold several house
on R ickenu avenue, to be built on

Mrs. H. B. Emery, who haa passed the
summer here, returned to Bangor Thurs-

lots

thin winter.

day

Last

Graves,

Mrs. Irving
Tarbox and daughter
Stella have gone to Bar Harbor for a few

Bunker

William

Jerome P, Tap»ey, jr., leaves this morning for Princeton, Mass., to be absent
v

Charles Babbidge has bought the old
Methodist meeting house, with the parv
sonage, for |275.

another

season.

Dr.

E.

graduated
department at Bowdoin
has bad two years’ experience
hospital, has located here.

H.

Milllken, who

from the medical

and
Capt. Benjamin Arey, of steamer “Mar- college
at Portland
jorie”, is building a dwelling near
Sept. 16.
Dodge’s steamboat landing.
Engineer George Arey is bnllding a Sedgwick,
Jay Floyd, son of
house near the small one which his famdangerously ill.
ily has occupied the past three years.

wife, of Surry,
Osgood
weie In town Saturday and Sunday, the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. O. P. Carter.

The Misses Hattie L. Tapley, Lola Wescott, Edith Stevens, teachers, and Abhie
L. Tapley, who will attend the high

Henry A. Small, whose bouse, Small’s
inn, was burned last spring, has moved
from the 8. H. Dority house to one owned
by Dr. Hagerthy.
y

Friday.

John S. Tapley, who came from Bsr
Harbor Saturday where be has been employed the past two months, left for
mnrninir

to

At

drafted

to

Merrit

Gray,

serve ss

to

ban sold bis farm to Fred

Sept.
D««r

juror,
grand juror,

as

at

Saturday.
y'
Miss Frances Howard, of Newburyport,
Mass., la visiting her brother, Capt. John

now

improving.

to be

eeems

time,

some

K. Green arrived borne Satur-

the

her sister, Mrs. Seth Lurvey.
Deacon Benjamin Dodge, who has been
health for

Ini*.

Miss Susie Haskell arrived home from
East Maine general hospital, Bangor,

,/

of Brewer, is

visiting

failing

XX.

ilUUBIU.

six-months-old infant of Mr. and
Mrs. Leverett Gilley has been seriously ill
for severs! weeks, but Is now improving.
her
little
Mrs. Edwin Clark, with

Frank Furgerson, of Chelsea, Mass., is
visiting bis parents, Dr. and Mrs. F. B.

daughters, who spent tbe summer with
her mother at Milbridge, returned home

/
taught by Miss Emma Christenson, of New Denmark, N. B.

The

Furgerson.
Sept. 16._8.
Kant Lamoina.

School is

last week.

MrB. Elizabeth Lawton left Monday to
the winter with her

spend

daughters

more meu

Logan and family left
Saturday for Washington, D. C. ComCommander

Schools opened here Monday, Sept. 16.
In this section Miss Preble, of Woolwich,
Ma«s., will take charge of the grammar
grade while Mrs. Louise Freeman teaches

primary

Rev.

Wednesday, Sept 11,

on

mander

of

A
most interesting character.
council of ministers was present.
church was beautifully decorated.

The

the

Wcit

popular

Its

proprietors.

will

summer.

younger

Mr. and Mrs. Webb, of Frankfort, visited Mr. Webb's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Albion Webb, last week.

chauge

soon

and

efficient

II. Abbott and little son
have Otrii in Portland a few days, the
guests of Dr. ami Mrs. E. G. Abbott.
Mr. and Mrs. C.

hostess, Mrs. Emma Randall, has found
the c«re too ureal since her husband’s
She will retain the livery busideath.
A Mr.
ness as employment for her sons.

Stap'es,

Swan’s Island,

of

proprietor.
Sept. 16.

w

ill be the

F.

new

llavey

A.

county

where

_

|

is
be

has

Andy
Havey
but jh improving,
Sept. 16.

been

for

has been

several

quite ill,

j

church.
Mrs.

Hattie

housekeeper

who

has

beeu

Herrick,
Mrs, Fanny Davis the

for

past three years, will close the bouse
Mrs.
Tuesday. She will visit her mother,
Hattie Treworgy, at Somerville, Mass.,
on

for

a

Her home In the

lew weeks.

Bluehill
Nathan Hinckley.
will be at

with

her

future

furnishing crews for
yachts, Surry Is supplying men for
Several of our townsmen
steam yachts.
have much better pay than was reported
iu The AmekicaH last week as the wages
of Deer Isle men by the Chicago paper.
While Deer Isle is

One

captain gets fl,200

home four

Sept.

or

five

a

year, and Is

at

of

ing

Somesville, is visit-

Hill,
mother, Mrs. Mary Kiugsley.

Mrs. Jason
her

Fred and

chusetts,
Merritt.

are

f

Jones, who has been in
Lowell for the past two years, is in town
visiting friends.
k*
Sept. 10.
Hluotitll-

Bisect is in town.

C bar let

a

Mrs. Snow and Miss Snow returned
Sunday from a short visit to Castine.
Frank Mason has bought the Bent
corner

Sept.

16.

of Main and Cross streets.
Bruz.
_

Monaghan’s orchestra,

months.

16._c-

of

Ellsworth,

will furnish the music for the dances at
town bail on Sept. 25 aud 26.

Sum.

having extensive

Fred Warren is
pairs made on bis Btore.

re-

has
Mary E. Gray, of East Surry,
moved into the H. C. Herrick house iu
V
tbe village.
drawn to
George F. Smith has been
C.
aerve on the traverse jury and Joseph
Gray on tbe grand Jury at the supreme
court in October.
Presiding Elder Day held quarterly
Satconference at the Methodist chapel
in tbe
urday afteruoon, and preached
church Sunday afternoon.
°Sept. 16. ____
Mrs.

Bar

ttailwr-

held

The village improvement society
Reits annual meetiug last Tuesday.
various committees showed
the
of
ports
had been done
that some excellent work
elected as
during the year. Officers were
President, Parke Goodwin;
follows:
John S.
vice-presidents: L. B. Deasy,
Lawrence;
Kennedy, Right Rey. William
A. H.
treasurer, F. C. Lynain; secretary,

Straw.
Loose.
8010
14
Baled.
Vegetables.
04
10 Sweet potatoes, Tt»
Green corn, don
80
02
Potatoes, bu
Turnips. B»
04
0-*»
Beets, hunch
Onions,
2ft
New onions, bunch to Shell nenus, pk
oft
2A
Lettuce,
Spinach, pk
02 Cabbage,
.03
Cucumbers,
Cft
05
Native tomatoes, Ik
Carrots, bunch
2" Green tomatoes, pk 2ft
Cauliflower,
04
Parsley, bunch 05gl0 Squash, N>

Beans—per qt—
Imp Yellow

12
10

Pea.
Fruit.

.35<j.45

15>j25 Oranges, doz
Id
Lemons, dot

qt

25 gS.i

Groceries.
.06 3.08
Rice, per lb
Pickles, per gal .403.60
.25 3.7ft
Olives, bottle
317 Vinegar— per gal—
.20
Pure cider,
Tea— per ft—
.0ft
.45 §.65 Cracked wheat,
Japan,
.04
.30§ 65 Oatmeal, per lb
Oolong,
.2o
Buckwheat, pkg
Sugar—per lb—
.04
.06)* Graham,
Granulated,
.04
Coffee—A A B, .06
Rye meal,
.06 Granulated meal,lb 02)*
Yellow, C
Oil—per gal—
Molasses—per gal—
.65 §.65
.35
Linseed,
Havana,
.60
13
Porto Rico,
Kerosene,
.60
Astral oil,
16
Syrup,

Coitee—per b

.16 §.25

Rio,

.40

Lumber and Building Material*.

Lumber—per M—
11 §13
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 12 313
12 girt
Spruce,
lttg‘20
Spruce floor,
12 §15
Pine,
Matched pine.
15§20
Shingles—per M—
2 75
extra
Cedar,
••
2 35
clear,
*•
1 85
2d clear,

Spruce,

Hemlock,

Clapboards—per
Extra spruce,
Spruce, No. 1,
Clear pine,
Extra pine,
Laths—per M—

1 25
12ft
M—
24 §26

17gl8
S5g60

35g60

2.00
Spruce,
.04 3.06
Nalls, per lb
Cement, per cask 1 50
•«
1 65 Lime, per cask
95
extra oue,
«*
No. 1.
125 Brick, per M
7all
••
.75 white lead, pra .053.1*8
scoots,
Provisions.
Pork Is higher.
Pork, lb.
Keef.lt>:
15
.15 3-30
Chop,
Steak,

.1*3.25

Roasts,

.080.10
18

Corned,

Tongues,
Tripe,

.08

Veal:
Steak,
Roasts,
Lamb:

.18
.10 3.12

Pigs’feet,
Ham, per lb
Shoulder,

153-la

llacon,
Salt

.I63I8
.10 3'1

Lard,

.1*314

XS
.lo

Spring lamb,"9 10 320
C5
Tongues, each
Cod,
Halibut,
White perch, lb
Mac&crel, lb

Fresh Fish.
05 Haddock,
14 a, 16 Clams, qt
12 Oysters, qt
12 Lobsters, !t>
Fuel.

Coal—per
Wood—per cord
3 00§5 00
Broken,
Dry bard,
2 00 3 3 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Egg,
Roundings per load
Nut,
I00gl25

05
20

40
*0

ton—

6

50
6 50
6 50
6 50
6 0$

Blacksmith’s
Flour, Grain and Feed.
Feed remains Arm at prices quotod last week.
Corn meal, bag
Flour—per bbl—
1 40
4 2534 75
Straights,
150
St. Louis roller,
Corn, bag
50
4 25 34 75 Oats, bu
4 50<i5 00 Shorts—bag— 1 10 «1 10
Patents,
Mixed feed,bag

1.153L20
Middlings, bag
1.1531 JO

Hides and Tallow.
Lamb skins,

Hides—per’lb—

.04*
Ox,
.04*
Cow,
.04
Ru'd,
Calf skins, green
»i

.25 8*50

Tallow—per lb—
Rough,
Tried,

.w

Dried

Fruit.
.10

.123.20 Tamarinds,

Figs,
Dates,
Raisins,

.01*
04

.10
.083.15

.083*12

Currants,

.06
.10

Apples, string
.103-14 Apples, sliced

(OUXTY NEWS.
**

Additional

County News

see

ether pages.

South Penobscot.

Clement is in Bluehill visit-

Mrs. Susie

ing friends.
Flora Roberts

Pawtucket, R. I.
Rev. and Mrs. E. K. Drew were in
Levant last week at the Drew reunion.
have gone to

VVardwell, of Bluehill, is stopping with his sou, George G. VVardwell.
James 8. Williams, of Waterville, is
visiting his mother, Mrs. Robert Nichols.
Monroe

built in his

doing

library.

having a fireplace
Sidney P. Gray is

the work.

Mr. and Mrs. Newell J.
Gray and
daughter Winifred, of Bangor, are stopping with her father, J. W. Bridges.
Mrs. Florence Wardwell

was

called

to

Bluehill Friday eveninglby the illness of
her daughter Louise, who is attending
the academy.
Mrs. M.

Dunbar,

who has

been

spend-

with her daughter, Mrs.
Leach, has gone to Tenants Harbor for a short visitj before returning t«
her borne in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Climax.
Sept. 16.

ing the

summer

“Itleketts A Eastwoed wired to me
soon as the decree nisi was made
absolute. I left by the tlrst steamer,
landed at Plymouth yesterday, and
here I am!”
There was an appreciable pause;
»s

then she said softly:
"Ah-h!
I have been here
time.”

ill
past year, died at the home of bis daughter, Mrs. Wentworth.
has

Capt. George Murphy
week for

a

visit to his

been away since

for

been

came

the

home this

family.

He

has

February.

Sept.

^

ployed.
Mrs. A. H. Holt is spending a few weeks
daughter, Mrs. Herbert Hodg-

kins, at Eastport.

Sept.

16.

son

been

ill, also

Melvin.

Mr. Newton, of the Frenchman Bay
Packing Co., has returned from his vacation.
✓'*
Miss Lucy E. Bunker left for Prospect
this
Harbor
morning to teach the
primary school.
Adeline Sargent and Mrs. Mary
returned to their homes in
Eastport and Lubec.
Mrs. Georgia Hammond and son Harold
have returned home after a visit to her
parents in St. John, N. B.
Mrs.

her old

Mias Blanche Hagen has returned from
emBar Harbor where she has been

with her

Gouldsboro.

Mrs. Florence Hanna has
her little

There was a lecture by S. 8. Hanscom,
of Bar Harbor, followed by an ice-cream
sociable at North Seal Cove recently, for
the benelit of the West Tremont new
church.
Thelma.
16.
North Umoluii.
Mrs. E. V. Young is visiting
home and friends in Sedgwick.

.South

Huckins have

Miss Emma Havey, who has been the
guest of Mrs. Margaret Bunker, has returned to her home in Hancock.

Sept.

16.

S.

all

the

“What do you say to a sea voyage?
Wouldn't It bring back your roses In
double quick time?”
“A sea voyage?” she echoed vaguely. “I don't think I quite”—
"look here!” he said awkwardly, but

persuasively. “I've settled It all, subject to your approval. When we’re
married—eh? Now I want you to tell
me when we can start.”
“When

we

can”—

"Start. You understand? flow soon
will you Join me In town and—and go
to church with me?”
They halted In their walk, and he
took possession of her hands.
“Come,” he said. "There’s no possible reason for delay. We have waited
long. lot us lose no more time.”
She released her hands gently, but

determinedly.
"My dear,” she said, “I have
thing to tell you.”
"Well?” he questioned, with
tinct suggestion of Impatience.

some-

a

dis-

“All this time, and Indeed it has
seemed very, very long, I have had
nothing to do but think. The first
thing I realized was that I was freefree to love you as much as I could.
Perhaps a man cannot quite underI tried not to think of my past life—
my life with him. Y’ou know the blot,
the sin upon it. I fell short In my duty
and my fuitli, and I despise myself.
So must you."
She spoke deliberately, as was her
habit, and very low, with her hands

tightly clasped.
“Dearest,” he assured her, “you are
like all women”—
“Oh, no! Some of them are good. I
have been weak and wicked. Perhaps
I was tried too far. I used to say so
In the days when I made excuses for

myself.”
“It's
man

and done with,” said the
doggedly. “Why rake it up
over

fCirrKRY TO GARIBOV.

Don’t be Afraid to Work.
One

thing that keeps young
b

..f

They

.»ri

men

ai.n

down

*u

order-to otb'-r-, or figure as ma
let some one else do the drudgory. There
is no doubt that indolence and laziness
are the chief onetacles to success
When we see a boy, who has just secured a position, lane hold of everything
with noth bauds and “jump right into
his work” as if heimeanl to succeed, we
nave confidence that
he wilt prosper.
i>ut if Le humiH around and hhks questions when told to do anything; it he
tells you that this or that belongs to
some other boy to do, for it Is
not
his
work; if he does not try to carry out his
Oroers in the correct way; if he wants a
thousand explanations when ask^d to
run hu errand, and makes his employer
think that he could have done the whole
thing himself—one feels like discharging such a buy on the spot, for he is couv need that he was not cut out
for success.
That boy will be cursed with mediocrity, or win he a failure. There is no
pisce in this century for the lazy mau.
He will be pushed to the wall.—Success.

Why Some Items are Not Printed.
exchange thus briefly sums up the

An

•*•♦»»News,

wimi

fi/-

genteel occupations, bo they can dress
well, and not soil their clothes, and handle
things with the tfps of their lingers.
They do not like to get their shoulders
under the wheel, and they prefer to give

Novelty anti Nonsense.
Patent has been granted to G. F. Smith,
of Monroe, for reclining chair.
Harlow Bigelow, one of Bkowhegan’s
oldest citizens, died Tuesday,
aged ninety-three years.
liev.

Josiah

H.

Tilton,

Sept. 10,
Reading,

of

Mtvsa., formerly pastor of the church in
Holden, and Mrs. Caroline P. Griswold,
for many years a resident of Bangor, were
married 'ast week. The groom is eighty-

elghty-two.

six years of age; the bride

I. Treat, of Bangor, has among
her most cherished possessions a little
strip of the flag which draped the theatre
box occupied by President Lincoln when
be was shot thirty-six years ago. It was
this flag which
tripped the assassin
Mrs. W.

Booth, and broke his leg when be leaped
from the box to the stage.
bred E
ductor
been
the

Sanborn, for many years

on

the Maine Central

promoted

a

con-

railroad,

to train master.

has

He takes

place of F. E. Hubbard, of Waterville,
his headquarters in Port-

and will have

situation:
“The editor is

occasionally asked why

he

-being in

In reply we
town, etc.
not know everything that in
wc ask that if you know an
item kindly tell us about it.
Every week
we know that you know something which
uo
not
we
we
kuow that you
know, and
know we do not know 1
still you don’t
tell us. Now it you tell us what you
know, theu we’ll tel 1 you wmit we know,
and our readers will know what they
know and what you know and what we
know, and you will then kuow that we
know what you know. See!”
state we can

passing;

and

complaint*'

No such thing as “summer
where
Dr. Fowler’s Extractof Wild Strawberry Is kept
Nature’s remedy for looseness of the
bowels.—A dvt.

handy.

known

employes

Maine

the

on

Ceptral.

running between Portland
and Bangor for many years, and is well
liked by the trainmen and traveling
He is prominent in masonry
public.
eminent
in Maine, and is at present
commander of Portland commandery, K.
He has

been

T.
_

Respectable poverty is

a bout the
condition of life to sustain.

hardest

It’s ha d work to take care
Tired mothers.
of children, and to cook, sweep,fwash, sew and
mend besides. Tired mothers should take Hood's
Sarsaparilla—It refreshes the blood. Improves
the appetite, assures restful sleep, and helps in

ways.—Advt.

many

atJbtrtiaementB.

llplLIn Case of Fire

Ki

a house covered with MF Roofing
Tin is safe from the dangers of
flying sparks and brands. Shingles
invite conflagration; slate and tile
add the danger of crushing weight
when the walls weaken; MF tin
affords complete protection and a
light-weight covering to the house
it lasts much longer than
any other form of roofing.

B

JMraX
\Vv

Jlifi uffl

HrxSX..

^—and

again?”
“Y'es. I felt the uselessness of doing
and I turned my thoughts to the
future.”
“Oh, sweetheart!”
“There I saw my salvation.”
“Of course.”
“But not in the way you mean.”
“In what way?”
“I should not have allowed you to
“Will
come back,” she said wistfully.
you forgive me?”
“Y'ou speak in riddles."
“I must send you away,” she said,
meeting his gaze for the lirst time and
without flinching.
lie burst into a laugh of genuine

I
IE
H
fi

S

fl
B
fl
fl

fl

fl

so,

process; has the heaviest and richest coating of pure tin and new
J lead, by means of clarified Lagos
oil. M F roofing has lasted
l———J palm
will
years on many houses
keep your house sound 50 years.
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trade mark Is
This
ery sheet of

1

stamped

the^nuine.

amusement.

j j
]

jj

j
!

onetr-

Ask your

write (W. C. CRONEMEYER. Agent,
to ^ Carnegie Building,Pittsburg,

“Don't make it harder for me than
it is already,” she said, her lip quivering irrepressibly. “I am in earnest
Indeed. For how can I allow myself
to marry you—I, a creature of no account now, whose name has been bandied about as a common thing, and
deservedly? Oh, one can’t pretend to
the contrary.”
“What's all this?” he asked, hi9
mouth twisted into the semblance of
a
smile under his 6bort, dark mustache.
'Y'ou must admit that all I say Is
true. I am not a lit woman to become

for illustrated book

on

roofs

j^B

“You mean,” he said, “that you
don't care for me any longer.”
In the night, which had at last fallen,
the outline of his face looked sickly;
his voice shook.
"Oh,” she said, “you know that isn’t
sol But 1 feel 1 can't, I mustn't marI have fallen low enough.
ry you.
Still, I have only injured myself, for
he is well rid of me. 1 needn’t injure
any one else.”
“I would very much like to know,”
be said grimly, “if you ever cared for
me?”
“It was my excuse, wasn’t It?”
"And you wish me to leave?”
She put up her hands to her face.
“Have you thought it carefully
over?” he went on In a steady, matter
“You staked and lost
of fact voice.
everything for my sake, you said, and
It has cost me something too. Not that
I reproach you, for, by heaven, I do
love you!”
“You will soon get over that, almost
as soon as if I married you, and then
you will see that I was right and perhaps be grateful to me.”
“Is that all?”
“Yes.”
“You are quite decided?”

"Quite.”

Calvin
West Treniont.
Wills Dow, who

OF

CONSCIENCE.

18

Hay.

Brainard Condon is

./

John Snow has sold his horse Harry to
Penobscot man.

house,

20

laid, per doz.....

Poultry.

The Misses Eleanor and

Simonds, of Massavisiting their uncle, E. K.

Frank

Inez

Miss

sister, Mrs.

sail

I5g«r".
Fresh

Prunes,

severs)

Invitations bave been received here for
the wedding of Miss Wilma Bowden and
Waldo Kingsbury, of Medfluld, Mass., at
South Penobscot, Sept. 18, at the Baptist

Dairy.22324
Cheese.
Beat factory (new) per lb.16 318
Best dairy (new).16
90
Dutch (Imported).....
05
Neufchatel.

G.

Svnclair, who has been ill for v\ •**•! Ooiit<lat>or».
weeks, seems to be improving.
| Miss Grace Wood is in Bangor for a
Byron H. Cbatto will go to Orono this | few weeks.
week to enter tbe U. of M. for a four
School began Sept. 9, with Miss Bertha
years’ course in electrical engineering. J ! Moore teacher.
Clifford

Creamery per lb...80

from Aroostook

home

P.

weeks.
Spray.

Hitrrr-

K»>|

Sullivan.

Mrs. B. B. Havey has gone to Portland
hospital for treatment.
Miss Bernice Webb has returned from
Northeast Harbor, where she has been all

J
bouse

The Randall

soon.

_

Mrs. C. E. Cook, •■on and daughter left
on Wednesday to again make their home
in Bangor for the winter. Mr. Cook, who
bad spent a week here in looking after
aud
bridge
the interest of the dam
project, returned to Bangor the week

previous, accompanied by

will return

Mrs. H. C. Gerrisb and little daughter
Frances, who have spent the summer at
their old home, have returned to Dorchester, Mass.
H.
Sept. 16.

a

large

daughter.

Logan

Miss Dayton, who has been the guest of
William Potter for several weeks,
has returned to her home in Cleveland,
Ohio.

Dean

were

Butter.

Mrs.

school.

The ordination services of
Walker

Potter has gone to Boston to hire
to work at the coaling station.

Supt.

in

Mrs. Fannie
the vicinity of Boston.
Crockett accompanied her for a short visit.

the

Country Produce.

Mocha,
Java,

Mrs. W. 8. Green left town Friday for
New York.
Mrs. Faank G. McCollum and children
left Monday for their home in Cambridge,
Mass.

October term of court at Ellsworth.
Tomson.
Sept. 16.

In

_

Gardner

tbe

Southwest Harbor.
Miss Annie Washburn,

16.

day.

and

traverse

serve

Travellers Home, Mr. Closson,
Bridges.
C.

lord of the

meeting held at the town clerk’s
Saturday, John Bakeman was

s

good

Bailey R. Closson last week moved into
new
purchase, the house formerly
owned by S. H. Dority. The genial land- Apples, pk
Cranberries,

studies st Colby.
The Douglass bouse and the Brookstde
were closed for t be season last Thursday.
The last of the Bangor colony to go were
A. C. Sawyer and family, they leaving
tbe Brookslde Thursday morning.
4
office

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island sail shall
weigh 70 pounds.
f he standard weight of a bushel of potatoes.
In good order and dt for shipping, Is 60 pOu-de;
of apples, 44 pounds
The standard weight of a bushel of oeans In
order mid lit For shipping. Is 82 poundsif wheat, 1 »cets, ruta baga turnips and peas,rtn
82
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions,and
turnips, rye
pounds; of carrots, Kngllsn
Indian meal, SO pounds; of parsnips,4ft pounds;
of barley anu buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats.
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the rctAll prices
Farmers can easily reckon from
at Ellsworth.
these what they aro likely to receive In trade
or cash for their products.

bis

his

resume

MRASHHCt.

loose, per ton.13gJ4
Baled.30

and

Reuben G.

AND

Best

Boston last week.

weeks.

Waterville this

la

B. Jones, who has been
friends in town, returned to

visiting

WRIGHTS

HAINB LAW BRGAFDIHG

Fowl.

H. A. Small,

QUAinS
HER
1 I

WlDIHDAf, September 18.1901.

Chickens.18

Mrs. Susan

Mrs. William Calwell and sister, Miss
Lutie Smith, of New York, are at Grassmere Lodge, their old
home, fora few

left for Brewer last

P.

A.

_J.

_

•cbooi,

Ernest

and

Ober, left for Westbrook to attend the
seminary.
Dr. Dunham, of New York, has bought
a lot of land near the swimming pool and
line cottage built before
will have a

weeks.

until Christmas.

^
Vldito, Raymond

Starrett

week

makkkts.

KliLSWOKTH

“I had better say goodby at once.”

“Goodby.”
are not likely
hurry, are we?”
“No,” admitted the

"We
a

to

meet again in

woman.

She held out her hands as If by an
Impulse, and he Immediately took possession of them.
“Your cheeks are wet,” he said.
“Are they?”
“Poor pale little face! Poor lonely
little woman! Here.” He produced a
voluminous silk bandanna, with which
he wiped away her tears. “There.”
He drew her head down upon his
shoulder and clasped her to him as
gently as if she had been a child.
“What sort of a blackguard did you
fancy I was? Do you think I will ever
let you go?”
“O-h!” she breathed Just before her
lips met his. “Just for one moment I
feared you were going to take me at
my word.”

OUTDOOR AMUSEMENTS Stiffen the Joints and
Muscles, while Sprains, Lameness and Soreness often

attend violent exercise.

H Good
c

]

Minard’s Liniment and

Thing —Rub

It In.

Powerful, penetrating, clean to use. gives instant relief, and leaves no oil or grease to soil the clothing.

Large Bottles 25
I

Use

and St.00 at Druggists, Grocers and General Stores.
A POSTAL BRINGS FREE SAMPLE BOTTLE.
cents

MINARD’S LINIMENT MFG.

COMPANY, BOSTON, MASS.
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Editor and Manager.

0LLIN8.

he has filled in
varied
somewhat
career; in every instance he has risen
grandly to the exigencies of the office,
and has never disappointed the confidence imposed in him.
As President, we believe he will
soon win the confidence of the Amer-

Price- $2.00 a year; $1.00 for
Babacrlpt
•lx months, !» cents for three months, 11
paid strict 1\ In advance, $1.50,75 and 38 cents
All arrearages are reckoned at
respectively
•aerate of <1 per year.
Advertising Hates—Are reasonable, and will
be made known on application.
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needed for revenue if such abolition
can be had without harm to our inDirect commerdustries and labor.
cial lines between the eastern coast of
the United States and the ports in
South America, and the Pacific coast
ports and Mexico, Central America

twenty-flftt
President of the United States, died al
2.15 o’clock last Saturday morning, t
down

ftn

hv

the

week after he was struct
ananaAin-A

hnllfit

suddenness of his death

physicians’

bulletins for

Th#

after

a

th<

and South America; the encouraging
of the merchant marine and the building of ships which shall carry the
American flag and be owned and controlled by Americans and American
capital; the building and completion
as soon as is possible of the isthmian
canal; the construction of a cable
owned by the government connecting
and the
our mainland with Hawaii
Philippines; the use of conciliatory
methods of arbitration in all disputes

week hac

been most encouraging, and just aftei
he had been declared

danger,

of

practically

oui

with a shock thal

came

could not have been greater if deatl
had

immediately

followed the bullet

The shot of the assassin

brought

tht

President closer to the hearts of the
American

McKinley,

William

people;

the admired President, became William

McKinley,

with foreign nations so as to avoid
armed strife.
It is not expected that President
Roosevelt’s accession to the presidency will be followed by any immediate changes in the cabinet, or by
any changes in public policy. The
time is short to the December session
of Congress, and it is not believed
there is any emergency in eight that
will lead the President to call an ex-

the beloved, and the

national grief is the keener because
of the week of anxiety and
But while

but

McKinley’s life

timely

sorrow

our

cannot

we

feel

was cut

could

off at

life?

an

prime

we,
a

un-

of ite
second

on

thought, imagine for him

plete

anc

that President

moment in the

usefulness,

hope.
is deep,

more com-

the reach of

place,

in this or any other

man

Through the stress of a foreign war and the complications in oui
foreign relations which followed, hf
had guided the country safely and
with rare judgment, and sufliciem
time had elapsed to vindicate hie
course throughout these trying times
a

Solon, the wise Athenian law giver

Bito,

happiest,

the Argive

to bestow
vi

on

besought

turn

ujc

can

fell asleep within the

iv.

“And thev

temple,

McKinley

Argive

a.

at

a

sermon.

William

McKinley’s

complete?

at 10 30

a.

m.

President Roosevelt.
the irresistible current of events,
Theodore Roosevelt has been swept
into the President’s chair. We believe
he will make a good President.
The
only fear expressed is that he will be

less conservative, more aggressive
than President McKinley, but we believe there is little to fear on this
The great responsibilities of
score.
this high office have in the past
seemed to exert a subduing influence
The
on the men who have filled it.
most radical men have developed a
conservatism and sobriety unex-

pected of them; they have risen to
the dignity of the office.
President Roosevelt will, we have
be no exception to this
no doubt,
rule. Moreover, he has already dem-

carefully organized

has been

constitution having been adopted
from those of similar organizations ol
long standing in Bangor, and in Orange
N. J.
According to the constitution, the
mayor and the overseers of the poor an
honorary members of the society, so that
the benevolent work will
with

reference

officially
ia

to

to

not

eligible

be conductec

to such aid.

executive comCharities that 11
the money, clothing and food which arc
given in charity every year were distributed thiougb the one channel of a
well-conducted benevolent society, the
poor of our city could be comfortably
It ia

believed

the

by

mittee of the Associated

membership fee is fl,
membership fee flO. It is

hopes of the society to have such

membership

and
the

large

a

that with the dues and vol-

untary contributions, the expenses will
be

met

without

meat.

The officers lor the ensuing year will be
at the regular meeting on the
drat Monday in October.
Ail person*
whose
iu»i

names

unic

*ii<i

are
imvc

of officers and

the

on
n

the

v'mvo

books
iii

plans of

become members will do

vuc

before
cicvuuii

work.

Foi

Thursday,

at 3 p. in., memorial service

7 30.
UNITARIAN.

H. Coar, pastor.
Friday eveuing, at 7.30, teachers’
meeting at home of Mrs. S. D. Wiggiu.
Subject: “The Birth of Jesus.”
Sunday, Sept. 22—Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
Rev. A.

Rev. David Kerr, pastor.
Friday evening, at 7.30, prayer meeting.
Sunday, Sept. 22—Morning service at
10.30. Sermou by pastor. Subject: “Our
Martyred President’s Dying Words of

Resignation.”

Sunday

school at 12

m.

C. E. meeting at 6 p. in. Evening service
at 7. Subject: “Assassination and Anarchy; its Cause aud Cure.”
CONGREGATIONAL.

Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor.
Friday evening at 7.30, prayer and conference meeting. Subject: “The Church.”

Sunday, Sept. 22—Morning worship
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.

at

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Friday evening, at 7.30, prayer meeting.
Sunday, Sept. 22—Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by the pastor.
Sunday
school at 11.45. Epworth league at 7.00.
Bay side—Service Sunday at 2.30 p. m.;
Mr. Simontou.

tin

BIG

LATE

NIGHT-

AT

CROWDS

COMING.

The programme for Ellsworth’s three-

days’ carnival and fair, Oot. 1, 2 and 3, is
complete, and is printed below. There
will be something
doing from early
morning until late at night, indeed the cally decorated
days will be

one

continuous round of

en-

from the

early risers
their way down town for the morning

band concert.

big crowds here; that is
certain. It is Impossible at this early
date to say just what engine and hose
companies will come, but from the inThere will be

quiries

received

it

that

evident

seems

many are planning. Calais has a gilt-edge
hose team with carriage and horses which

under the

supervision of

Letter to Ollex & Burrill,

I. F. Butler, the tri-color scheme, yellow,
being in evidence.
green and white
Overhead, festoons of woodbine depended

from

to

corner

garlanded

the

Evergreens

corner.

side walls with

effective

an

panel of evergreen and

centre wall

Ellnrorth.
Porterhouse, so much; neck, so
Dear Sir*
much; *11 ihe wsy between.
Ju*t so with paint. Itcvoe lead and tine ta
the porterhouse. Nobody wants the neck, the
between, some say, I* good enough for them.
But Devon cost* lens, not more, than telween.
teed and oil la between, It la the old fashion
paint. Hut line has come In. /Inc toughens
white lead. Devon lead aod alno Is tho paint.
If you paint tn throe years, you do It for
looks. Derm? does not wear out In three years.

flow-

At the altar was a pretty floral arch,
where the bridal group were met by the
atpastor. The guests were seated by the
tentive ushers, Misses Grace Butler, Lula
Havey, Charlotte Macomber and Flossie

ers.

There will certainly be excursion rates
railroads, and in all probability a
special excursion over the Washington
on

County road. At Monday evening’s
meeting of the carnival committee the
following special committee was appointed to look after this matter: Mayor
A. W. Greely, H. E. Davie, H. E. Hamlin, B. T. Sowie and H. W. Cushman.
There will be lots of music. The two
Ellsworth bands and the Eastport band
have

engaged,

been

and

there

will

be

others.
PROGRAMME.

bands will consolidate for
in

only condition of membership h
payment of tbe fee, and any person
who is not seen by the soliciting committee can become a member by leaving hi*
or

ber

name

Samuel

and

postotfice

the fair

square, and

there

lee

L.

with

Lord, or with
Miss M. A. Greely.

the

secretary

of John White.

tbe

Co.,
Comedy Four,

Cushings, tbe Alabama
Leclair, and tbe Norrisee.
Each evening there will be a band concert in tbe square and a ball in Hancock
ball.

Main

will

street

illuminated

be

with colored electric

lights,

propriation having

been

special ap-

a

made for that

Tbe fair ground also will be
illuminated, and there will be vaudeville
entertainment and dance.
purpose.

The

features for tbe three

special

days—

forenoon down-town and afternoon at
tbe fair ground—are as follows:
Tuesday
9.30

Forenoon.

Hand engine contest; purse, #175. Firs
prize, #100; second prize, $50; third, #25
Wheelbarrow race; prizes, $2 and $1.
Potato race; prizes $2 and #1.

10.45
10 50

Tuesday Afternoon.
2.40 class, Uot and j*oe; purse, #100.
2.5t class, trot or pace; purse, #90.
Football game.

1 CO
) 30
2-10
4.30

Peg

Grand

1 00
1.30
2 00

2 40 class,
2.26 class,
Hose reel

trot

3.00
4.20

and pace, purse, #100.
and pace, purse, #125.
(dry); purse, #150. First
prize, #100; second prize, #50.
Druwlng of cattle.

Peg

purse, #5.

race,

trot

race

Thursday Forenoon.
200 yards; prizes, #2 and #1.
Bicycle race, quarter of mile; prizes, #3

9 00
9.15

Foot

race,

and #2.
Hu-e reel

9 45
10-30

(wei); purse, # 0.
race; purs-, #:.»
race

Couvdlng
Thursday Afternoon.
1 CO 2 35 c)a«», trot and pace; purse, #100.
1

SO

2

00

2 21 da**,

trot

and

»

ace; purse, #lftO.

Drawing of liorses.
Peg race; purse,
Beside tbe programme of events at tbe
fair ground, there wi'l be the usual fair
attractiona in the way of agricultural anu
4iJ0

There will

be another

name.

hite’s daughter, Mrs. Mary Rowland-on, was captured by the Indians in
Mr. W

1676, and later was ransomed through tht
John Hoar, of Concord, an ancestor of Hon. George F. Hoar, of Worcester, who has bought tbe land upoc
which stands “Redemption rock”, when
John Hoar feasted the Indians before h<
made terms with them for Mrs. Rowland
efforts of

This rock is in Princeton

about twelve miles from Lancaster, and il
w as voted to hold the next annual reunion
of the association in that town.

this John White are descended
many of hi3 name, and many more of hi*
blood in Bucksport, Lamoine, Trenton
Hancock, Franklin, Sullivan, Cherryfield
Addison, Machias, and a large number ii
California.
From

Hancock Point Cottage.
R. H. Young, of Hancock, was in Ells
worth Monday, and effected tbe sale fron
R. R. Glover, of Baltimore, of lots 2 anc
3. of the McFarland plan, to Mrs. Gertrud*
E. Slaughter, of Madison, Wis.
Mrs. Slaughter will build a handsom*
Work on tb*
summer cottage on the lot.
foundation will begin at once.
New

cheerful, everything yield* ,
profit; if you are gloomy, all is loss.
>

a

Accused of

Rooster.

There
fair attendance at the
mock trial in Hancock hall last Wednes*
a

evening, under the auspices of Donuqua
lodge, K of P.

was

there when the town received its

evening.

TRIAL.

Prominent Ellsworth Man

part of Salem which Is now Wen ham
until 1653, w’ben, with
his family he moved to Lancaster, being
He remained there

meeting of the

Coinival committee to-morrow

MOCK

disposal

of

a

number of

local

the

docket, the case of the State
against Lynwood F. Giles charged with
a
stealing rooster from Charles L. Morang,
for tbe purpose of engaging in a cock tight,
called

George B.
and Col.

A.

Stuart
V.

New Rates.

by
of honor, the bride,
father, and the flower girl, entered by
the right aisle; the best roan, Mr. Maxwell, the groom, and the page entered at
the left. The groups met at the altar,
where the ceremony was performed by
Rev. W. H. Powleeland, the ring service
being used. The page waa the ring bearer.
matron
her

Free

Daring the ceremony Mise Mabel
Monaghan softly and sweetly sang “O
promise me”. At its conclusion she
again sang with flue effect, “Constancy.”
Then the recessional march was played as
party left the church, the bride and
following the flower girl, Annie
Frances Cleveland, who scattered flowers
along the way; then came the matron of
honor, Mrs. James
husband; tbe beet

I.

wun

Maxwell,

ner

John W. Blaisdeil, and the bridesmaid, Beatrice Blaisdell, tbe page, Willie L. Maxwell, and
man,

NEW

After tbe ceremony there
tion at tbe Weet residence.

was

In

departure by private

be Installed

100->.

For information apply to manager.
FURNITURE COVERINGS.
1 have a fine line of coverings that
will convert old furniture Into new
small cost.

at

Room Mouldings.
Many styles at moderate price#.
1

was

the

Newton,

of

maures*

as

«

good

aa new.

UNDERTAKING.
_

L.

JORDAN.

| BEDSTEADS.
A

White

K Haworth.

IZ'F

lot

new

tern#—a

convey-

chest

W.

No. 1 Franklin Street,

Just received—various patchoice lot. Krom (SJOup.

CHAIRS.
Some very pretty |uith>rn« «f willow
and reed chairs. Price* to cult.

A

of

good Rocking

Mrs. James T. MaxThe out-of-town guests Included
well.
I)r. and Mrs. J. K. Hooper, Camden; Mias

Chair for

#

I ..TO.

silver from Mr. and

E. J. DAVIS,

Ellsworth.
Monaghan, Miss Alice Scott, Mr. No. i'ranktta Street,
and Mrs. Carl Donnell, Ellsworth; Mrs.
A. S. Cummings, Mrs. Dr. Bridgham, Mrs. STOCKBRIDGE HALL,
S. V. Bennie, Sullivan; Miss E. J. SimpYARMOUTH, ME.
son, Newton, Mass.; Mrs. Ralph Gerrlsh,
Mabel

the Misses

Webb, West Sullivan; Mrs.

Home School for girls and young ladle#. Exiwrlen^-d teachers in a'l branches. Including a
vT*«'»u«Lr of Bo*tou School of Mounefceeplng.
Ilouur 0*1 tag aod personal supervision.
Send for circular until Oct 1 to

Dyer, Mrs. Wallace, Mrs. Burnham, Mrs.
Gray, Mllhridge; Mrs. E. T. Campbell
and daughter Juna,Mrs Gertrude Gordon,
Homesviiie; Mra. C. J. Ceveiand and
daughter Frances, of Bangor;
Cap:,
and Mrs. Colmau Crabtree, M>». C. Y.
Wooster, Hancock; Mr. and Mra. Max*
welt and

two

sous

William

and

••

Miss

STOCKBRIDOC.

237 Benefit St..

Pi evidence, R. I.

Job.,

Mrs. Haley and daughter Olive, Sangerlies, N. Y ; Dr. H. F. T. Cleaves, of Koek
Hill, S. C ; Mrs. Lizzie S. Nutting, of New

Pianoforte Instruction.

Hampshire.

fllss l.ora V. Parsons he*#
rbc will be prepared

to

to announce

that

receive

pupils for piano*
forte Instruction after September I, Ittfl.

There Is more CaUrrh In this section of the
country than all i.th*r disease* put to*ether
and until tho last few years it w**supposed to l»c
t tic a table.
For a |<real tnauy teai» doctor* pronounced U a local disease. and ire-eillied local
reinedte<*. and by constantly failing to cure with
local
trcatineiit.
pronounced Tt Incurable
Science ha* proven cat:.rrah to l»e a OOt stUu
liuiial disease, and tin re fore
require* constitu
tloual treatment
Hall's < 'atari li Cure, nianu.
fxciured uy F. .1 Cheney A Co Toledo. Ohio. is
the only constitutional cure ou the market. It
1* taken Internally in dose* from 15
drops to a
t«a*poonful. It acts directly ou the blood and
mucous surfaces of the
system. They o£Ter one
hundred dollnrs for any ca-e it fails to cure
Send fur clrcu'ar* anil testimonial*.
F. J CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
Address,
Sold by l>ru*ci»t*. 75c.
Hall's Family IMIls are the best.

Kllswoith, Me.. July £4

1!1'Hll,'aa

EHantrt.

I

appeared for the State

Worcester,

Mass., for the defendant. F. W. Hollins
presided *a nidge of the court, with John
t Knowlton as clerk, L. F.
Hooper ss
crier and Harry B’mwn as court officer.
The jurors were J. E Watters, foreman;
C. C. Burrlll, F. B. Aiken, Alec McNabh,
W. F. Aiken, Charles H. Leland, 8. L.
Lord, John A. Lord, J. Prescott Gage, H
C. Stratton, A. K. Cushman, E. C. Osgood.
The witnesses for tbe State were Frank
S. Cal! ami Harry E Howe, and for the
defense, Dr. Low is Hodgkins, F. C. Burr ll and Henry Campbell.
The State made out a pretty clear case,
which t he evidence for defendant and ail
the eloquence of his attorney could not
shake. He was found guilty, and sentenced to live iu Surry the rest of his un-

old hair

ike

m

receptbe bay

on a

gifts

the month of Oc-

during

tober, 1001, for trial until January 31,

wedding trip of a
week, eventually going to Washington,
I). C.
Prominent amoug tbe large array of
beautiful

and lower rates.

announces new

a

parlor, bright with vines
and potted plant*, stood the bridal party
receiving tbe large throng of friends who
Reextended hearty congratulations.
freshments were served the aueats by
Mrs. Lillian Stinson, Mrs. Delia Pickett,
Mrs. Alice Havey, Mrs. Lottie Havey,
Miss Mabel
Mrs. Charlotte Cleveland,

ance, to be absent

TELEPHONE

A few free residence telephones will

window of the

took their

ENGLAND

and TELEGRAPH CO.

tbe usbers.

Tbe bride was becomingly gowned In
white Persian lawn and Italian Valenciennes, with bouquet of white carnaTbe bridestions and maidenhair fern.
maid wore white organdie and Mechlin
lace, with bouquet of pink carnations.
Tbe matron of honor wore blue and
The flower girl
carried pink carnations.
was in pink aiik with iace trimmings.
The ushers were in white.

Telephones.
THE

groom

Monaghan and Miss Olive Haley.

Wednesday Forenoon.
parade of business and floral
floats, firemen, cavalcade of mounted
cow boys with full equipment, faolastics, bicyclists and uniform police.
10.45 Sack race; prizes, #2 and #110 50 Three-legged race, prizes, #2 and #1.
Wednesday Afternoon.
9 30

aibnLfftntni*.

tbe guests were partaking, Dr. and Mrs.
Collins quietly withdrew, and as quietly

race.

After the

that

a

by

Amusement

tbe

cases oil

are

fair ground

Gordon A

composed of tbe descendants «f John White, who came from
the west of England in 1638 with his wife.
Joane, and several children, and settled in

If you

then march to

tbe

Gormana, New Englaud

Stealing

John
held at the Quincy bouse, Bos-

liberty.

at

the treasurer

reunion of the descendants of

son’s

concert

be vaudervtlle shows

will

was

was

grand

a

ground for tbe afternoon pro-

gramme.
Each afternoon

r. W. Devon A Co.

the

There will be band concerts each forenoon at 8 and 11 o'clock.
At 1 o’clock the

truly,

Yours
\ 7

is

household exhibits.

Tbe

ton, Sept.
The association is

Thursday, at 7 30 p. m., Chrislian EnSubject: “True Honor.”
Mrs. Haslam. leader.
Sunday, Sept. 22—Morning service at
10 30.
Sunday school at 1145.
Eveuing
at

before

4.

deavormeeting.

service

so

tbe

W hite

CONG’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Q. H. liefflon, pastor.

UNTIL

ING

to entertain

recourse

Descendants

in tbe church

j

life

_______________

MOTK8.

SOMETHING DOING FROM EARLY MORN-

rendered

relief

the city. It
poor of
to help only those whe

the

the iutention

are

the

and

BAPTIST.

By

society

flrBt of October.

prayer

Rev.

hono;,

not ours, be done.”
say

Bervice and

preaching

m.,

UNION

goddess granted tc
When men
youths.

dying President:
“Good-bye, all;
good-bye. It is God’s way; His will,

not

held

the

And then those last words of the

can

praise

CHURCH

received

asleep within the temple”—
the temple which he occupied in the
hearts of the American people.

was

be

their lend, the Dorothea Dlx home farm,
from the mortgage they were obliged to
It two
At the Methodist church Monday
place upon It when they purchased
the moat
ing at 8 o’clock there was one of
years ago.
In order to secure the desired amount,
delightful weddings that has taken place
they wrote all friends of the cause to
|2S0,
ouly
Genevieve
West,
Marie
when
here,
sldthem by sending Inexpensive, salable
waa
H.
J.
West,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
articles or money to the treasurer, Mrs.
married to Dr. Henry Franklin Collins, of Jane H. SpoHord, Htmden corner, or to
the president, Mrs. Helen Coffin Beady,
Washington, D. C.
Bangor.
The interior of the church was artistieven-

the

what tbe financial resources are to be, il
Is hoped that aH persons who Intend tc

130p.m.

and sc

“he fell

Who

The

A

crowded thickest to do him

life

Rllaworth*a Associated Charities.
Within the next two weeks a committee, chosen for the purpose, will go among
the citizens soliciting membership foi
the society of Associated Charities, whict
was founded in
Ellsworth last winter

meetings will begin at 2 p. m. Friday with a devotional service, followed
by a business meeting. In the evening

at 9

boon which the
the

Died, at Stonlngton, Saturday, Sept. 7, 1901,
Maine's great flfty-cent weekly. The Ialana
Preu, aged forty-seven weeks. The demise ol
this wonderful paper Is said to bar? resulted
from “expansion", caused by Its editor trying
to swallow a font of capital I'a.
The funera
occurred on the above date, from Its late office
It was not a pretentious afffclr, and tb<
mourners were conspicuous by their absence.

this reason, and also because it is verj
desirable to know when the work begin*

from earth.”

William

will

meeting
at 9 a. m., preaching at 10 30, praise service and report* from churches at 1 30 p.
m. and women’s missionary meeting at
2.15 p.m. Saturday evening the quarterly meeting will be held.
Sunday there will be sprayer meeting

goddest

vtccMuig

attain.

churches

Saturday there will be

her sons, at the height

which mortals

passed

the

Baptist

there will be

namec

youths

victors at games in honor of Juno
whose mother

says:

South Bluebill Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Sept. 20, 21 and 22.
The

when asked by Croesus whom of al
he deemed the

intereating exchange of neighborly
amenities, prints an obituary in which be

elected

Baptist Quarterly Meeting.
Quarterly meeting of

Franklin.

WEST -COLLINS.

an

cared for.

Kllsworth

tee

other payee.

coming after the prize for the best- Joy. Mrs. Della Fickett, organist, played
looking fire company In the parade. several selections as the guests came in.
To the strains of the wedding march
Northeast Harbor has had a great big They are coming Monday to stay right
through the three days. They will bring the bridal party marched up the two
season and is already talking of next year.
a crowd with them.
aisles, led by the ushers. The bridesmaid,
This is what our correspondent says:
attended

strikers.

Free

standard for future adminis-

Cleohus and

says Maine is the best state in the Union,
and it isn’t strange he should want to get
all be can of it.

the

Free

trations.

men

Thomas W. Lawson says that talk about
an “American Venice” is all bosh.
He
bought the islands because he wanted
them, that’s all. He has just bought
Fernald’s point, 150 acres, at the entrance
to Somes sound, for the same reason. He

The great steel strike came to an
Ill-advised from the
end Monday.
start, the strike has been an expensive one for the men.
By the terms
of settlement the big steel combinations make no concessions to the

The

THREE DAY3 OF FUN.

on

_

The annual

within

country.

He set

session of Congress.

tra

He bad attained the high-

est, the most honored

lumbia”.

shall be my aim,” he said, “to continue absolutely unbroken the policy
This has been the best season we have ever
of President McKinley for the peace, had. The hotels have been
full; all the cotof
the
and
honor
country.” tages rented, and about all have been engaged
prosperity
for
another
season.
are
in
outlined
as
more
Many
His policy,
talking of stopfully
the month of October. By nexl
a conference with the McKinley cab- ping through
season the new drive up the Sound will be
inet, will be for a more liberal and ex- opened and It will be unsurpassed on the island,
tensive reciprocity in the purchase The hotels are still open and but few cotta got
and sale of commodities so that the closed.
^
overproduction of this country can be
The StoulngtOD Press has suspended
satisfactorily disposed of by fair and publication. The heartless editor of the
equitable arrangements with foreign I Deer Isle Messenger, between whom and
countries; the abolition entirely of me eauor oi me i'reaa mere nas Deen
of
the adoption
reciprocity
treaties; the abolition of snch tariffs
on foreign goods as are no longer

Death of President McKinley.

a

the honors of

County Few

for additional

PROGRAMME FOR ELLSWORTH’S

defending the cup to a series of accidents joyment—the late departures
by bad luck in her races with the “Co- ball will doubtless meet the

to

and

little over

secure

|

TEN PAGES.

McKinley,

tribute her failure to

_

a. m.

W EDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18,1901

William

from the “Constitution”, say she is a
better boat than the “Columbia”, and at-

find two men differing
more widely in personal temperament.
He has already spoken briefly on
this point just before he took the oath
“It
of office at Buffalo Saturday.
hard

be

13 14

T8 EL9

17

1901

T7

n\}2

The Deer Isle sailors who have returned

if

brilliant,

On the great principles
ican people.
of government, and in the important
issues now before this country, his
views are on the same line held by
President McKinley, though it would

Fr. Sa.

5

positions

numerous

Business « u inm unlcatlon s should be addressed
to, and alj monev orders made payable to, Thk
Babcock county Publishing Co., Ellsworth. Maine.

1901

_

Dorothea Dlx Memorial.
Tb« National Dorothea Dlx memorial
association will hold ■ fair at Hampden,
Oct. 23 end 24, tor the purpose of freeing

COUNTY NEWS.

CARNIVAL.

FAIR AND

Another Hancock
county
boy has
He is a man of vigor and positiveness
donned judicial robes. George M. Stover,
and
of character, of spotless honor,
of Bucksport, has been elected judge of
with high ideals of public duty.
the municipal coart at Cheenlo, OklaAs governor of the great state of homa.
New York, he exhibited the most deBucksport Is enforcing the prohibition
sirable qualities of an executive offilaw. “For the first time in its history,”
cer.
His administration was clean,
says a Bucksport correspondent of one of
conservative, practical, business-like. the Bangor papers, “Bucksport is a dry
the
in
his
record
has
been
this
Indeed,
town!”

'.NO POLITICAL JOURNAL

4 LOCA

COUNTY GOSSIP.

distinfor the office.

onstrated that he possesses

iiiuortt) American.

Each student of the Rock’and commercial
College receives IN DIVIDE U. INSTRUCTION
more attention than wuold i*>
possible at
hi, h-prt**d ach >o
tit Ur** eit». *.
We

and
the

teach
start

jFanirti.

the new “Actual
Ttu«ine»H from toe
method of budneas training, the Beun
SyMem of

Pitman

Touch

Typewriting, and give special attention
Arithmetic, C -mmercial Law, Correspond,
eoce, •Sitrlllnr, c»«. t»ur teachers of pen turn*
ship are unexcelled. Our graduates
to

lot Salt.

j

natural life.

There was an abundance of local hits
throughout the trial, most of which were
A good
appreciated by the audience.
many of tbe sbote were tired at those who
were taking part in
the trial, and who
were

uot

looking

Putting food into

ihey are tliuroughltr qualMtd. Kurlng
the past vear the
demand for capable students
has exceeded the
supply. Terms about onenairtl.e usual rate.
School year begins first

Houveoir Catalogue
*ufg|IF *° September.
Penmanship Art Poster free on application-

ami

for them.

diseased stomach Is like
putting mouey into
pocket with holes. Tbe
money is lost. All Its value goes for nothing.
W hen the stomach Is diseased, with the allied
organs of digestion and nutrition, tbe food
which Is put into It is largely lost. The nutrl
ment Is not extracted from It.
The body is
weak and tbe blood Impovlshed.
The pocket can be mended. Tbe stomach can
be cured. That sterling medicine for tbe stomach amt blood. Doctor Pierce’s Golden Medical
Discovery, acts with peculiar promptness and
on the organs of digestion and nutrition.
power
It Is a positive cure for almost all disorders of
these organs, and cures also such diseases of
the heart, blood, liver and other organs, as have
their cause in a weak or diseased condition of
the stomach.

H.

a
a

A.

HOWARD, Manager,
ilOCKLANO, MAINE.

Htflal Notttw.
HP®®
A

%tcial Xotitts.
NOTICE^

SPECIAL

subscribers hereby give notice that
they have been duly appointed executor*
Ia,i wlu and testament of Caroline E.
Snnhe.
Mill, late of Buckaport. in the county ef
deceased, no bond* being require*!
hy the terms of said will. All
persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased

""•desired to present the same for settle;
rnent, and a.l indebted ther eto are
And U
payment
immediately.
have appointed as my Mpp*
6. Emery,
ot MaIn*» Daniel Webster Hill,
whose address is
Buckaport.
Daniel 8. Ex buy.
July ao, 1901.
Daniel Wbbstek Hill.

requested

ufk

AtheS^t<f

M.by C.

Fsbtz Aubtim.

u

M’KINLEY DEAD.'
Collapse

Comes

UlA

Week of

Hope.

for murder in the tirst
sel has been assigned

An»i

ni

nan

Vp

to

Thursday night

the

physicians’

bulletins had held out the greatest hope
for the President's ultimate recovery; In
fact they were almost confident In tone,
and soma ot the physicians In attendance
said be was practically out ot danger.
Attar the confidence thus raised the
•udden turn tor the worse Thursday

last

hopeful
to

bulletin

the

iuuu<ih

-smote,

OU

:

have

idcJ£f'I'ey’t* dt ’ic«te health,
only the simplest ceremony possi-

trial will

McKinley

of the

startling

has

aha

rooidcnce,

has borne up

President
slight
dying. Exoept
rally during tbe forenoon, tbe President’s
worse
condition grew steadily
through tbe
a

were

where

was

services at
the i’resi

David

where

McKes’* patents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles H. Grinds!. They left Monday
for Mach las, where Mr. McRea

The

will

be

place

HONORING

worth

Edward baa ordered court

services in Westminster

mourn-

Abbey.

IN ELLSWORTH.

Expressions of regret at tbe death of
McKinley and sympathy with
Mrs. McKinley are on every lip here In
Ellsworth.
Senator Hale said Saturday
morning:
President

This Is a terrible calamity, falling with all
the greater force after the people had been
buoyed up with hope. Fortunately the system
of our government Is such that everything will
be adjusted to the new order of things. I see
no necessity for an extra session of Congress.
Tbe new President will have a better opportunity to become acquainted with all the details
of administration If left to himself. He has
a prodigious task before him, and the whole
world Is interested In his success and the wisdom of his course. It will be a loug day before
any of us will see a President so generally popular as was President McKinley,

Chief Justice W(swell said:
calamity seems all the greater after the
hopes of the last few days and the great
degree of confidence that the President would
eventually recover. It is an especial calamity
The

strong

this time when the President had such great
problems to solve In our foreign relations and
when the course he had already pursued had
given such general satisfaction to the country
at large.
Rarely has there been a President in
whom the people had such general coufldence
at

they had in President McKinley.
of the

city
special meeting
Saturday, the following was passed:
Whereas, By the deplorable act of a misguided miscreant we, in common with all rightminded citizens, have been caused to mourn tbe
death of our respected President, therefore
Resolved, That we feel profound regret for
the great loss, and deep indignation at the
dastardly deed, and think it Is time that the
At

a

govern-

ment

night was as great a shock to the country as was the first news ">f the shooting. The first warnings of the collapse

day. By nightfall there waa no mistaking the fact that death waa near. During
the evening there waa a abort apell of consciousness, during which there was a
touching farewell between the President

the

week

an

was

other

on

Dr.

error:

days.

cavalry will

j

what is

required by
body, for the

every organ of the
proper performance of its functions.
It prevents biliousness, dyspep-

sia, constipation, kidney complaint,
rheumatism, catarrh, nervousness,
weakness, faintness, pimples,
blotches, and all cutaneous erupIt

Commencing June 24, 1901*
BAB HABBOK TO BANGOB.

i

perfects

all the vital processes.

Keeton. Woodstock, Ala., took Hood’s
Sarsaparilla to make his blood pure. He
W. P.

writes that he had uot felt well but tired for
some time.
Before he had finished the first
bottle of this medicine he felt better and
when he had taken the second was like
another man
free from that tired feeling
and able te do his work.

hold

Its

the First Maine

reunion at

Ells-

The woman’s relief

worth.

corps will
The presence of Geu. C. H.

7

a

:88
>o os

Bangor,

she returns to

at the music festival
9he is

to be

here she is to

w
on

sing

Saturday, Oct. 5.

coucert.

and at the
She

sings

Hood’s

the

week

Miss

Wellesley

will return to

Friend

Leah

as a

junior,

but

Sept. 21.
Monday

E. Chandler,

evening Prof. J.

high school teacher here, lectured on astronomy at the Methodist
church, to a full bouse, and Tuesday
eveuing at Hancock hall. He is on interHe will
esting and eloquent speaker.
visit the cities and larger towns of eastformerly

a
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W. R. PARKER
NEW

OUR

FALL STYLES

.

»

daily, and they
are perfection in style, quality
and workmanship.

are

1
§

i

coming

AVe

are

in

showing

values in all-wool

the best

suits at

\

and Hancock ball will be

|

draped.

men

unKta

morrow, and Superintendent Stuart has
ordered all school digs at half mast for

j

thirty days.
MEMORIAL SERVICES.

|
|
4

§1

meet at its bait at 1 30 p. m. and march to
cburcb, where seats will be reserved

the

for the veterans.
For

an

hour

bells of the

|

city

prior

to the service the

churches

will be tolled

alternately.
At Ellsworth Falls there will be
morial

§

service

iu the church

Thursday

M’KINLEY.

Jones, of BayBide, fought
McKinley in the Civil war.
Mr. Jones was in the 30th Ohio and McKinley in the 23d, these regiments, with
tbe 28th Ohio, beiug in one brigade.
The regimeuts were together some sixteen months, being engaged much of that
Dudley 8.

with William

which it has
fortune to

ever

been

our

good

secure.

|
|

fighting Moseley’s guerrillas In the
Virgiuia. They were in
the battles of Carlifax Ferry, RappahanBull
Run, and
nock Station, Second
time

mountains of

I

W. R. PARKER CLOTHING CO.

|

Manning Block, Ellsworth, Maine.

£

Up.to-date Clothiers

and Furnishers.

j

^

|
1

INSURANCE.
“?
MSStrade.

at

a

BONDS.
roS

good

o.

W.

TAPEEY.

with the

trips

eastward will be made

Thursday

boat

and

boat east makes
ton

Boston.

from

on

Tuesday,

Thursday’s

Saturday.
no

The

connection with

Bos-

steamer.

annufll perish meeting of the Congregational churcn, called for last Monday evening, whs postponed, owing to a
lack of sufficient attendance, to next Friday evening at 7.30. The business of the
To choose a
moderator,
meeting is:
standing committee, treasurer, solicitor
collector; to see what method will be
the
adopted to support preaching, etc
ensuing year; to act on any other business properly coming before the meeting.
The

The football game at the fair grounds
the first afternoon of the fair and carnival will be between the Ellsworth and
Calais teams, for a
N. F. Cutler,
divided.

$50, evenly

captain

of

the

team, is getting the men in
shape. They have done little practicing,
but there is good material in the team,
Ellsworth

and

with

bard

work

between

now

and

fair, the team should make a good
Charles VV. Campbell is assistshowing.
ing in coaching the team.
the

Ellsworth’s water supply will be cut off
for a few hours to*morrow morning, and
users should draw off a supply to-night.
Water will be shut off at 3
main off about six hours.
is

a me-

afternoon at 3 o’clock.
FOUGHT WITH

land

purse of

There will be memorial service at the
Congregational church tomorrow afterThere.will be addresses
noon at 2 o’clock.
by pastors of the several churches, who
will unite in tbe service, and probably by
There will be singing by tbe
others.
male quartette.
Wm. H. H. Rice post, Q. A. R., will

4

810, 812, 814 and 815,

day of the funeral

I he question
many
times, why is the cu-tom house not
act
of
Congress ptssed
draped. A special
sorin' years ago forbids tbe draping of
The only evigovernment buildings.
dence of mourning allowed is the halfmasting of the flag.
All the city schools will be dosed tohas

4

$7.00, $8.00,

the

Tomorrow will be observed as a day of
Nenr'y nil the
mourning in Ellsworth.
stores aud business places will oe Hosed
all day. In many windows there are emblems of mourning. The Fiist National
bank building is draped in mourning,

I

CLOTHING CO-

on

putting

in

a

new

ra., and reThe company

a.

gate in

the

State

street mam, at School street. The object
of this is to guard against a break in the
State street main which would cut off the
entire city. After the new gate is in, in
break iu the State street main,
could be turned down School
street, and only a small part of the city
would be without water.
event of

a

the water

sails ;iss sssaassss'srf 88
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8ch Lavolta, Whittaker, Rondout, staves
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
South Mountain together. In the last
Sch Ann C Stuart, Hay, Boston, laths, Ells
Lumber Co
named engagement Mr. Jones lost his worth
Sch Mary Eliza, Alley, Bar Harbor, lumber
right arm. Soon afterward the brigade Ellsworth Lumber Co
Friday, Sept 13
was broken np and McKinley’s company
Sch Mlnneola, Kane, Boston, lumber, Ella
went back into the mountains.
Lumber Co
worth
McKinley was then connected with the
ARRIVED
commissary department, and during part
Sch Nellie Grant, Dodge, Portland
Sch Careaaa, Harvey, Northeast Harbor
of the time while quartered at Fagette
Tuesday, Sept 17
Courthouse Mr. Jones drew the rations
Sch Lulu W Eppes, Jordan, Boston
for his company. In this way he came to
Sch J M Kennedy, Hutchins, Boston
He rememknow McKinley quite well.
SAILED
bers him as a beardless youth, fresh from
Wednesday, Sept 18
much of his spare
who
spent
Sch Forester, Farrell, Bar Harbor
college,
Sch Cares sa, Harvey, Northeast Harbor, lua
moments with his books. He was popuber, Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
lar with the men. Mr. Jones has never
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Maine,

ninety-fourth

and the

anniveraary of the Maine missionary society, will he held ill the Hammond street
Congregational cbuich, Bangor, Sept. 24,
_

Bew Are Your Kidney* V
Dr. Hobbs' Sparagus Pills cure all kidney Ills. 8am*
'lefree Add. Sterling Remedy Co Chicago or N. T

collects

the

vital

which systematically
statistics of the county; the others sys-

tematically

steal them.

•

Dally.
Sundays leave at 8.26 p m.
z Sundays only, from Southwest Harbor.
tStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
aralm* on Main Line to and from Portland, Motx

ion

and St. John.

Tickets for All Points South and Wool
sole ot tho M. C. R. R. tickot ottos,
Ellsworth.
Passengers are requested to procure tloksli
before entering the train, and especially KUaon

trorth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vlce-Prcs. and Gen'l Manager,
r K. BOOTHBY. Gen'l Pass, and Ticket As*.

Miami, Blncil & Ellsworth Steamlrt Go.

BORN.
CURTIS—At Bluehtll, Sept 14, to Mr and Mrs
Dawes Curtis, a daughter.
HERRICK—At Brooklln, Aug 15, to Mr and
Mrs George C Herrick, a son. [Clifford Eu-

gene]
HALL—At Brooklln, Aug 15, to Mr and Mrs
Roscoe Hall, a son.
LELAND—At Trenton, Sept 12, to Mr and Mrs
Woodbury D Leland, a son.
M’EACHKRN—At Northeast Harbor, Aug 31,
to Mr and Mrs Daniel McKachern, a son.
SMITH-At Franklin, Sept 2, to Mr and Mrs
Norman A Smith, a son.
TEMPLE-Ai Birch Harbor, Sept 9, to Mr and
Mrs Lewis Temple, a daughter.
WILLIAMS—At Great Pond, Aug 26, to Mr
and Mrs Raymond Williams, a daughter.
WARDWELL—At Penobscot, Sept 14, to Mr
and Mrs Frank W Wardwell, a daughter.
WILKINSON—At West Gouldsboro, Sept 16, to
Mr and Mrs George Wilkinson, a daughter.
YOUNG—At Corea, Sept 15, to Mr and Mrs
Arthur B Young, a son.

—

Hauna
Rev .1 P Slmonton, Miss Vivian
Andrew M Havey, both of Sullivan.
MOORE—JORDAN—At Ellsworth, Sept 7, by
George D Garland, Miss Ada E Moore, of
Mariaville, to Anton R Jordan, of Plantation 21.
RUTTER—DONNELL—At Ellsworth, Sept 17,
by Rev David Kerr. Miss Myrtle Rutter to
Percy Donnell, both of Franklin.

Boston and Bangor
Steamship Co.
in
Effect
Schedule
Sept 17 to Sept. 28,1901.
GOING EASTWARD.
Tuesdays, tThur-days and Saturdays leave
Rockland upon arrival of steamer from Boston
(not before 5 a m) for Dark Harbor, Northwest

In Connection with

Harbor, Eggemoggln, “Herrick, Sargentvlllc,
Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Brooklln, South
Bluehlll, Bluehlll, Surry and Ellsworth.
Saturdays for above stations and South

North

Brooksvllle and WestTremont.
GOING WESTWARD.
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays steamer
will leave Ellsworth (stage to Surry), at 7.80
a
m, for B uehill, South Bluehlll, Brooklln,
Sedgwick, North Deer Isle, Sargentvlllc, South
Brooksvllle, (Monday, West Tremont), “Herrick’s, Eggemoggln, Northwest Harbor, Dark
Harbor and Rockland, arriving to connect with
steamer for Boston.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
Passengers wishing to take the boat will leave
word at 27 Hancock street, Ellsworth (telephone

at

Rockland

with

BOSTON AND BANCOR

Steamship Company.
<

SPOFFORD—SPUR LING—At Baker’s Island,
Sept 9, by Rev Charles N Davie, Miss Georgia
A Spofford to Everett S Spurting, both of
Cranberry Isles.
WEST—COLLINS— At Franklin, Sept 16, by
Rev W H Powlesland, Miss Marie Genevieve

hunge in Sin (liilo.

Five

Trips

a

Week to

Boston.
I

West, or Franklin, to l»r Henry Fraukliu
Collins, of Washington, DC.
YOUTMAN —TREADWELL— At Ellsworth,
Sept 14, by Rev J P Slmonton, Miss Mary
Frances Yo'.itman, of Ellsworth, to Lindou E
Treadwell, of Ellsworth Falls.
1)1 RD.

BRAG DON—At Sorrento, Sept 9, Lyman M
Bragdon, aged 90 years, 1 month, 20 duys.
DORR—At Bucksport, Sept 15, Mrs Lemuel S
Dorr, aged 75 years.
F1CKKTT—At Franklin, Sept 8, James A
Fickett, of Mil bridge, aged 23 years, 6 months,
23 days.
n

«

1 env_

llorrlmrl.m

Spilt

\tr«

T .17.

zle F Uallison, of Brooklyn, N Y, formerly of
Surry, aged 43 years, 9 months, 20 days.
HARDISON—At Franklin, Sept9, John Hardison, aged 79 years, 5 months.
SMITH—At Sunset (Deer Isle), Sept 10, John
Sm'.th, aged S3 years.

*
Commencing Monday, Sept
lc01, steamer
"Mt Desert”, Capt F L Wioierbotbam, leaves
Bar Haroor daily, except Sunday, at I 00 p m,
for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest
Harbor, Stonington and Rockland, and connecting at Rock'and with steamer for Boston on
each passage, except Tuesdays.
RETURNING.
From Boston,

nesdays

complete line of

Drapery and

Upholstering
Goods

E. S. J.

Unequalled
Workmanship,
Making dainty, effective and durable

Draperies

and

Upholsterings.

in.

Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.

Calvin

Telephone Connection.

Mgr., Boston.

J

EDWIN M. MOORE,

$

Fresh, salt. Smoked and Dry

dealer in all kinds of

J
i Cod,
Q

^

FISH.

§

Haddock, Halibut, Bluefish,
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops, *
Lobsters and Finnan Haddies.
O

O Campbell ft True Bldg., East End Bridge, O
ELLSWORTH, ME.

^

^

The American

tistics— births,
than

prints

more

vital sta-

marriages and deaths—

all the other papers printed in the

county combined, and
prints from

C. R. FOSTER,

Austin, Gen’l Suyt., Boston.

William H. Hill, Gen’l

a

Special Designs,

at 5 p

daily, except Sundays and Wed-

From Rockland, via Stonington, Southwest
Harbor, Northeast Harbor and Seal Harbor (flag
station) dally, except Mondays at 5 to 6 a m.

atmcrtiscmnits.
A new and

Bostoft

steamer.

SPENCER—CHICK—At threat Pond, Sept 11,
by J R Shuman, ei-q. Mrs Lena W Spencer, of
Clifton, to Ethridge Chick, of Great Pond.

has just been received.
Sept 12

*0

.r-r-iMdCtNINWHH

Congregational Conference.
seventy fifth annual meeting of the
general conference of the Congregational

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth Port.
SAILED
Thursday,

4

**_M_^

W

State

—

avoided, be suspended
of the President.

^f*

8sa38888si8s6ssss«s'83-ii

a

He uses a stereopticou with
ern Maine.
Thursday afternoon In the frequent
his lectures, the views being interesting
complaint of fatigue by the President.
MARUIRD.
Congress of the United States should take such and instructive.
Thursday night, just after midnight, and the wife to whom his life has been action as will
the immigration of any
prevent
At Sunshine (Deer
It waa then, while
TRUNDY
The given.so devotedly.
there was a sudden sinking spell.
From Sept. 17, and continuing until DUNHAM
or persons imbued with anarchistic
Isle), Sept 8, by S 1> Stinson, esq, Miss Ellen
his last person
Blueof
the
the
boats
Rockland,
H Truudy, both of
Edward
28,
M
to
Dunham
physicians were hastily sent for, and holding her hand, that he apoke
and
will
not
Sept.
not
appreciate
ideas, and who do
that will go down
Deer Isle.
messages were despatched to the Presi- conscious words—words
live up to and abide by tho laws, rules and hill and Ellsworth Steamboat Co. will
Bar
Harbor, Sept 14, connection).
dent’s cabinet and friends, some of whom In history—1“Good-bye, all; good-bye. It principles that obtain in this country. Further- run on the three-trips-per-week schedule, HALL—DARLING—At
by Rev S L Hanscom, Cora E Hall to Charles
more, we recommeud and request that all busi- leaving Ellsworth at 7 30 Monday, WedH Darling, both of Bar Harbor.
Flag stations.
ness in this city which consistently can be
f No connection
abbrrtiummt*.
nesday and Friday, connecting at Rock- HANNA—HAVEY—At Ellsworth. BSent 14, by
to
came

«“H

o

The

and Miss Elizabeth

Wiggin will enter Kadcliffe.
Miss Mary Frances Youtman, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Youtman, of
Ellsworth, and Lindon E. Treadwell, of
Ellsworth Falls, were married Saturday
evening At the Methodist parsonage, by
Rev. J. P. Simonton. They will occupy
the Hastings’ cottage at the corner of
Oak street and Birch avenue, where they
will be at home to their friends after

a-

cure and keeps the
Accept no substitute,
get Hood’s today.

of

sophomore class; Harriet to the
freshman class. To-day Miss Louise Dutton leaves to enter Vassar. The last of the

»
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promise.

solo

to the

.2

Sarsaparilla

Saturday

in Mendelssohn’s

:

aoi
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00
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Promises to

A large portion of the following births,
marriages and deaths are printed for the
“Hymn
soprano part
first time in The American. They will
Praise”.
or the week after, in
An exodus of college girls is taking appear next week,
place tuis week. Monday Misses Helen ana our contemporaries. The American is
Harriet Rollins left for Wellesley—Helen the only paper printed in the county

evening

co co

*1

BANGOB TO BAB HABBOB.

of the soloists at the

one

Saturday matiuee,

♦!>•
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25 and 26.
dinner.
Smith, the old captain of the company,
Seaside Local Union.
whom many of his old comrades have not
Seaside Local Union of Christian Enaeeu since the war, will attract many, and
deavor and Epworth league societies will
the attendance will be larger than usual. meet at the Baptist church In
Surry SatMiss Mabel Monagbau leaves to-morrow urday, Sept. 28.
for Bostou, where she will remain until
serve
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churcea of

»Next Tuesday Co. D of

The expressions of sympathy with this

King

of

Phillips will beat Bar Harbor Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, and in Ells-

DEAD.

That is

business.

rest

to-morrow.

country in the loss of Its President come
from all the foreign nations. In England

called

will

a

THE

wrs

Mrs. McRae and daughter
stop here for a short visit on their return the latter part of this week.
The statement in last week’s American
that Dr. George A. Phillips would be at
his Bar Harbor office Mondays, Tuesdays
and Wednesdays, and in Ellsworth the
on

day of mourning
throughout the United States.

Thursday

A,

With Mrs.

city ball
view by tbou-

The Stimulus
of Pure Blood

tions.

McRea, with his wife and
little daughter Bdrttia, spent Holiday

Ukeu to the

and interment will take

as

begin Monday.

Ellsworth yesterday by Rev. David Kerr.
The groom is a brother of Carl9. Donnell,
of this city.

it was
story of the services at Buffalo is told on page 10 of this issue.
Monday morning the funeral train left
Buffalo for Washington, where there was
The body lay
a state funeral yesterday.
in state in the rotunda at the capitol.
To-day it is being taken to bis old
home at Canton, where the final servicea

that tbe

for

body

Buffalo,

nands.

physicians,

news

was

ar*

Continued from page 1.

Washington. Mrs.
surprised her physicians by

deut died. This was attended by friend*
n-»d members of his official family. From

his

coun-

When

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

state funeral at

a

which
in her g.eat grief.
Sunday afternoon there

of

him.

»

Mi* courage with

confidence

degree, and

ttailroaUa anD' Atiamooata.

Slbbrrtiarmctits.

indicted

i-:gned for p^dl..^ -ctcrday he r. fuccd
to answer, and his on; isel mad<• forma!
plea of “not guilty” in his behalf. His

*u-

Buffalo, and tutu ia*e the body dtTl*e
Canton f»*r Mi" final service*
demands of the people were so great,
however, that it was Anally decided to

rapid recovery.
Friday morning tbe people of tbe
United States, who had retired the night
before with the confidence inspired by the
awoke

nu *

ble at

at

Buffalo in

CZOLGOBZ INDICTED.
the
has been

CzMgosz,

ul Mrs.

there the

leit

oHmlr.fi

man, end no one in Ellsworth
deeply grieved to learn of his

to arrange for the
mained to he don*
outward formalities of a nation’s grief.

to have

=-=Honors to the Dead.

to Mr.|ft„lu, ly

fin a

death than this old comrade.

tu<b .Miiburu

bad

blm

FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS.
With the realisation of that which had
been dreet ied for * **eek, all that re-

cuuji

Early Saturday Morning

President McKinley died at Buffalo at
3.16 o’clock laat Saturday morning.

nnnottori

Sat-

a. m.

was

Sinking Spell Thursday Night—

Death

In irl.l|>h nnnHIMnn

nn»n»<««.ni>4>

urday.

recJ

Sudden

Mr
Mr'Klnlev
Mure
the
war.
Though a strong democrat, and politically
■epn

this

was more

Ii

a

after,

be remained until death at 2.15

After

Suddenly

Hi* win, notour*, b* done.”
the President lapsed

,.i»a

Soon

one

most

of them

it

to two weeks ahead of its

contemporaries,

32 Main Street. Subscribe for Thk Amkkioan

The

of

106

UtibrTtiBtmmtB.

j

116 vost-offlces in Hancock county;

the

oil the other papers in the county
bined; do not reach so many. The AmhrICAN »* not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
n*
be. but
*only paper that can properly be culled a County paptr; aU the
rest are merely local papers. The circula-

BACKACHE

|
;

J

j

j
j

mat county New*

••»**■.

Sommn
L. K Wiirmr has taken the

nther pages.

m

the oldest resi-

Sorrento, having been a promcarpenter and builder for many

debility, manifested especially

Bragdon

was

in

inent

A.

Sept. 16.
South

Hancock.

F. M. Watson left
morning
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Miss Mary Weatherbee, of Bangor, has
been visiting at L. S. Jordan’s.

for

this

in

Mrs. R. C. Hagerthy is visiting relatives
Orland, Dedham and Bluehill.

S. Brown, of Bar Harbor, is
visiting relatives in this vicinity.
Mrs. H.

Harvey H. Coggins, who has
ployed at Bar Harbor, came
evening on account of illness.

been

em-

home last

T. W. Baldwin closed his cottage for the
Mr. Baldwin and
last Thursday.

season

family went to Bangor on that date, where
will visit relatives before returning

they

to their home at

Boothbay

Harbor, will

9.

Neal

McIntyre,

have

returned

to

John Douglass and sons, who have
their home here through vacation, have returned to Portland, where
Mr. Douglass has employment.
Mrs.

been at

Miss Rosa Hodgkins has gone to Mariaville to visit her sister, Mrs. Fred Grover.
Mrs. Mary Dyer, of Eastbrook, is visiting her brother, Eben Kingman.
Mrs. James E. Ham and children, who

spending

have been

tbe

summer

with her

father, 8. H. Remick, have returned to
Mrs. Granville Douglass, who has been
visiting Mrs. John Doaglass, has returned to Rhode island to visit her
parents. From there she will go to Detroit, Mich., to join her husband.

Sept. 9.

Are.

Franklin.

Mrs. Nellie

Badgar,

Mr. and Mrs.

of

Bluehlll, is visit-

C. M. Blaisdell.

Misses Edith Gordon and Hattie Blaisdell have beguu their fall terms of school
at Eastbrook.
Rev. Mrs. Temple, who has been assisting Miss Woodside in her church work
here, has returned home.
Rev. 8.

A.

family,

Blaisdell and

visiting

have been

here

during his

who
vaca-

tion, have returned home to Providence,
R. I.
Miss Grace Woodside, pastor of the
Free Baptist church here, has gone to her
home at Brunswick for twp weeks’ vacation.

10._M.

J.

superintendent

DeMeyer,
has

from

returned

Harbor, where he

of

has

is

will make their future home among

HeDry

Dell

aud

family,

Quincy,

of

visiting Mrs. Dell’s parents,
Mr. and Mrs. James Mead.
F.

W. Fogg, of Otis, has

lamily
here

onto the farm which he

some

moved

his

purchased

time ago.

more
^

Allen is

j

put into the cage j
with their bird. It has since made itself ;
»
8. Belva Sargent, of North Lamoiiie, perfectly at home. Where it came from j
no one knows, hut Mr. Elwtll says the
spent last week with her grandparents,
owner can have the bird by proving propGeorge W. But’er and wife.
Frank Hardison who has been iu poor, ; erty.
Mrs S. W. Treworgy, Frank Closson
health this summer, has gone to Sullivan
Harbor to

M. L Elwell’s and

stop

and Mrs. Abbie

while, hoping that the

a

Buller

reunion.

wrs

The

the

day f<■

weather

he morning the
perfect, and early iu
Butlers began to gather at Molasses pond,
which is hu ideal place for a gathering of
that kind. The genial proprietors of the
Eastlake bouse, Robert Lowrie and wife,
kindly placed their house and grounds at
the disposal of the guests, and a very eujoyable day was passed by all, with
After
swinging, games and boating.
dinner
and

short programme of vocal
instrumental music, recitations, etc.
came a

by

Recitations

Butler

H. N.

R. Butler and

J.

Over
loudly applauded.
present. After a abort
business meeting it was deemed to bold a
were

seventy-live

were

reunion next year at the san.e place, the
time to be fixed by the committee.

Sept.

16.

B.

Atlantic.

Vondeli Joyce, of Westbrook, is visitng relatives here.

dance at Atlantic.
Mrs.

Eustice Thompson, sons Rust ice,
and Jessie Lee, have Jeft for

Lee, Charlie,

their home in

Baltimore.

and

will

son

Eustice

Mountains,

Mrs.

and Adirondacks and

tion at Buffalo

on

Thomp-

visit the White
exposi-

their way home.

as

del-

i

Sept
vvill

following

20

convene

place

on

Friday,

association, wh ch
tin.re the 13th and 19th.
the

WARMING.
\
evening. Sept. 11, the
friends of Frauds P and George M Allen

Wednesday

met to

congratulate them upon the exten-

and

piazza

windows

to the

a

d

etory being added

one
a

fr-

tower

five-foot

spending

the

9.

months accompanied
Sept. 9.
home in New

summer

here, have returned to their
Bedford, Mass.

Sept.

as

as

Bangor.

G.

Birch Harbor.
Sumac.

Manser.

John Stanley and sons, who have
de&liug in fresh fish only this summer, bought a load for salting Saturday.
Capt. James Parker returned from
Gloucester recently, where he went to
And out the condition of the market for
flab. He reports them well stocked, with
prices lower than they should be, but has
been

8.

The Misses Vose have returned to their
home in Portland.
Mrs. C. E. Wakefield and children have
visit her parents.

gone to Calais to

W. E. Perkins is building a new house.
N. A. Pettee has the work in charge.
^
Lewis Temple and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a daughter, born Sept. 9.
C.
Sept. 16.

j

projection |

at

the

southeast

_

Begging

and
borrowing
enough alike to be twins.

If Women Only knew
What

a

_

Miss Ida

went

Garland

returned

Heap of Happiness

8ring

to

Hard to
to

near

fHcbical.

Ur«nt Pond.

Lillian Lsughlln
Miss
Lowell, Mass., Tuesday.

are

it would

to Ellsworth Homes.

do housework with

an

aching

back,

Uowland

Hours of misery at leisure or at work.
If women only knew the cause;
Backache pains come from sick kid-

Saturday for a short stay.
Hon. John Scott, of Bath, was the
guest of F. E. Mace during the week.

neys.

John Laughlln has a crew working at
Doan's Kidney Pills will cure U.
Partridge brook. He moved in Monday.
Ellsworth people endorse this.
Mrs. Samuel Clark and Mrs. Rollins, of
Mrs. Zelpha Springer, of West Franklin,
West Franklin, are visiting Mrs. Clark’s 12 miles from Ellsworth, Me
says: “My
daughter, Mrs. Lewis Shuman.
j
kidneys showed indications of derangeEibridge Cbtck and Mrs. Lena Spencer ment for years, and finally culminated in
were married here
Wednesday evening, marked symptoms of dropsy. My feet
i The wedding was a very quiet one, J. R. j and limbs swelled, my heart troubled me,
Mr. and Mrs.! I could not sleep at night on account of
could be seen in the four roomy bed- Shuman, esq. officiating.
rooms, living-room and front and back Chick have the best w.sbes of all their J backache, and despite the use of remedies,
1 received little if any benefit. Always
parlor, and all bore evidence of skill and friends.
anxious to obtain something to relieve
taste in color and furnishings.
There wa« a sheet and pillow case party j
rr.e of my trouble if uot
The house was lighted from tower to at Mrs
radically cure
Clarry’s Saturday * veiling for the
the ground floor, and prettily decorated ben* fit of the club.
The company made I It, I procured Doan’s Kidney Pills at Wigstore in Ellsworth. The first
The grounds were hung rather a
with cut flowers
ghostly appearance around the gin’s drug
box did me good. 1 continued the treatwith Chinese lanterns
bonfire, but hardly conformed to ghostly
were present,
ment snd gradually improved
1 am just
About ninety persons
traditions when they adjourned to the
some living at a distance being prevented
hou^e where refreshments were for sale. at the allotted span of life, three score and
ten, and do not expect a radical cure, but
by the storm. About 9 30, cake, coffee and A very pleasant evening in reported.
1 can
ice-cream were served, followed by inus c,
say that Doan’s
Sept. 15.
_Flossie. Kidney conscientiously
Pills, when 1 appeal to them for
readings and games by the young p ople.
Mwfcaywr*.
V
The gifts presented to th® family were a
assistance, uewr fail to give It
Miss Nancy P. Nichols, daughter of
beautiful Morris chair from friends at
For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents
!
P
of
Edward
Nichols,
Bucksport, a box. Foster-Mtlburn
North Sedgwick, willow chair from II. O. Capt.
Co., Buffalo, N.
and Dr. Henry F. Page, of Philadelphia,
Staples, of Bangor, lamp from friends at
Y., sole agents for the U. 8.
of Bucksport, were married at
formerly
from
and
another
the
He
Sedgwick village,
member the name, Doan’s, and take
lirru of B C Dinsmore & Son, of Belfast, | the Methodist church Thursday evening, no other.
j The church was beautifully d<corated
and hydrangeas. The cereville. and Wesley Rich, salesman for the with palms
SUfiumistmnUB.
firm of B. C
Dins more & Son, Belfast, mony was performed by Rev. Robert Sutof the church, assisted by
piano scarf from Milliken, Cousins & j cliffe, pastor
Rev. William Forsyth, of the CongregaShort, of Portland, dainty glass ware from

BEST FOR THE
BOWELS

and Dr. W. II. Nichole, a cousin of the
pteasan est and most hos| bride
North Sedgwick.
Mr. and Mr* Benjamin Smitb, of North I
Woodbury.
Se. t 16
Bucksport, celebrated their golden wed-,
Hr.
ding Tuesday evening. There was a large
Ross J Bridges returned to his work at
gathering of relatives arid friends.
Beverly -Friday

home

one

pitable

of the

of

Fred Allen, of Charlestown, Mass
nt, with Inrge bay I town for a few weeks

Is in

K id

111•»«-)*ilk.

Mrs. S. J.

;

Dr. Lyman Ab ott, of New York,
at Hotel Dority Friday.
j

was

of Mrs.

Grant,

Bangor,

of

is the

L. B. Orindle.

guest

x

EAT

’EM LIKE CANDY
Margie Long and Gladys Street returned
PlMMTlt, P*1
QOOd. PfOttfit,
changes are equally notice- j
Sever sicken. Weaken, or Gripe. 10, *S„ and 60 rents
from Seal Harbor last Saturday.
Miss
Helen
of
is
visitbox.
Write for free Minnie. un.1 Cookie* on
able
The large old fashioned ch mney j
Young,
Lamoine,
p*r
health. Add'ots
«3S
Charles
D.
who
ha*
been
at
home
Miller,
her
Mrs.
S.
Sherman.
aunt,
has been torn down, giving room for a I ing
SlKiiUMi UKXtrUY lOSPAVY, (Hit lU) or SEW YOKE.
^
ou a visit, left for Boston
Saturday.
apaclooa hall way and enlarged dining- j Mies Ethel Harrituau, of Bucksport, ia
room
No trace of the former building
Last Wednesday J. Nelson Howard and
the guest of Mrs. Victor Bridges.
wife were fishing outside of Black Island.
Miss Mary Stanley, of Boston, is visitMr. Howard remarked that be was not
Stifccrtisnnnils.
ing her mo.her, Mrs. Ann Stanley.
feeling well. In a few minutes he was seMrs. Matthews, of Thomaston, is tbe
riously ill, and was obliged to repair to
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Laura York. i the cabiu and leave the boat in care of his
10 CENT
The ball game between the Biuehilie ? wife. She pilo ed the boat to Bass HarTRIAL SIZE.
and Brooklins re ulted in a great victory
ana
Mr.
Howard
bor,
was placed under
corner.

Ir.side t*-e

KEEP YOUR BLOOD GLEAM
Druggist

CftTARRI

BirtJ^Sfoot
For

No

Tiger.
tigers with

to hunt

use

It doesn’t hurt the

bird-shot.

tiger

i

any and it's

awfully risky

for you.
is

Consumption

a

will stop the advance. The
disease feels that.
Scott’s Emulsion makes the
body strong to resist. It

soothes and
and

toughens the lungs
sustains the strength until

the disease

wears

Send for free

itself

<uk1

aio;

** Pesrl
ail cir ug„^u.

St.,

CATHARTIC ^

<»

John Wells returns to his work at Melto
rose, Mass
by his daughter

day.

He

is

accompanied

Faustina, who will attend

&»»•;

daughter Myrtle,
spending the season in
town,
Arlington, Mass., Friday.
The Hancock county Baptist associath n
will con ene with the Brooklin Baptist
church Wednesday and Thursday of thh
week. On Friday following Mr. Bock
will be ordained to the ministry.
Schools begin to day, with the exceptior
who

have

been

Genuine lUmped GCG Never told In bulk.
Beware of the dealer who tries to sell

returned to their home at

of Corner and Haven schools, with th<
following teachers: Bay, Zenie Hartshorn, of Swan ville; Naskeag, Miss Nel
son; Cole district, Miss Gertrude Parker
North Brooklin, Miss Louise McIntyre
No. 7, Miss Jennie Cole; West Brooklin
Miss Musa Doilard.
Unb Femme.
Sept. 16.

"something just as good."

Dr. Emmons’

Worms

Monthly Kegulntor, has brought happiness U»

•

Hundreds of Children and adnlta have worms
but are treated for other diseases. The ijiuuturn* are .— indigestion, with a variable
appetite; fool tongue; offensive breath ; hard and
fall lxsiljr with occasional
griping* and pains
about the navel; eyes heavy and dull;
itching
of the noti> abort, dry cough .grinding of the
teeth starting during sleep; alow fever ; and
often in children, convulsions.

Harry Couary, who has been on yachl
“Speranza”, is at home.
Mrs. Lucy Moore, of Westport, vieitec
A. R. Conary last week.
Mrs.

R.

L.

Colson

visite<

Hampden and Winterport las
They will leave for Boston to-day

Sept. 16.

Sub.

1

1

>

TRUE’S
PIN WORM

Bluehlll Falls.

week.

Give* Relief at once.
It cleaner*, aooihc*
and heal* thetlecexued
membrane.
It cure*
catarrh
ami
drive*
away <"! t in the head
It
1* ah.
quickly.
roriMsd.
Ural*
and I
M
protects
the
rtTL..
the Sense* of Taste and Smell.
Full size, 30c ; Trial Slxe, 10c ; at druggist* or
by mall. KI.Y B HOT II* MS, sc Warrta St-, N. Y.

|mi

school there.

friends in
N. Y.

Sibcrtismirnts.

Miss Lou Powers, who has been spending her vacation with her aunt, Mrs. A. H.
Mayo, returned to Bostou Thursday.

Mr. and

sample.

SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists,
Soc

out.

imwm

for the Brooklins.

Mrs. Lillie Greeu and

a

Hancock.

have been

14.

j

improve menu they have ju^t compieced in their home. The house has teen j

tiger
It is stealthy
Franklin Koa«l.
among diseases.
John Marshall has moved into the
—but once started it rapidly
Clark bouse.
J !
Miss May Bteil Miles has returned frem eats up the flesh and destroys
B.
Sept. 9.
j visit
to her brother Fred, in Chariot tj.
the life. No use to go hunting
West
Mrs. George Googins, of New bury port,
A. E. Foren has gone to Seal Harbor to
it w-ith ordinary food and medMass., has receutly visited her sister-inwork.
Mrs. Jane Joy.
law,
icine. That’s only bird-shot.
John N. Marshall and family have
Miss Lutie Howe, who has been visitmoved into the Elmira Clark house at
It still advances. Good heavy
ing Miss Hattie Joy, returned to her
North Hancock.
home in Pittsfield Saturday.
Miss Joy
of Scott's Emulsion
Prof. W. R. Butler and family, who
charges
her
far
Sept.

Mrs. EtBe Johnson, of Hancock, with
her little daughter Vera, is spending a
few weeks with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. F. Cowing.

j

sive

entirely remodeled,
to the height and

of one of the granddaughters, making eighteen In all. Neither
party knew of the other’s intention, so a
surprise awaited more than the aged
grandmother. One daughter was present
from Methuen, Mass.
W.
Sept. 16.

Roland Durgain and wife, money and tional church. The bride's gown was
white crepe de chine over taffeta, with
gifts from friends in Brooklin.
Messrs. Allen and family wish to ex- veil, and she carried a bouquet of roses.
The maid of honor was the bride’s sister,
press tbeir thanks to their many friends,
The best man
net only for their beautiful gifts, but for I Miss Maud L. Nichols.
If you havwS't a secular, healthy mo**u»<ut of the
W. Sh.imnker, of PtiiladelpblH. bowel*
the ex press i n >f their frieudsh.p and the was Dr
every day, j'm're ill or will be. Keep your
and l>« welt, lurrc, In the ehepeof viow*re
tVeniray Ladd, Edward bowel*open,
heartiness w ih
which they have re- The u»her«
lent phi mc or pul jr isoit, la danct-row. The smooth.
most i-en'oi way of keeping the bowel*
easiest.
e*t,
and Dr. Whiting, of Philadelphia, !
clear and clean is Jo take
sponded to their efforts to make the'r Stroud

HOU3K

On

recent

md the husband

other

Bock,

The ordination will take

r

was

chosen

were

who has been called to the pastorate of the Baptist church in Brooklin.
Mr.

for him.

Last Tuesday, Sepf. 10,
the

Page

egates to attend the ordination of the Rev.

air from the salt water may prove beneficial. His mother has gone with him to
care

was

B.

home from

are

Eugene

us.

Sept. 9.

a

Mass.,

for

teaching school at dis- (
Stella Hardison and Carl Butler were | trict No. 9. Inez P*ge at Sedgwick village, j
married Saturday evening. Sept. 8.
They Carrie Maud Grindle at No. 3, Mildred ;
are two
of our most popular young Our gain at No. 6.
people. Their many friends hope they
Tw o weeks ago a canary bird came to

P.

York.

or

a

j

in Bluehill.

crates of blueberries

summer.

Schools will begin Monday.
Austin
Madison, Joyce Leaches in this village.
where he has been at work for a few days.
The Bass Harbor base bail nine played
W. A. Goodwin, who has been spending with the Swan's Island nine Thursday,
his vacation here, has returned to New in the evening they were entertained by

Gray

pay**

J
school at the

Roy Allen has shipped ninety
tids season.

Northeast

spent the

other

nearly ready

attending

Cora Hanscom is

academy

Dedham.

Metcalf

sen

occupancy.

began in town to-day.

E.

schools,

County New*

North Sr(lgwir«t.
Fred Allen's house is

_

Schools

John McIntyre and three children,
spent the past two months with

Sept.

soon.

with efficient teachers.

their home in Massachusetts.

ing

Sept.

additional

E.

_

who have

East

expects to send another load

W.

Sept. 16.

a

reduce his

to

He has

EaiitbriMik.

Marlboro.

Mrs.

of

COUNTY NEWS.

own large stock
already shipped one load
thousand quintals, dried fish, and

decided

for Mr. Ball’s home in

care

his absence.

Mrs.

medicines,
non* of which seemed to help me any
until a club associate advised me to try
MISS LECY ANNIE HEISER, Of MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Peruna, as It cured her of constitutional
headache and stomach trouble*. I at
Miss Lucy Annie Helser, a graduated nurse of nine years’ experience, trained
It was
as once ordered a bottle and before
and graduated from the Homeopathic Hospital of Minneapolis,Minn., writes
used, felt greatly improved.
follows :
“I have taken four bottles and for two
Albert Lea, Minn., Nov. 8, 1899.
months have been entirely free from
The Peruna Medicine Co., Columbus, Ohio:
I these maladies. Several of my friends
Gentlemen—“Although my school does not believe In patent medicines,
/ are using Peruna with beneficial result*,
have found It to be a fact that Peruna Is a grand and valuable medicine.
especially In cases of troubles with the
have known It to cure Mrs. Sampson, suffering with an Inflamed womb, aggrakidneys and other pelvic organs, toof
Another
her.
to
my
tailed
had
doctors
the
help
after
vated by malaria,
gether with weaknesses peculiar to
so
was
she
of
female
diseases;
a
complication
former patients suffered with
women.”
In
she
Is
and
her
cured
to-day
Peruna Is a specific for the catarrhal
thin, nothing but skin and bones, but Peruna
lost
Peruna revives
strength derangement* of women. Address The
good health and good flesh. Facts prove that
”
Peruna Medlolne Co., Columbus, Ohio,
and restores to the sick that most wonderful blessing of llfe.—bealth.
for free book on catarrh written by Dr,
Lucy Annie Helser.
S. B. Hartman.
Prom Mrs. Amanda Shumaker, who has charge of the Grammar Department

some.

V

was

Alter a bountiful repast the company
repaired to the ball, where an entertainment was given consisting of recitations:
Officers were
and music by the band.
chosen as follows:
President, Alvah Haalem; vice-president. Henry Wood; secretary, H. W.
Ki"gman; treasurer, Alden Haslem; committee on arrangements, Isabelle Jordan, j
Mrs. Alden Haslem and Mrs Stephen
Jordan; committee on entertainment,
Mrs. George Stanley, Mrs. W. B. Jordan
and Miss Lillian Wilbur.
The meeting was closed by fitting remarks by Rev. C. F. Burleigh.
H.
Sept. 16.

ent

Harbor.

H. D. Ball leaves to-night for Fargo,
North Dakota, for an extended visit with
his son Fred.
Mrs. Bali, who has been at
that place several months, will accompany
Mr. Ball home. W\ H. Ball and wife,of Bar

__

music.

“My physician
prescribed differ-

care

n a

Sunday Mrs. Saloma Trew>rgy, who lives with her daughter, Mrs,
Jbarles Curtis, was surprised by a visit
from members of her family representing
There were preeent
lour generations.
ihree daughters, two sona-ln-law, eight
grandchildren, four great-grandchildren,

held at the
town ball Saturday. The day was line,
and a large number gathered to greet old
friends and new. Lynch’s cornet band, of
excellent
furnished
Ellsworth Falls,
The Haalem reunion

be

On

_

H.ASLEM RKCKION.

In severe backache and headache.

years.

Mrs. D. B. Curtis, who has been for
some days at her home in Manchester,
N. H., has returned, and will stay until
Miss
late at her cottage, “Rockend.”
Margaret Curtis, with her friend Miss
Underwood, is In Manchester.

him.

Mrs. Amanda Shumaker.
Mattie B. Curtis, Secretary Legion of
Loyal Women, Hotel 6alem, Boston,
Mass., writes:
“/ suffered
tor over a year
with general
weakness and

Mi.

where

or feel bad, Peruna at
helps me, and I feel you deserve
praise for placing sueh a conscientious
medicine before a suffering publio.”

stop with her parents, Capt. and Mrs.
Hodgkins, until the last of the month.
Lyman M bragdon died Sept. 9, at the
age of ninety years, one month and twenty
dent

Northeast Harbor,
they have been employed.
Howard Giles, of Jamaica Plain, Maas.,
is in town for a few days. His mother,
Mrs. Abbie Giles, will return home with
returned from

have

once

J. G. Whitcomb, who passed the sumhere, left this week for his home in
Snrinpfield. Mass.
Mrs. Whitcomb will

days.

has been

younger.
“If I get tired

mer

patronised.

who
Mary Hayworth, of Bangor,
visiting friends in town the past
week, returned home Saturday.
,
Lucinda and Georgie Jordan
Misses

a

seventh bottle was completely u*ed,all
repains were gone, my atrength was
stored, and X now seem ten years’

history.
Giffv-iu Cochran, in his yacht “Sculphiu”, sailed for Boston on Monday, having as hss truest Weston Fuller, son of
Chief Justice M. W. Fuller.

well

Mrs.

bottle and within a few
days after using It, began to feel better.
“I constantly Improved and before tho

WOMEN.

of

position

the

at

was

Mrs. Lucinda Heald, of Lawrence,
here.
Mass., Is visiting relatives
from a
Mrs. Mary Haalem has returned
visit to friends in Aroostook county.
The many friend# of Kev. C. F. Burleigh
n for
and wife were glad to see them In tow
even a brief visit.

of Peruna.

purchased

electric light station.
Rotr-l Sorrento closed this week, after
one of the most successful seasons in its
fireman

ing

"Too constant application to work
last winter caused me to have severe
head and backache and dragging pains.
I could not stop my work, neither was
I fit to go on. Reading of the beneficial results from the use of Peruna I

WARN

KWS.

COI NTi

are Visiting
Lorenzo Kingman and wife
friends In Bar Harbor.
evenThe dance at Fox’s ball Saturday

received the following letter:
Columbia Citt, TV ash.
“I can apeak only good word* of tha
benefit* I have had from the
use

»

Waltham.

repeated

SHOULD

;

lien of las A yiebican, barring the Bar !
<
u’« summer list, <• larger j
Barbo
than that of aU the other papers printed
1
in Hancock county.

lbr add

JjJjgS

aMMXHl Os—»

•m

Public School*,of Columbia City,
Wash., also Past Grand of Independent
Order of Good Templars. Dr. Hatman
of the

com-

of Dr. Tapley, who told him that
have been
very short time he would
aid.
They
eyond the reach of human
pmalned In Baa* Harbor until Baturday
recovered
far
aa
1 then Mr. Howard bad eo
( o go aboard the boat. Mra. Howard nav| gated the boat home.
Wilbur M. Wardwell had a yearling
I teifer whose wild, erratic behavior caused
] ilm considerable trouble. I Mat Monday
his raws from
, veiling, as he was driving
Mature, the heller had one of her tanIn getting her
rums, but he succeeded
nto the yard with the cows. He then
it tempted to drive the heifer into the
>arn, but she decided to give him another
■xhlbltlon of her lofty and ground tumbing, and during the performance broke
She then went into <he
me of her legs.
Mr. Wardwell says
:iarn very quietly.
;bst after the accident the wounded »nlnal looked at him §o pitifully that he
sn'taure that he didn’t shed tears. Of
course the heifer had to be killed.
0.
Sept. IB.

1
COUNTY NEWS.
jmgea. I

~

AMERICAN has subscribers at

beet worm
a*«Muc*i8«

is the
auu

:

ELIXIR

remedy made. It has

as

no worms are

it acts as a Tonic, and corrects the condition
of the mucous membrane of the stomach and
bowela. A positive cure for
Constipation aud
Biliousness, and a valuable remedy in all
the common complaints of children. Price
•» cents.
Ask yo ur druggist for it.
Dr.J. r. TkI E «fcTo Auburn. Me.
Speafan 'realntcnt for Tsp* Worms gr«r paapblst.
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LADIES Recommend thTfiKT
i>h. KiYt. g

been in

Impurely vegetable, harmless
euectua]. Where
present

hundred* of anxious women. There la posino other remedy known to medlral scitfeat will oo quickly ami safely do the
work. Longest and ini*Ntoh»tlnate irregularities from any cause relieved at once. Sueeesa
guaranteed at any stage. No pain, danger,
or interference with work,
lluve relieved
hundred* of cases where other* have failed.
The mo»t difficult ca*ea successfully treated
hy mail,an \ beneficial result* guaranteed in
every Instance. No risk what* *ever. We treat
hundred* of ladle* whom we never sec. W rite
for valuable particular* and free confidential
advice. All lettmmtruth*oilv answered. Keineiiiber,tbL*remedy i*ab*olutelv safe under
every possible condition and positively
leaves no after ill effect upon the health.
By mail, securely sen led,
Ml mutt* V
letter* -h<»uld l*e regi-tered. AtSdre**, l;iL
J. W.KM MOSS CO., 1T0 i'remout >t., lh.don.
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MAINE MES1C FESTIVAL.
AT BANGOR OCT. 8, 4 AND 5PORTLAND OCT. 7, 8 AND 9.
PROGRAMME

FOR

EACH OF THE FIVE

CONCERTS—A FBA8T OF MUSIC.
A GALAXY OF ARTISTS.

Tb© fifth annual Maine mua!o festival
will be held in Bangor on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Oct. 3, 4 and 5, and in
Portland on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 7, 8 and 9.
The Interest that was aroused in 1897 in
these events not only has not abated, but
has so grown from year to year, that it is
not easy to measure.
During the pest season the cborusea of
both sections of tbeHtate have beeu enlarged by new local choruses, and at the
coming festival the choruses at both Bangor and Portland wilt be larger than in
any previous year.
The list of artists contains some names
new to this section, and others that are
The combination this year
familiar.
shows that Director W. It. Chapman has
admirably succeeded in maintaining the
high standard be set when he began.
The

list

consists

of

Mme.

Huzanne

Adams, soprano; Mme. Bchumann-Helnk,
Mme. Charlotte Maconda,
contralto;
soprano; Signor Campanarl, baritone;
Gwilym Miles, baritone; Willis L.
Bach viler, tenor; Mme. Isabelle Bouton,
contralto; Mrs. Jennie King Morrison,
contralto; Miss Carrie Hintchroan, violin.
lo tin*
and Mi** Ann* E, Otten, piano,
Hat should be added tbe name of MIm
Mabel Monaghan, of Ellsworth, who 1*
toaln. he soprano solo* in Mendelssohn s
“Hyo. of Praise” in Bangor; and Mrs.
Pal m r, of Portland, who is to slug the
same jMrt in Portland.
Following are the programme* for the
five concert*:
THE OPENING CONCERT.
Thursday evening, Oct. 3.
Only appearance of Mine. Suzanne Adams
Grand operatic and
and Signor Campanarl.
popu ar programme:
PART

t.

II endelssohn—Overt ure... Ruy Bias
The Festival orchestra

Handel— Hallelujah Chorus.Messiah
The Festival chorus
It 1* the purpose to open every Maine festival
with the Hallelujah Chorus from The Messiah.
The audience is requested to rUe.

Meyerbeer— Ballade.. ..L'A frfcaine
.Signor Campanarl

Jakobowskl—£arulval

Festival.Tarentello
Chorus

Meyerbeer—Shadow Song..Dlnorah
Mme Adams

Bellini—Duct.1 Purttanl
Signor Campanarl and Mr Miles

>'

aiurriMHi, m

i"n

riirimmi, cmuraii'ii',

Willis K Bar he! ler. tenor;

Gwilym Miles, bass.
roURTII CONCERT-SECOND MATINEE.,
Saturday afternoon, Oct. 5.
Only appearance of

|

J

Orchestral programme.
Miss Otten.
part

I.

Beethoven—Overture...Egmont
The Festival orchestra
Mendelssohn—Ye Nations, Offer to the Lord,
The Festival chorus
Schubert—1st Movement of the Unfinished

Symphony,

Orchestra
Mendelssohn-K Minor Concerto,

Andante, Allegro, Vivace,
M Iss Otten
Gounod—1The Fair...Faust
Chorus
PART XI.
Gounod— Ballet Music (seven movements),
Faust
a—Allegretto, waltz movement,

b—Adagio,
c—Allegretto,
d—Moderate maestoso,
c—Moderate con moto,

Orchestra
David—Charmant Olseau,
Miss Mabel Monaghan, In Bangor
Gluck—The faro senza Eurydlce....Orfeo
Mrs Jennie King Morrison, in Portland
SalnwSaens— Rondo Caprtccoloso,
Miss otten
Liszt—Hungarian Rhapsodic No 2,
Orchestra
FIFTH CONCERT.

PART I.

Egmont

Beethoven—Overture.
Orchestra

Gounod—The Fair.....Faust
Chorus

Bruch—Penelope's Aria.Odyssus

Mine Schuraann-Helnk
Liszt—Concerto In E flat,
Miss Hlrschman

PAKT II.

Wagner—The Procession of the Gods,
l>tm Eiielngold
Orchestra

Stern—(a) Souplr,
Kckert—(b) Spanish Song,
Madame Schumann-Helnk
I/eo

Gounod—Ballet Music .Faust
(two movements)
Orchestra
Mendelsshou— Hymn of Praise,
Mtse Mabel Monaghan, soprano. In
Mrs Palmer, soprano. In Portland
Mme Bouton, contralto
Mr Bac heller, tenor

and Washington
will make special rates
No definite statement
on all three days.
can yet be made regarding special trains
Central

railroads

back, but it is probable that a special will
run from Bangor after the Saturday

Intermission.
PART II.

be

Tschalkowsky—Overture.1$12 night

concert.

Orchestra

Leon Stern—Valso Prlntemps,
Mme Adams
Buzzl Peed*—Sacred Hymn No

Chorus
Krnanl
Verdi—Grand Duo.
Mme Adams and Signor Campanarl
Grtcg—Anlira** Dance, Suite, Peer Gynt,

Mascagni—Sing of the Lord Now Victorious.Cava Herla Rustlcana
Mme Adams and chorus
SECOND

CONCERT-FIRST

MATINEE.

Friday afternoon, Oct. 4.
First appearance of Mme. Bouton and Miss
Hlrachman.

[Written for

The Festival orchestra

Reudlmt.Mltrane
Mme Bouton

You,

Chorus
If I Were a Bird,
The Music Box,

the

Loss of

If

The

Miss illrschman

ov

the dezeases

ov

iz

mean

unabul tu find a
ackt, he invents

reazon
an

fur

excuse.

who sits down and thinks may
brillunt but he iz sum apt tu be

wize.

Luv, lik litening. seldom strikes t*cice
Widders generally
same place.

in the

me

utAlo

and

muney ihe second time.

Amerikau iz

The Dew

fpw

duin

oroud

bcz.

tu

wurks that genteel dodge
trusted.
cuss

tun

a

But
and

a

hnnist tu

tew

ov

so

the

gittiug

grab- and pressm’ quesov us nite and da.
grater queslun is whi ar we living,
a

moste

worrying

nobody don’t giv a cuss about it.
a day In the exsistunce ov a being
may be summed up like tbusly:—sleeps,
rizes, eats, doze nuthing, and sleeps agin
When

part ll.

Tschalkowsky—(a) Danse de la Fee Dragee,
(b) Trepak, Danse Russe,

—

I’d lik tu Luo if

Suite, Casse-Nolsette,
Orchestra
LasBcn-(a) Only Thou,

that being iz

an

oystur

or

a man.

if.

|

WHEREAS

l’auper

THE

<

■

—

If

(b) Evening,
Chorus

Perplexity,
(Dedicated to Miss Jessie Owen)
90th
Century Festival March,
Wight—(b)
(Dedicated to Mrs W B Chapman)
(Couducted by the Composer)
McLellan—(a)

Orchestra

the diflerunee
anareklst who
kause he don't
a

Bitezen

hair-splitter wll tell me
in
spirit, between the
shoots the president bebeleeve in presidents, and

morul

sum

ov

this grate State' of Mane who

bekause he don’t beleeve in enny
prohibishun law, I’ll gov him a stick ov

sels

rum

kandy._

Wagner—Aria

Rhelngold

CONCERT.

Friday evening Oct. 4.
a
Oratorio night, Gounod-The Redemption,
Maconda, ao
rellgtoua oratorio, Mme Charlotte
Bouton, In Bangor. Mn
prano, Mme laahelle

a&bntisnntntg.

English Champlou Tea-Drinkers.
British people consume nearly six
pounds of tea per head of the population,
in
or an increase of one pound per capita
The

sixteen

years.

country which, In any way,
Holland 1b the only
country in Europe where the consumption of tea exceeds one pound per head.
In Russia and in the United States, which
the
are the other two large tea consumers,
consumption amounts]; to under one
There Is

no

approaches this.

pound per

The

iz 1

man

be

not

peopul

tnuuey.

a man
a

mor

ov

«.

memoree

borrowing
dulng

engulfed

sea.

How tu llv iz

Ilenselt—(a)
Liadoff—(b)
Llsst
—(c) Rhspaodle,

THIRD

hav

Demijohns
than

IDrrcnmrGQLDEN RELIEF!

LAUNDRY

bridel vale iz the winding sheet
woman’s buty.

marry fur

Wagner—(a) Trauma,
(Violin obligato, Dr Wasgati.)
Delibes— (b) Walla No 1.Coppclia

from Rlenzi,
Mme Bouton
Wagner—Procession of the Cods,
Das
Orchestra
Jakobowskl—Carnival Festival,
Chorus

]

The

Ttie Festival chorus

Jakobowskl—May

American

would be?

Mendelssohn-All Men. All Things,

Orchestra
Luck Attend

the

If other peopul would only be as reazonabul az we ar, what a heaven this earth

part i.

Meyerbeer— Fackeltanz No 1,

Rossi—Ah'

Cracker-Box Philosopher.

The

2,
Signor Campanarl
Gounod—The Fair.Faust

---

| How Marlow §i
Got His Thief I

—

Bangor

Chorus
Maine

■

^

Mr Bac heller
Meyerbeer—Fourth Act of Le Prophete,
(Prison scene)
Fldes—Mme Schumann Helnk

The

GOLDFISH.

n.

Saturday evening, Oct. <5.
Only appearance of Mine Schuniann-Helnk.

County

A

|

f—Allegretto,
g—Allegro vivo.

Mox

straggling houses and quiet shops toward
ilra.il KaticfS.
Jim.
•n inu.
He would have to stop, of course,
A mixture of delight and care, a storm, a whirlTo the Honorable Board of County CommisWhat a t*e« world !• jour*, indeed, O fl*h
perhaps for some days, certainly for one
wind gay;
sioners of the County of Hancock, Staled
Of buraishiMi metal hue imprisoned there!
night.
He loves, and teases, and rebels a hundred
Maine.
Wow amati the sea of jour transparent dish I
Hi* went in and had some tea and then
times a day.
nnHE undersigned, responsible persons, resYet would you have it larger at your wish.
set out to look around.
1
idenis ami tax payers of the Town of
He was all im- lie pouts and coaxes, smiles and frowns, and
Or don’t you <-are?
Mount Desert, Hancock County, Maine, repatience. The thought of the 1500 vtirred
tcarB our plans apart.
pray that your Honorable Board
spectfully
him.
Anti then most sweetly he'll obey and win one’s
liter such notice and hearing as may be orSee? I can rai«e a tempest with my pen!
He wn° -'»mpTr*‘''»,tng with a beating
lered will alter the highway
Inmost heart.
Thua, when you’re roth-d amid yaaruly lair
jaid Town of Mount Desert in that part
heart the girl he meant to marry, thinking
By two small Anger* of my lady’* ten.
extending from the bridge at the outrit would not be long now, when a bend We scarce are wise enough to tell a tenth of thereof
The thought comet over me to aak again,
et of Long Pond Westerly to a point near
w^at he asks;
in the road brought him suddenly upon a
Walden Pierce’s house, so t
ay
FUu, do you cert?
The strongest man on earth would tire, with
fvill after such alteration run substantially as
small cottage.
h*»»
h<»«rig
ollowa, the following described
I don't imppoae you do, there with your la*»—
Jim
to
set
him
tasks;
It lay close to the road, a low wall
,he center line of said highway, wmcn is mree
A* rare to you aa is my lady rare—
hemming in its little square patch of gar He taxes patience to the verge, he fills our souls ■ods wide in every part, to wit.
Tour lilliputian mermaid of the glaa*.
with bliss,
Beginning at a stake which bears North
den
and a litile wooden gate leading to a
Why, 1 could live in joy with Maud the fair,
degrees West (N. Wdrg. W.) and
flagged path, bordered with wallflowers, He wearies us to blank despair, and heals us 8wenty-nine
And in a smaller world the seaaona paa*.
twenty feet distant from a bolt in a rock at
with a kiss.
ide of
th
and lupins and lavenders.
.he West end of the rail on th\ S
Nor would I care.
jridge at the outlet of Long Pond in said
He looked up half carelessly, wondering Ills dark
—Freeman Tilden in Boston Transcript,
eyes spy all secrets out; he scents the
1’ow‘n of Mount Desert.; thence South flftyIf Kmberson was living in a cottage lik«
leven degrees and fifty minutes West (8. 57
jam and cake,
that, if he was in Staybridge at all, whoa The doors strain every hinge and lock, the very leg., 50 inin. W.) ninety-four and thirly40+0+0+0+0+0++0+0+0+0+0+0+ the sight of a little
ive one-hundredths (94.36) feet to a stake;
child
on
th«
sitting
O
O
rafters quake;
hence South fifty-two degree®: iortv five rainwall brought him to a ^landstill.
--^«d
ites West (8. 62 oeg., 46 min.
He slams the gates and climbs the trees, and
Something about her was familiar. Ai !
.weuty-two and thirty-eight oue-hundredtbs
dances on the stairs;
122.38) feet to a stake; thence on same course
first he could not tell what, and then he And kneels In solemn innocence and
’rcdtlis
says his
linety-four and twenty-four uc
remembered the braid on her frock and
94.24) feet to a stake; thence South fiftybedtime prayers.
the braid on the child in the photograph
seven degrees forty-five minutes West (S. 57
oni .<nd
It was the same dress, the same child The neighbors say he’ll come to grief, and we leg., 45 min. W.) one hundred eighty
‘ighty-five hundredths (181.85, feet to a stake;
shall weep for Jim!
only now she was older and prettier.
-hence South fifty-six degrees und thirty ooinHe stopped and went toward her. Sh« We know not what the future years may hold ites West (S. 56 deg., 30 min. W.) one hundred
hirty-nine and Ifty-flve hundredths (189.65)
for us, or him;
was such a little, thin child, and her fact
'eet to a stuke; thence South sixty-five de“Go for him for all you’re worth, Mr. j was pale and delicate in spite of the But when beside his crib wo bend to bless his crees and fifty minutes West (S. 65 dog., 50
ur and sevuin. W.) one hundred thirty
peaceful hours,
Marlow, and the very day ho la churged ; country air. She looked up at him with
to a
bright eyes and smiled, and somehow he We smile and pray, and softly say: “God’s jnty-seven hundredths (134.77) feet and stake;
I’ll give you a check for £500!”
hence South sixty-four degrees
thirty
child as well as ours!”
The detective’s thin face flushed. He felt oddly uncomfortable before her.
ninutes West (S. 64 deg., »* tnin. W.) one
—Selected.
He hesitated before he spoke, and then
mndred and one and eighty-nine hundredths
was young and unknown and so far had
101.89) feet to a stake; thence Sou’h eighty
Now it had come, his question came with a gruff, shar&
never had a chance.
legrees West (8. 80 deg. W ) ore hundred and
An old lady being told that a certain
and he might not only make his reputa- jerk.
fourteen 1114) feet to a stake; thence on same
“What is your name?” he asked.
eighty-nine and one-'enth (89.1) feet
tion, bnt £500 aa well, and that last
lawyer wbm “lying at the point of death,’ ;ourse
;o a stake; thence on same course one hunHer round eyes searched his face. 11 exclaimed:
would give him all that waa l>est in the
stake;
“My gracious Won’t even Ired and thirty-eight (138) feet to
looked stern enough just then, but it did !
world to him—the girl he loved for wife—
whence on same course fifty-nine ami eightydeat h stop that man’s lying?”
and without it it might be years before he not frighten her. She slipped down from
ight hundredths (59.88) feet to a stake; thence
South sixty-five degrees forty-five minutes
the wall and held out her hand.
could afford to marry.
West (8. 65 deg., 45 min. W.) one hundred and
atmrrtisniunts.
“It’s May,” she said.
He turned eagerly and gathered up the
thirty-five and eighty-six hundredths (135.86)
feet to a stake; thence South seventy-eight
“And—what is your father’s name?”
papers and notebook.
legrees and ten minutes West fS "'8 deg., 10
In spite of himself Marlow hesitated.
“I’ll lose no time,” he said. “I’ll do
tnin. W„) one hundred and ninety (ISO; feet to
“Father’s
called
an
‘F’ed
shu
darling,’
stake near Walden Pierce’s house.
my best.” But all the same it seemed
*“XffT?ff!r?!v|w7??nrbTn^Dm!r(isnrN?uiul^i^
The subscribers also pray that portion of
A TBUB SMSCiriO IN ALL
Fred Emberson, replied, “cos mother said bo. And he’a J V
almost hopeless task.
the existing highway as lies between the
the thief, had had a good 12 hours’ start. been away such a long time, and I didn’t
INFLAMMATION
IP
termiui of the new section as above described
»
8oretnroat, Headache (5 minutes), Tooth^
He had gone at 4 o’clock the day before fink he’d ever come back.”
tnav be discontinued.
*c
ache (1 minute). Cold 8ore«,F®lon»,etc.etc.
Your petitioners further represent that the
The detective looked down at her. Fred •2p
to the bank to pay money in and to cash
alteration herein prayed for will make the
(^Coldsii<i>Formlng^evers^GmPt
for
the
darling!
a check, as usual, ready
paying
hierhwav in the place where altered shorter
CURES ANY PAIN INSIDE OR OUT
“When did he come back?” he asked
in one to thirty minute*.
;
men’s wages on the morrow*, and he had
and straighter with better graces, avoiding
By Dealers. The &0c.fcizo by mall 80c. Fredonia.h.Y.
the dangerous curves in the preseut road, and
The check had been
abruptly.
never returned.
that the alteration prayed for will cause no
M.
Moore.
For
Rale
M.
by
The child, all unconscious, took her facashed, the money never paid in, and
expense to the Town of Mount Desert, or the
ther another step nearer prison.
Fred Emberson bud vanished.
County of Hancock, inasmuch as James T.
Bardiner, whose land alone ia affected, will
the
she
before
this
a
hard
and
man.
Ritchie
was
bitter
“Only
day
SPIT
Mr.
day,”
|3"T“ TOBACCO
waive all claim for land damages and nay the
said, “and I was s’prised. I just couldn’t I -It. JIM
I
and SMOKE entire cost of reconstruction Ik* w-d as
He had been soured five years before by
1
^
■ ^
fink who it was.
But mother knew, and
Your Ufeawayl altered.
Jamkh I Gardinkr
the disappearance of his only daughter.
and thirteen others.
She had met at the house of some friends she cried, and it made her ilier, and tli4 You can be cured of any form of tobacco using
full of
Mount Desert, September 7.1901.
lie
made
well,
magnetic,
strong,
easily,
doctor
was
very ang’y.”
she bad been visiting a man with w’hom
new life and vigor by taking BO-TO-BAC,
STATE OF MAINE.
“Where is your father?” asked Marlow that makes weak men strong. Many gain
she had fallen in love. He had been inHancock 88.:—Court of County CommisThe child’s ryes dilated a little.
ten pounds in ten days. Over BOO9000
eligible in every way—a poor man with
sioners, April Term, A. D. 11*01.
“He mustn’t be ’sturbed,” she said. cured. All druggists. Cure guaranteed. Bookno prospects, with apparently nothing to
foregoing petition the commissionAadress
let and advice FREE.
STERLING ersUpon thesatisfied
that the petitioners are rebeing
437
recommend him—but that made no differ- “He’s wif mother, and mother’s drefful REMEDY CO., Chicago or New York.
that an Inquiry Into the merits Is exsponsible,
ill.
That’s
he
came
back
all
in
such
why
ence to her.
pedient, and that the petition ..i\» uugut to be
touching the matter set forth in their peMr. Ritchie had stormed and raved, a hurry.”
j heard
She stopped, looking up at the detective
tition; order that the County uommlsajioners
had refused emphatically to see him and
meet at the house of Walden Pierce in Mount
bad forbidden her ever to mention him wiui eyes iuhl uiinusi uuuerveti uilu.
Desert, in said County, on Tuesday, the
o’clock
29th day of October A. 1>. 19C1, t t
again. She had refused. She had tried Perhaps something in his face began at
P. M., and theuce proceed to view urn route
her
last
to
itself
mind,
men
upon
baby
two
to
impress
to
induce
the
for some months
said
in
mentioned
immediately
petition,
meet, she had persisted In sticking to the for a sudden droop came to her lip.
after which view, a hearing of the parties
“I ’spects father’s very hovered,” she
and witnesses will be had at some convenient
man she
loved, and then she had run
said slowly.
place in the vicinity, and such other measures
away and married him.
taken in the premises as the commissioners shall
was
door
that
instant
the
At
cottage
Mr. Ritchie never forgave her—never
judge proper. And it Is further
Ordered: That notice of the time, place and
would. He returned all her letters un- flung open and a man looked out. When
he saw Marlow, he made a half movepurpose of the Commissioners’ meeting aforeand
hands
of
her
his
He
washed
opened.
be given to all persons and corporations
said
his
mind
settled down, bitter and soured, to live ment backward and then altered
,■ ; y of the
interested, by serving an atte t
and stood still.
out the remainder of his life in hard work.
petition and this order tb*r«o» '.non the
:
nae
Mou.
of
!>»«..., u
Town
him
and
oi
the
looked
at
clerk
Marlow
recognized
to
men
the
station
to
Marlow sent his
Gardiner, and by
James T.
copy upon
his man. This was Fred Emberson—the !
make inquiries, and then made his way
>
up attested copies as aforesaid in
posting
three public places In said town thirty days
toward the rooms in which Fred Ember- thief. This was the man he had come to
for said
at least before the time appointed
catch. This was the man whose capture
son had lodged during the year he had
EIjIjSWOIITII
view, and by publishing the petition and
meant
£500.
to
been with Mr. Ritchie. He went »p
order thereon, three weeks succes sively In the
And between them stood tho child STEAM
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
them, questioning the landlady as he
at Ellsworth, iu the County oi Hancock, the
whose mother was very ill!
w*ent and getting no information except
ROOMS.
BATH
AND
first publication to be thirty days at least beHhe turned delightedly.
(hnt
!in«l nnt
Fmhprsnn sitiPP ho
fore the time of said view, that all persons and
“Why, there’s father!” she cried.
had left for his office the morning before.
“NO PAY, NO WA8HEK.”
corporations interested may attend ana be
forward
took
a
Marlow
heard if they think tit.
Detective
step
at
last
when
lie was almost giving up
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
All kinds of laundry worn done at short He
suddenly a tiny scrap of cardboard fallen and Emberson, suddenly making up his tlce. Goods called for and delivered.
A true copy of the petition n d order thereon.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
between the mantelpiece and the wall mind, came down the little Hugged path.
&
ESTEY
CO.,
H. B.
“I know who you ore,” he said hoarsecaught his bye. He took his penknife
KUbworth. Me
West End Bridge,
1
come.
I
know
“and
OF FOKECJLOSUltE.
why
you’ve
NOTICE
be
ly,
It might
and began forcing it up.
I couldn’t help it,
Jennie Tracy, of Winter Harnothing, of course, but he had turued suppose it’s'all up, but
the
in
county of Hancock, and
bor,
and
Notice.
perhaps—afterward—the old man
over every scrap of paper and every book
State of Maine, by her mortgage deed dated
iu the room and he would miss no chance. will forgive her.”
undersigned hereby gives notics that he the 26th day of August, a. d. 18%, and recorded
He jerked his head backward.
has contracted with the city of Ellsworth, in the registry of deeds for Hancock county,
The cardboard came up slowly. It was
ensuing book 327, page 208, conveyed to us, the under“Have you guessed who she Is?” he for the support of the poor, during thefor
their
wedged in firmly between the manteland has made ample provision
two certain parcels of real estate sityear,
from signed,
piece and the wall, but he loosened it at asked. “Did Mr. Ritchie guess? Per- support. Me therefore forbids all personshis
uate in Winter Harbor, in said county of
acon
when—when
haps he’ll take care of her
Hancock and bounded and described as folfurnishing supplies to any pauper
last and held it up to the light.
as without his written order, he will pay
lows, to wit:
When he saw it, he gave a little gesture I’m shut up. But I never meant to take count,
for i'o wood* on furnished.
Marry 8. JONES.
A certain lot or parcel of land, together
1.
It was the photo- the money. I shouldn’t have dreamt of it it
of disappointment.
with the buildings thereon, situated in said
she—
she hadn't been so ill.
say
They
to
Winter
it
Harbor, and bounded and described
That
belonged
of
n
child.
graph
as follows, to wit:
Beginning n the west
she’s almost dying, and wo had hard work
Eepl Xottcrs.
Km hereon seemed the last thing likely.
side of the town way leading to Grindstone
the
Mr.
Ritchie
me,
live
on
gave
to
salary
E. Joy and
He called up the landlady and held it
on northerly line of Nancy
Neck
the
esof
iu
either
’lo all person- interested
It’s saved her,
and I couldn't help it.
theuce running by said line north sixty-four
She shook her head over it.
out to her.
tates br-ceinafter namtd.
about twenty rods to the pasture
She had never seen it before, but it must perhaps. I got down last night, and 1 got Af a probate court held at Bluehill, in and degreesorwest
land of the said Jennie Tracy and
for the county of Hancock, on the third fence,
her everything 1 could, all the luxuries I
have belonged to Mr. Emberson, she said,
A. E. and Frank Conners: th»nce bv she east
unv of September, a. d. 1901.
coukl, but she doesn’t know I stole the
line of the last mentioned land northeasterly
for her own daughter had occupied the
been prematters
having
following
She mustn’t know till she’s well r|MiE
forty rods to a corner bound; thence by
money.
room before he had had it, and the photo1 sented for the action thereupon herein- about
Cunuers land
a south line of said Tracy ami
again. I went to him a year ago for the aitei indicated, it is hereby ordered that no- southeasterly about twenty rods to said way;
graph was of no child they knew.
to all persons interested,
be
thereof
tice
given
Marlow looked at it again and made a child’s sake. My name isn’t Emberson, by causing a copy of this order to be pub- thence by said way southwesterly about forty
of course, but 1 couldn’t go in my right lished three weeks successively in the Ells- rods to the place of beginning, containing
note of the photographer’s name, which
We worth American, a newspaper published at about five acres.
name lest he should recognize it.
It bore the adwas printed on the back.
2.
An undivided half part of a certain lot
they may apIt Ellsworth, in said county, that
wanted to win his forgiveness first.
dress of a small town, and he frowned a
or parcel of land situated in said Winter Harpear at a probate court to be held at Ellsdescribed as foiloigs, to
little as he looked at it. What had Fred hasn’t answered. But he’ll take care ol worth. in said county, on the first day bor and bounded and
at the southwest corner of
of October, a. d. 1991, at ten of the clock wit: Beginning
Embersou, a thief, to do with a little
iu
the north line of land
lot
the forenoon, and be heard thereof if they above described
surely couldn’t refuse to take care of hei in
g in said
child?
of Nancy E. Joy and thence
see cause.
»>cl twelve
hundred
one
westerly
child!”
line
aud
the
north
counwith
a
in
said
of
Eden,
He shut up his pocketbook
snap
May W. Bowler, late
on
marked‘Mr
a
to
stone
or
leso
more
rods
d
A certain instrument uurDOrt
lie faced round eagerly to the detective, tv
and gave a final look around.
the north side of the road
ing to he the last will and testament of said the back shore by
He was just turning away when his and Marlow, suddenly, curiously weak deceased, presented by Robert Bonner Bow- leading to the rock-weed privilege so-called;
held out his hand and made a bewilder ler, of Cincinnati, in the state of Ohio, and meuL'e uy tut fuun
man came back from the station with the
as stc.v.n on the
Richard W Hale, of Dover, in the state of line o! lots -K" and "L"
information that Emberson had been seen ing remark.
thence easterly folMassachusetts, two of the executors therein town plan of Gouldsboro;
I’ll
the
lit
“I’m
if
take
£500,”
and bounded
as
hanged
not
to
a
Loudon,
they
division
line,
in
said
ticket,
taking
lowing
named.
the Baker and Smith tot, sohad expected, but to u little place called said.
George W. Gray, late of Bncksport. in said northerly by
rods more or less to the
J.
ninety-one
Hiram
called,
filed
Petition
by
county, deceased.
Staybridge, half way down the line. It
line of the Stepheu Hand lot,, ko called,
Fie has said since that he is not of th< Harriiuan. administrator or the estate of said west
V'lUIBC.
VVll** Jl
lilt IV.
said plan of Gouldsboro' thence
deceased, lor license to sell at public or pri- shown on in
a detective should be made
stuff
of
which
said Hand line, southerly sevenbe
fare
and
lost
as
excess
following
and
said
Eustou
the
real
estate
of
deceased,
to
pay
vate sale,
or less to the northeast corner of
rods
more
for he did not arrest the thief after all
ty
described in said petition.
at once in the London crowd.
the first lot above-described; thenc- followsaid
court,
of
O.
P.
CUNNINGHAM,
Judge
first
Still Marlow sent his man to telegraph Instead, he waited till the morning, am A true
line of said U
in
the
northerly
P.
ing
Dork.
Attest:—Chas.
Register
copy.
then they dressed the child in her Sun j
above-described northwesterly aooat twenty
to the station at Staybridge and waited,
subscriber hereby gives notice that
rods to a corner; thence fallowing
ami
he
first
trail
the
rpHE
for
caught
day
best,
the
room,
still impatiently searching
she has been
appointed administra- westerly line of the first lot above-described
back aud took her to see her grandfather j tiXix of the estate ofduly
the reply.
Alexander S. Bickford, late southwesterly about forty rods to the yiace of
What he? said to him I do not know i of Winter Harbor, in the county of Hancock. beginning, containing sixty acres more or
It came promptly.
Only one person
morV*
and given bonds as ttie law directs. less; and whereas the condition of
had come by that train on the day before Flow he went to work I cannot tell, bu I1 deceased,
persons having demands against the es- gage has been broken, now, therefore, by reawhen he went back to Staybridge the oh All
and that was a mechanic in a working
! tate of said deceased are desired to present son of the breach of the condition herepf,
And when Free
man went with him.
the same for settlement, and all indebted
we claim a foreclosure of said mortpape.
suit apparently on the lookout for work.
imto make
Charles C. Emerson.
thereto are
Evidently it was not Emberson, and Mar- met them at the cottage door Kitchie hae [ ; mediately. requested Fannie B.payment
Bickford.
Edward R. Adams.
in
his
arms.
the
child
low decided that his only chance now was
Dated at Bangor, Maine, the 2*Zd day of AuSeptember 1, 1901.
He looked into Fred’s face and thei
to go to Topping, where the photograph
gust, a. d. 1901.
notice that
I
t |
auosciiuci hereby
gives
held out bis hand.
had been taken.
she has been duly appointed executrix
I i
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
“If ! j of the last will and testament of Cyrue
“It’s half my fault,” he said.
He started immediately, sending his
late of Bluehill, in the county ol
A.
)
Charles U. Russ, of Stoningsee
fiv<
Cook,
refused
to
at
hadn’t
first,
you
man on to London to try to get some inbonds
as
the
and
given
Hancock, deceased,
nd
ton, in the county cf
formation there and meaning to wait for years ago, when my daughter wanted mi
All persons having demands
law directs.
State of Maine, by his mortgag deed dated
him at Topping. He got out at a little, to, you wouldn’t have had the temptation
against the estate of said deceased are de- the 9th day of July, a. d. 1897, «*uu recoined in
and
same
for
the
settlement,
sired to present
the registry of deeds for Hapcc-l comity,
quiet country station. The town lay be- 1 see now how cruel I have been!”
all indebted thereto are requested to make
book 315, page 97, conveyed to us, the underhind it—a sleepy market town full of
situate
payment immediately.
signed, a certain parcel of real
D.
Melissa
Cook.
1901.
September 3.
in Stonington, in the county of Hancock, and
sheep and cattle and farmers* gigs and
Detective Marlow got married a fev
as follows, to wit:
bounded
sunshine.
with
spring
Mr. Ritchie said he hat
bright
weeks later.
FOKUI.OSIIKE OF MOKTGAGE.
Beginning on the western side of the highHe found the photographer easily
caught the thief and persisted in givinj ► '117r]aEEEA8 Nathan E. Hubbard, of Ells- way, leading up Russ’ bill from Green s Laudso called, in said Stonington t
his
NorthwestHancock
enough, and there a copy of the photo- him the £500 after all.—Tit-Bits.
ing.
Maine,
by
county,
worth,
W
Harbor, at the corner made by the Junction ot'
mortgage deed dated the sixteenth day ol
graph he had brought from Emberson’s
said highway and the private way leading to
and recorded in the registry
a. d
1901,
April,
about
a
taken
had
been
It
rooms.
just
Mnny People Are Color Blind.
the Latter Day Saint Church in Mid Stoningof deeds for Hancock county, in book 362
ton, said last named private wa» being iust
year ago. The photographer remembered
A curious fact about the eye as re
page 47. conveyed to me, the undersigned
southerly of Music Hall so called, jn -aid
certain real estate situated in Ellsworth aforeit distinctly, because the woman who
is
that
of
color
om
its
perception
gards
said corner being
in
said
outheaat
described
thus
Stonington,
and
ruortgagt
said,
brought the child broke down crying at in 20 persons is afflicted with red blind deed, viz.:
corner of
the premises hcroi-n conveyed:
the finish for no reason at all that he
thence westerly by said private wa;
,.o hunIn the normal eye the edges of thi
One-half part in common and undivided
ness.
could make out.
being the remaining half part owned by mt dred feet; thence north one bundled feet to
retina are not sensitive to the sensatloi
the private way leading fron.
l highway to
after my conveyance to said Lizzie Hubbarc
“I suppose you know nothing of her,
cannot
see
red
color
of red light—that is,
land of Israel Eaton; said private way being
of even date herewith, of a certain lot or parJo you?” asked the detective, and the In some eyes this peculiarity will extent
cel of land situated in said Ellsworth, on tht
northerly of said Music Hall; thence easterly
one hundred feet more or les“ by
Shore Road, sc
r.rivate
photographer shook his head.
Itself to half the extent of the retina, ant | northeasterlyallside of thethereon;
ai:
with
buildings
being
way to said highway leading up Russ’ hill;
called,
from
n
here
came
she
but
place
“No,
In very many others (to no less Indeec
thence southerly one hundred foot more or
and the same real estate particularly de“At any
not far from here,** he said.
less to the first-mentioned bound; and v, m*reas
than one in 20) this spreads over tin
scribed as conveyed in the mortgage deed
the condition of said mortgage hah been
from said Nathan E. Hubbard to the Ellsrate, I sent the proofs there—to a place whole of the retina. The possessors o
dated
&
broken, now, therefore, by re r-on
Building
Association,
the
Loan
worth
called Staybridge. about five miles away.** Euch eyes will confuse in the most curioui
breach of the condition thereof, we claim a
Nov. 5, 1900, and recorded Nov. 22,1900, in vol
a
little.
started
Marlow
Detective
foreclosure of said mortgage
manner dark green and yellow with red
355, page 407, of the registry of deeds for Hanso recorded exCharles O. Emerson.
Btaybndge! He was on the road at last, : This is not always apparent, but a fev cock county, to iswhich deed
E. R. An» mm.
reference
hereby made for more parStaybridge wa* the plhce to I tests will surely bring it out, and wi press
surely!
Dated at Bangor, Maine, the izd
of Au
ticular description.
which Fred Emberson bad booked—the should be amazed to find how many of u
gust, a. d. 1901.
This conveyance is made subject to tht
the Ellsworth Loan S
place at which the workingman had got are subject to this partial color blindness aforesaid mortgage to which
subscriber hereby gives no« Joe that
is expressly exBuilding Association
Marlow’s pulse quickrpHE
Detei t '.*•
out!
X he has been duly appouned admim.-.racepted from the operation of the covenant!
ened, and ten .< inutes later be was walktor of the estate of Eleazer B. Ytntr.e, lau- of
Wants Another One.
herein contained.
Gouldsborough, in the county of Hancock,
And whereas the condition of said mortgagt
flipping toward the dising away
Ho—Are you still living at the same ad
deceased, ana given bonds s-* ii<direct*.
has been broken, now, therefore, bv reason o
tant village.
dress In town, Mrs Hues?
All persons having demands
tbv .rotate
the breach of the condition thereof, I claim t
The
roads
that
ulk
h«»
was
a
day.
It
of *aid deceased are desired t.»
.1 ihe
She—Yes. But since I’ve become
foreclosure of said mortgage.
he was tired when he
Lizzie Hubbard.
same for
were dusty.
settlement, and all indebted thereto
widow I’ve been looking for another flat
a*e requested to make payment immeuiately.
J. A. Peters, jr., attorney.
reached it at
—Punch.
Daniel Deasy.
Dated Ellsworth, Maine, Sept. 13, a. d. 1901,
September 1, 1901.
v ay
slowly through the
He made l
IO

head.

Personal Elements of Success.
It Ib called. Is a thing

Only

“Personality,” as
apart: a light that

cannot be hidden.

It

difficult to describe, being in its nature
variable. Often It is composed of one
and
part talent and two parts character,
be who his it may, in spite of other deficiencies, commaud success.
the
Large successes are attainable by
union of apitude aud concentration ol
with
opportunity;
purpose, coincident
the meeting of the man and the occasion;
the suiting of the word to the action, the
action to the word; self-confidence; unflagging courage; absolute probity.—
Uenry Watteraon, in Success.
is

COUNTY

Paper.
THE AHERICAN.

Subscribe
For It.

City Guy—I beg pawdon, Mistah Hayseed, will that sheep bite? Reuben Hay
seed—No, butt. City Guy—But whafi
Reuben Hayseed—Yon, gol ding it, ef he
gits a chance. W ho d’ye s’pose?
Every time you acknowledge weakness
harboi
deficiency or lack of ability, or
doub'.you weaken your self-confidence
the
very fouu
and that is to weakon
datlon, the very possibility of your success.—Success.
A man should not be Judged by an occasional exertion, but by his every daj
actions.
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Combination

AND

FIREMEN’S MUSTER.
;! Ellsworth, October 1, 2 and 3.
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Once again the citizens of Ellsworth have joined hands with the
Hancock Couuty Fair Association, and on the above dates will give
the public a

..

ENTERTAIN/TENT

...

)I

before surpassed. Fully *4,ooo will be offered in prizes and
full brass
purses. Just to mention a few, *300 goes for music—4
the best in the State; *300 for hose-racing; *300 for
bands
engine contests. Then there will be

|l
♦

STREET PARADES, FLORAL PARADES,
ROUGH RIDING, NEGRO MINSTRELS.
DANCING in the EVENING, FIREWORKS,
ILLUMINATIONS, MINOR SPORTS.

#

never

—

;j
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But circling round each fiery spark
Are worlds to us forever dark.
Nor eye of man nor optic glass
Those bounds of distance may o'rrpam.

l>

j

]|

With flower sod fruit, with bird and
May kindly nature spread her feast
And staiTy dust its worth stow,
Transfigured into breast and brow.

Jj

5

beast.

|1

2

Far off or near, by day, by night.
We find ourselves the fools of sight.
Pursuers of a fruitless quest.
Who seek the brightest, not the best.
—B. Paul Neuman in Spectator.
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SKIRTS. ;i
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,lu the most direct and economical process.
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In this
styles and values that abound
—»>»“ *-“• “»

41

JSTi«
SX.™:".;offerings*

{

Oh. dark and silent though ye be.
Great ships that sail the heavenly see,
It is for you out hearts should yearn,
T’ward you our straining vision turnl

$<’

SLITS

5

The beauty of the sunbeam there
May fall as cental and as fair,
And there may life from primal cell
Repeat her long drawn miracle.
»

LADIES’

I

J

Tel beauty such as mortals know
Can dwell not in that fervid glow
Nor kindred life to that we claim
Abide within the orbs of flaine.

jj

THREE DAYS’
.

With him I witch the midnight sky
And see the glittering boat* go by
Till sll my heart is one desire
Toward thoee glorious sons of ore.

||

FB III PHIL

the same question and everywhere re
teived the same discouraging answer.
No one had seen his wife since the night
of the flood.
His heart grew heavy with despair. He
bade goodby to the wreck of his fortune*
and the resting place of his broken hopes
Then he turned his face toward a new
field, to l*egin life over again, alone.
There could be no solace for his grief,,
but in labor might be obtained some
I measure of forgetfulness.
Frank Parrisu went to the home of hi*
brother. Charles Parrish, in the m*>un
tains of Lincoln county, N. M. Slowly:
came
back to him his strength and
health, but the joy of life was no longet
his. To work for work’s sake was not
the same task that it bad been when #
work meant the care of the little woman
who to him was the deare.-t and loveliest,
in all the world, the building of a home i
together, the delight of daily companionship and sympathy, the constant presence
of that influence which has power to
make devils or heroes of men—the pas
(donate influence of love.
It was not satisfactory at its best,
working merely for work’s sake, but
Frank Parrish did what any man with
the right sort of stuff in him would have
done—he tried with all his might to mak*»
something worth while of himself iu hi*
new environment.
To inspire him he had his memories,
and they were sweet.
All this while Mrs. Parrish was wearing the somber weeds of widowhood in
Murfreesboro, Tenn. She had gone there
to make her home with a distant relative
of whom she had never happened to
speak to her husband. Of her husband’s
brother she knew nothing more than the
fact of his existence aomewhereLin America.

MIDNIGHT.'*

With Jeweled spur and (landing erest
The betted warrior gunids the west
And wave* his mighty sword to span
From Sirius 10 Aldebaran.
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black, bine, brown
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satin, skirt mercerized.
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Cheviot Suit,
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coat lined with
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anywhere else.
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mnined in the vicinity until convinced
that her husband had perished. Then she
A Second Honeymoon to • Couple
made
her way to Tennessee.
tbe
Great
Separated by
*. \
A full line of
(I
As the weeks went by she regained her
Galveston Storm.
<
►
health, for youth is buoyant ‘and recuperI ative, but mind and heart were not at rest
► !■•■! ♦ :
^
—her loss seemed at times too great to
Torn from each other’s terrified clasp
I be borne.
She was so melancholy that
by the seething waters of the Galveston her relatives finally planned a change of
flood at midnight; mourning one anothei | scene for her. She
I
The Fair Association will give its usual exhibition at Wyman
11
acquiesced with indifj
0 month after month as dead; meeting sud- ference. In the days of her happy wife-j
Park, and will present an unusually strong list of attractions.
(>
ienly face to face in the sunlight on the j hood she had been a merry mate for the :
street of a New Mexico town, their sor- man who loved her. Now she was pensive
Carnival Forenoons—down-town.
and sad, her thoughts always with the
row changed to joy immeasurable in that
husband whose tragic fate she steadfastme amazed glance of mutual recognition
Fair
mourned.
—such is the romance that marks the re- ly
One of Mrs. Parrish’s new found i
W
union of Frank H. Parrish and his pretty friends was a Miss Ellen Alexander, s
For particulars, see later announcements.
(> poung wife.
who was about to leave Tennessee for
The story of that tragic midnight part- New Mexico to teach in a private school
by every heart weary, heavy burdened
ing and its sequel, the happy noonday j in Otero county. Before the commencewanderer from land.
Jnst to drop
meeting, is a strange story of chance— I ment of the term it was arranged that
overboard, one moment's wild agony,
& story that cannot but revive hope in | Mrs. Parrish should accompany her.
In
and then, secure upon the wave, to lay
any despairing breast, for it proves that j New Mexico she would find different asFRED R.
although there may be only one chance in sociations, and the change would perhaps
me down In peace to sleep.
It was 2 o'clock lu the afternoon.
many millions of attaining the heart’s enliven her depressed spirits.
"1 feci It sincerely."
+
WHOLESALE AN'D RETAIL,
\ flesire, it is worth while to wait and
There are those who will see the finger On board were several professionals
1 looked up In surprise and found the
patch for it.
of destiny pointing where the paths of
were
Rosendale
and
"our tenor,”
they
Sand, Hair,
Coal, Wood, Hay,
speaker, a heartbroken man. Judging
Frank Parrish and his wife, swept husband and wife by so singular a cir- besides
V
launder in the tempest’s roar and the cumstance slowly converged. But bo it preparing to give us a f.-ec matinee, j by bis sad face and Ids sadder voice,
Cement, American and
Straw, Dime, Brick,
without one clew to destiny or chance those two care little, which turned out to be unique in more my viva-vis at table, close beside me.
!! flarkness of night, each
Imported Portland Cements, Calcined Plaster,
other when the ! since somehow, somewhere, out of the
follow in finding
“That restless, restless water lias the
than this one.
!
and
Drain
and
consciousness re- universe has come to them the profound- particulars
Sewer
dawned
! ADAMANT Wall Plaster,
Pipe,
morning
for me! I have I sen
j
The space Immediately In front of same fascination
all thought of meeting I est joy that human hearts can feel.
turned,
gave
up
ashamed of the feeling. 1 have tried,
!!
Fire Clay Cliimney Pipe,
Fire Brick,
!!
On a July day Mrs. Parrish and Miss the pilot house was used for the stage, j
again in this world. There was no ap- |
! parent reason for supposing that eithei Alexander arrived at Roswell. It was on i •nd we were ranged along the deck. ; hut 1 cannot subdue It. Ami, after alt.
Kerosene Oil,
Fire Clay,
"!
lad survived the horrors of that fateful Thursday. They learned that the stage j the most of us seated, a few from nc- i why Is It not best to give up the strugBaled
!!
Charcoal and
'!
Shavings,
gle and end It right here and now?
light.
by which they w-ere to proceed to Lincoln ;
standing, and some lolling ! What la the use of
!
And yet there was a chance—dim, un- and Capitan, at tsjiich place Miss Alex- j cessity
living on when all
“OTTO” Coke for Domestic Use.
[
where the ;
the
(Alter
railing,
against
well nigh improbable, but neverunder had a married sister, would not go
< >
that life holds sacred la gone—gone heJ certain,
a fair, clean sweep at them.
had
wind
theless a chance—that neither had gone until the following Monday. They were
youd recall? That music, that music!
<•
Haine.
5 Park Street,
lown into the tombless graveyard of the disappointed at the delay. But destiny— And how cold and strong it blew that It lias added the last link lu the chain
sea.
if it be destiny that plays with the loves August afternoon, and how the ship
that fate Is drawing around me, and
We have facilities for coaling steam vessels at any stage of
But so slight, so shadowy, seemed to of men and women—was not to be divert- rocked! The gaacefu! lollers shifted
them -that chance when weighed against ed, and the chance, if such there be, their positions every now and then to' 1 am glad, for 1 long to be at rest!
2
the tide.
"A&.1 c*!» *ot1 peaceful U mJ ateep.
•eason and considered along the line of
<
strikes, like the lightning’s bolt, where it save themselves from going overboard.
< >
\
Hock'd la the cradle of the deep"
wiH. x'w
occurrences that the heartbrokEastern Telephone 1S0 3.
;
Sew England Telephone 108-11.
We buttoned our coats tight and turnJ [ >rdinary
en husband and wife cast it aside as an
Thomext day Mr. Parrish came to town
Softly be repeated the words, then
ed
as
as
--iMc
the
collars
to
A.»
At
A
l.A
t,AAA.t.A.UA.«.
high
A
».A.»
up
]
SA'A> A
AA
mpossibllity, tbe hungering thought of I to mfrcbase supplies and machinery. He
looked at me and smiled. The struggle
phich merely mocked their despair and wished to go back that same day, but j keep from freezing, and to my certain ; was over—1 saw It lu hla face! With a
was delayed until Sunday.
He was dis-1 knowledge three of the party had to
nude their loneliness the sadder.
hoarse cry. I sprang to my feet! 1 callWEST ELDS WORTH.
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
They had not then learned how strange, appointed. For two days the husband ! leave between acts for something to ed
for help; but, alas. It was too late!
and wife were in the little town without! warm them
low elusive, how kind a thing sometimes
as
do
on
up—just
they
Mrs. Maria Stanley left Monday for her
Rev. F. W. Atkinson, formerly pastor
l-nnn’inir St
K.itJi iSotaintut tknpa anainif I
The music now was hushed and drowns chance.
land.
of the Congregational church here, has home in Lynu, Mass.
ed by another cry which passed from
To chance they owe the reunion of theii their will.
The curtain rose to the jolllest music i
Fred A. .Stanley went to Orono Monday
Their paths
accepted a call to the UniversaliBt church
Chance, slenderest of all
parted lives.
destiny or chance the! t *
lip to lip—that cry that, once heard,
was
ever
from
"an
surely
picked
at Orono.
threads though it be, has linked the bra agent—were very near the meeting point
to enter the University of Maine.
will never lie forgotten, "Man overo*o banjo,” and a little dancer stepped
ten chain that bound them. It has brought
now.
and
Nellie
board! Mao overboard!"—Sunny South.
Misses Carrie Cochrane
Kev. Mr. Collins, of Sorry, preaehes at
On Sunday at noon Mrs. Parrish left forth and made a graceful bow. And
ibout their second honeymoon, for Frank
Flagg, workers of the Maine Congrega- the Baptist church Sundav evenings.
so
we
had
at
v..
as
found
out
last
s
are
now
the
at
which
she
hotel
she was staying for a
Parrish and his wife
just
Victor Hutto oa *bnkc«pc«rr.
tional State missionary society, who have
Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Stackpole visited er
*111 UlUl-ai', U11U BUV IlilU D1UKVU V 1)11 !»
supremely happy a pair of wedded lovers walk.
been stopping in this village for their
Shakespeare, like JEachytua. Is prodOn Sunday at noon Mr. Parrish, his heart! It hapfiened this way: At the
is could be found the world over.
brother, Willard Treworgy, in South
vacation, have gone to North Ellsworth
When the tide rushed into Galveston team ready, stepped from the postoflhe table opposite ours sbe sat three times igal with tile unfathomable. The unSurry last week.
fathomable Is the Inexhaustible. The
to assist Rev. G. H. Heffion in special
md houses were splintered in the mighty to the sidewalk and in another moment
dally, and Cliff, with his eyes ui*ju tuurt?
u»u*«
rrasp of the storm; when caught in the would have mounted the vehicle, taken up
pruiouun uie tumigiii
meetings this week and next.
had seasoned highly each morsel
Suicide at Northeast Harbor.
her,
the reins and been on his way to the
vital the expression. Out of blackness
There will be a memorial service in the
we took and each subject we discussNortheast Harbor, Sept. 16 (special)
lashing waves, men, women and children ! mountains.
-me* color.
The life of the abyss la
church to-morrow afternoon at 3 o’clock.
ed with comments on her U-auty and
HsrUm P. Mason committed suicide
were engulfed
and lost forever to the
Miracles may 1m? wrought in a moment.
bidden; the cent ml tire produces the
Addresses by Col. John F. Whitcomb,
her
himself
a
clothes!
She
to
like
human
driftFrank
or
saw
before
wore
such
cast ashore.
Parrish, looking up,
a fetching
Saturday night by hanging
light
volcano, the volcano the lava, the lava
Charles H. Haynes and Rev. G. H. Heffion,
bedpost in his room at William Man- wood. the breath of life beaten out ot him what he thought to be a vision—a little blouse, with such pretty red cuffs oxides. The oxide* sc k meat and ferthe
and readings by Miss Eva Lake, Miss
when
wraith
risen
from the sea. But the vision and big sailor collar and
:heir
broken
bodies;
bruised,
where
be
boarded.
is
chester’s,
Insanity
abbreviated tilize
the root; the root creates the
was so real that it did not melt in the
world itself seemed to come to an end in
Ethel Jellison and others. The school
skirts, that site was Just the most irresupposed to be the cause, as Mason had chaos
It did sistible
flower. Thus the rose springs from
most horrible, these two. shaken sunshine of that Sabbath noon.
children will assist. All are invited.
before suffered from mental disease.
little bit of bright springtime
from their slumber, without time for not fade away as all the other visions of j
the flames. The labor of the abyss is
Coroner D. L. Fields was summoned
maidenhood that a man could find on
| irayer or farewell word, were hurled with his lost love had faded, phantoms of a
repeated In the brain of the genius.
MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
land
or
from Ellsworth.
He deemed an inquest
sea
when
we first saw her.
Instead it held out
heir house into the angry flood. Clinging fond imagination.
Hut one afternoon she came down 1 The idea, the abstraction within the
and gave the necessary pero each other in the darkness, they were ; two longing, trembling arms and the light
There was a dance at Betts’ hall one unnecessary,
poet Is charm aud reality In the poem.
mit for removal of the body.
lung into the very vortex of the inrush* of deathless devotion illumined its face,
j wearing the regulation shirt waist and ! What
evening last week.
darkuesa beneath the earth,
a skirt so long that It laid full
Mason was about forty-five years of
“My wife! My wife!”
ng sea. The last instant of consciousness
i
down
Brookswhat tingling life ou its surface!
Edward Garland has gone
Who of us witnessing that meeting could j on the floor all around.
keener than
was fraught with anguish
He had been employed here as a
age.
That day we
viile to work in a saw mill.
Without the darkness there would be
iny hurt to their bodies, for each felt the have turned away without a lump tight- ] ate our dinuer in
carpenter since last winter, working
peace, for Cliff, uft.-r
)ther slipping, slipping weakly away into ! cuing the throat, a mist clouding the : one
no life.
The vegetation of Imagery
Percie Garland has gone to Sedgwick to lately for C. D. Joy.
deep, reproachful glance, made an
he black, desolate waste of waters. With j eyes?
and expression Is rooted In mystery.
work for his uncle, Seth Smith.
His home was in West Newton, Mass.,
And so it was that a second honeymoon exchange at table and sat for tbe bal- The
heir cries choked In their throats, with j
flowers are the proof of the
Merritt Alley, of Boston, is visiting his where he leaves a wife and one son. Mrs.
»ven
the wish to die together denied has begun down there in the New Mex- ance of the trip with his eyes turned
depths.—North American Review.
to the unchanging sea!
Mason is matron at the West Newton
hem, the man and the woman lost each ico mountains.—Pittsburg Dispatch.
lather, Samuel Alley.
Ami now she was Just a little
)ther in the fury of the flood.
police station.
A family by the name of Blaisdell is
dancLast Engllab King In a Rattle.
The catastrophe occurred in September
ing girl, nothing more, and we soon “You talk about poster* and your ad*, upon the
^
occupying the Charles Fullerton house,
fence,
>f last year, ten months ago.
Bangor-Boston Line Sold.
The battle of Dettingen, in Bavaria, on forgot that she had ever
been anything But they mint the kind o' medium* that
recently purchased by Curtis brothers.
The Bangor and Boston steamboat line
The other day, by the one chance that the 16th (27tb O. S.) June, 1743, between else.
appeal*
Harely had stage such a dancer
to common *en*e;
The ladies’ aid society met with Mrs. has been sold to Charles W. Morse, of
:hese two sorrowing souls had never the British, Hanoverian and Hessian
or dancer such a
stage! She began You may talk about your dodger*, sad your
lared to hope for, they found each other troops (52,000 men), under command of
W. L. Remick last week. This week it New York, the “ice king”. Mr. Morse
circular* and such.
ilive and well In the town of Roswell, George II, and the French troops (00,000 with n slow, graceful movement that
will meet with Mrs. H. C. Ray.
recently bought the line from Boston to
S\ M.
men), under Marshal Noailles, which re- .grew faster and faster as she went on But 1 calculate they don't a**Ut an advertiser
Kennebec river.
and
on
till
this
it
all
With
Its millions of inhabitants
seemed as if she was runmuch;
sulted in the victory of the allied troops,
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
At a meeting of the directors yesterday
And especially In winter, when the *now 1* on
>ld world is ‘*a small place,” after all, was the last occasion on which an Eng- ning a race with the
rocking, dipping
William H. Hill, who has been a director
the ground,
when two of the atoms that crawl over its lish king fought on the battlefield.
His stage and the mad and
the since
Alec M. McGown has accepted
merry music
I wonder where your
1876, manager since 1880, and presilurface, suddenly thrust apart in the majesty continued the whole time in the arid they each in turn
po*ter* and your dodger*
with
the
can be found ?
at
Scboodlc.
of
night
swayoperator
position
dent since 1888, resigned his positions and
light, are as suddenly brought together heat of all the action, which was said by ing.
dancing girl: then all three togeth- But wltbio the coiy bomcMcad, when the parlor
and
different
imid
those
who
witnessed
it
to have been as
Alfred DeWitt and wife, of Brewer, retired from the service of the company.
surroundings entirely
itove's aglow.
j
er, faster ami stil! faster, till
n the full light of day.
fierce a conflict as had ever been known.
suddenly The nnwwpaper 1* read aloud to everyone we
spent Sunday with Mr. DeWitt’s brother,
Spencer W. Richardson, a director since
the music came to un
know.”
It was like awakening from a shudderOn
the
of the battle the king
the
end,
morning
stage
Lyman DeWitt.
1S89, and R. A. Pepper, treasurer since tonie
nightmare to a sweet, sunny reality. appeared in the same red coat he had for an instant stood still, and the girl,
Elmer DeWitt cat three fingers quite 1888, also resigned.
When the flood came, Mrs. Parrish was worn at Oudenarde, 35 years before, tak- with a how and a smile that
Sofantisniuntfi.
showed
James T. Morse was elected treasurer
badly last week.
canght and pinioned by the swirling wa- ing his place at the bead of the seven all her pretty teeth,
stepped off and
a director;
R. A. Pepper, assistant
ers in some wreckage that drifted back
battalions of guards. About noon he or- was instantly reconverted
Mrs. Mary Moore is visiting friends and
Into one of
within a block of the spot where their dered a general advance and during the those
treasurer, and Calvin Austin director,
here.
small, bright particles that go to
louse had stood.
Here she was finally movements it entailed he was very nearly
and general manager.
president
make
the
up
suushine of the masculine
Mrs. Harriet Damon, who has been visrescued, badly bruised and hurt, but 1 taken by the enemy, but was rescued by
world.
without broken bones.
Sudden Death at Sunset.
the Twenty-second regiment, who, in reiting relatives here, has returned to her
j
From
Her husband was carried the breadth membrance, wore a sprig of oak in their
comedy to tragedy, stern and
home in Lynn, Mass.
John Smith, an aged and respected
>f the bay and far inland, where he was caps upon the anniversary of the battle
real, we passed with only a
resident of Sunset, was found dead in b<s
breuthlng
round
a kind hearted stranger, a farmfor
between.
by
afterward.—Tit-Bits.
space
Tbe first solemn notes
many years
barn Tuesdey morning, Sept 10.
Death ;
LAKEWOOD.
*r, who at first thought him quite dead.
were drawn from the mellow
was due to heart disease.
He was eightystrings
But the nearly drowned man partially reIts Origin Unknown.
of an old violin, and the
About 150 people attended the Moore
three years of age.
first words
covered
consciousness, murmured the
Where
the
Chinese
language—written
reunion at Maddocks’ landing Tuesday of
breathed
a
j or
voice so deep and rich
by
lame of his wife and sank into a semispoken—came from nobody knows any that ail
last week. The next reunion will be held
save the sea. was
hush“Why Susannah,” said a lady whose •omatose state and wavered between life more than they know where the original ed to things,
the last Wednesday in August, 1902.
listen, "Hocked In the Cradle of
md death for six wreeks thereafter.
Chinese themselves came from. But it i*
colored cook bad suddenly announced
and
the
for
Deep."
Meanwhile he was tenderly cared
your mother’s
her intention of matrimony, “when did
probable that the primary Chinese charIt is as divine a thing to be a good
On no other stage can
n the home of the farmer upon whose
oriers you were
acters existed 5,000 years ago pretty
this
make
be
mind
to
,
as
song
friend
it is to have a good friend.
you
up your
married* Hospitality and humanity the sea had
much as they do today.
can
it he quite the same
sound,
v* hether
I bad no idea you were thinking of such a
,
1
or man,
you are
hrust him uninvited.
leaned far over the
if you
railing and looked
I thing.” “You knew dat buryin’ I went
Two months passed before the sick man
the laws of
"C” With a Tail.
Her Friends.
down with a
wondering, questioning
to de udder day?” answered Susannah.
was able to return to the scene of his
Mother Nature she will
An Atchison woman grades her. friends paze upon the
The “C" with a tail is the trade- “Well, 1 was de berry lifeob dat funeral, former happiness. Saddened and deaomurmuring waves. What
socially as a grocer grades his butter- were they saying? The
you.
is one way
mark of Cascarets Candy Cathartic. an, I’se gwin ter marry de groom ob de ate he wandered over the ground whose best, medium and
answer came
poor—and gives parties in that rich, mellow
of
andmark had been swept away by the
voice:
Look for it on the light blue enameled corpse.”
it, and if you are bo*
for the best and sends for the second and
"And
faonce
so
ralm ind pekceful U
tnger of the elements, ground
my
third classes when she has a quilt to
Each tablet stamped
metal box!
P
ing punished and it hurts, take
Bock i in the cradle ol the
niliar, now so strangely altered. He lin- make or the
deep."
Atchison
Educate Tour Bowels With Cas carets.
baby is cross.
the
C. C. C. Never sold in bulk. All
as by a
the
of
his
The
ruins
fered
F." AM’s Bitters.
by
dwelling
unspeakable
Globe.
magnetism embedCandy Cathartic, cure constipation forever.
A lew doses will
lew made grave.
led in those waves has
Everywhere he asked
10c. 25c. If C. C. C. fall, druggists refund money.
druggists, ioc.
stop the
surely been felt
►
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When the war closed, McKinley was
Just twenty-two. He was full of youtb-

thousands of miles whan she
weak In body merely that she
might be near him. She encouraged
him by word, look and presence, and
he In knightly style returned the favors and reciprocated the sacred affection. Her home life was short, for out
of the thirty years of married life more
than twenty-four were passed by her
husband In the public service.
Mrs. McKinley for years has spent
much of her leisure In crocheting tlwse
dainty little slippers which have so
many times brought sunshine Into
gloomy hospital wards In various parts
of the country. It is said that she has
knitted over 5,000 pairs of these slippers In her twenty-six years of Invalid
life. In appearance Mrs. McKinley Is
of medium height, with brown l»alr
and large deep blue eyes. Although an
Invalid, she was fond of making and
receiving calls and often went on sbopping tours. Mrs. McKinley never oared
much for dress, although her toilets
have always been In excellent taste.
For many years Mrs. McKinley's face
has betrayed a faint languor, saggastlve of the Invalid, but It Is fair and
hears a stamp of beauty, In spite at the
fifty-fiveyears shecarrles. Her 111 health
dates from girlhood. As a student she
with difficulty undertook the studies
of the course, by reason of this condltlon, but with constant care and frequent medical attention she overcame
all trouble sufficiently to enjoy life and
Her actual
to taste of Its pleasures.
Invalidism dates from the birth of her
second child, in 1871. This child died
In Its Infancy and was followed by the
first child, a daughter of three years, a
Mrs. Saxton,
short time afterward.
Mrs. McKinley’s mother,also died about
this time. These sorrows were more
than she could bear, and she never recovered.
A little story of McKinley's home
acts while governor may be of Interest.
No less than hls nt''
*
tentlon to hls wife,
hls thought and
care for hls moth-

traveled
was

His

Career

Humble
a

l

From

Beginning

Its
Ih

Small Town to the

Presidency

of

the United
States.

Long and
(public career

honorable was the
of William McKin- I
j
R extended from the timo
as
a
;
mere
ho
held
[when,
stripling,
pway in a lo^ cabin country school
to the tragic moment when, as
chief executive of the nation, he |I
fwaa felled by the assassin’s bullet. ;
(During all that time his record
■suffered neither blot nor blemish. j!
He was tested as a soldier, as a

Jley.

lawyer,

as a

politician,

as a

states-

tho hoad of the nation.
j
Sn each case he stood the test.
j
In private life he began by be- I
ing a manly boy, a dutiful and obeman,

Kiicm

as

Bon.

no

conunuea

as

a

faithful and

loving husband, ono
(■whoso example has had its good ef-

fect on tho national character.
■His life was typically American,
(the life of an American of the best
type. And through it all he was
Abovo personal ambi» patriot.
tion were ever in his mind his
country and his country’s good.

a

came from that
dominant race that has furnished this
nation with some
^
"*
of Its greatest soldiers and statesHe was
men.
Scotch-Irlsh by descent, and his an-

Immigrated

this country ear(ly enough to hare sons who took a patriotic part In the war of the Kevoluto

Itlon.

j

The family removed from Pennsylvania to Ohio in 1814, and from that
‘day has been Identified with that
state not In a great public way, hut
■Imply as faithful and devoted cltiaens, not striving for particular eminence, hut notable for sturdiness of
character and Integrity.
It was among such people and of
them that William McKinley was born
at Niles, In Trumbull county, O., Feb.
20, 1844.
A younger son, be was destined by
bis father, after whom he was named,
for the bar. He was educated at the
public schools, and later entered Alle-

ghany college at Meadvllle, Pa., teaching school to pay his tuition fees.
Scarcely was he matriculated when

er,

*

regular

larly prominent as an advocate. H»
prepared himself by thorough courses
of reading for hls public career. He resembled Garfield much In this respect
and possessed elements of strength by
reason of hls thorough study of political subjects. He seems to have had In
view from the beginning the devotion
of hls life to public service. During all
hls early professional years he was an
active participant In Republican campaigns and early gave evidence of the
power be later developed as a public^
speaker and orator. The plan of hls
political speaking was always the same
He first thoroughly mastered the subject In hand and then presented It forcibly.
Major McKinley was but thirty-three
years old when he was elected by the
people of hls dlstrlct to represent

j
j

diciary committee, the oommlttee on
expenditures in the postoffice depart-

sponseluhisbreast,

and when the drums and fifes aroused
the echoes of the quiet streets of Poland among the first applicants for en-.
the civil war came on. He was but a listmeut was William McKinley, Jr.
It was a new experience and a new
stripling of nineteen when be entered
! school that the eighteen-year-old boy
as a private.
McKinley, as those who remember entered, this school of war, but he had
him as a boy In Poland, O., declare, wonderful teachers. It was hls good
fortune that assigned him to the Twen-;
was a real boy, full of fun, loving athletic sports, fond of horses and hunt- ty-third Ohio. The recruits that coming and fishing and all outdoor exer- posed It were In June, 1801, mustered
cise. and yet at 10 we find him taking and formed Into a regiment. Its first
life. colonel was William S. Iiosecrans, aftupon himself a serious view of
The church records show that in 1858. erward ma.lor general commanding the
when ire was hardly 10. he united with department of the Cumberland. Second In command was Stanley Matthe Methodist Episcopal church of Pothews, who was a splendid soldier, but
land.
won his greatest honors In civil life by
McKinley’s father was an Iron mnnu
facturer ami a pioneer in that busiuess, becoming United States senator and
eldest
William was his third son. the
Justice of the United States supreme
being David, the second James and the court, and Rutherford B. Hayes, afterward governor of Ohio and president
youngest Aimer.
McKinley’s mother was alert and vlg of the United States. These are a few
tc
of the Illustrious men who were borne
orous. mentally and physically, up
the time of her death, which occurred on the roll of officers of the gallant
ol regiment in which marched Private
when she was nearly ninety years
William McKinley, Jr.
age.
was very
He carried the musket for fourteen
Major McKinley’s home life
wife
But
his
mouths; then he was promoted.
happy despite the fact that
His !
Invalid. be won hls promotion honestly.
an
was
■8--—Mrs. McKinley comrades of the rank and file bear teswas Miss Ida Sax
tiuiony to the fact that he was a good
As a
daughter ol soldier; that he performed every duty j
ton,
James and Mary devolving upon him with fidelity and
H
bond
MUSDanU.
Saxton of Canton
intelligence and without complaint, j
She received They congratulated him, therefore, |
O.
■ ■
eduexcellent
an
when he was made commissary ser- \
Later, after j
cation when a girl, spent some tim( geaut of the regiment.
lieuabroad and became her father's assist Antletam, lie was mane n seconu
said tlia
tenant, anil the Mahoning county boy
ant In his bank, where it was
ant:
hail risen from the ranks.
her fair face attracted bouquets
He was now to all Intents anil purbank notes to the window. ’’She musi
He hail had
uuj ! poses a trained veteran.
be trained, said ner rauier,
to
his baptism In blood at Carnlfex Ferher own bread If necessary, arid not
He had gone through the West
ry.
sell herself to matrimony.”
and become a part
She had many suitors, but Major Mc- Virginia campaign
of the PotoKinley. then a rising young lawyer, of the magnificent Army
all rivalry, removed the mac under McClellan. South Mountain
cashier’s win- and Antletam had been made Immoryoung woman from the
Sax- tal by the blood of heroes, and the
dow and won from honest James
the shoulder straps were worn with a due
ton these words when the bund of
but not exaggerated realization of the
was
gained:
daughter
He be“You are the only man I have ever responsibilities they Implied.
second lieutenant on Sept. 24,
known to whom I would intrust my came a
1802. He was promoted to first lieudaughter.”
tenant Feb. 7, 1803. Ills commission
Mrs. McKinley nlways assisted her
bears date July 25, 1804.
husband in polities. Her ill health In as captain
The brevet rank of major was connowise deterred her from enjoying the
ferred by President Lincoln “for galdid it pre
political honors he won, nor
at the
lant and meritorious services
vent her from being a wise counselor
and
as
battles of Opequan, Fisher’s Creek
Her presence time and again served
Sheridan
Whet
Cedar Hill.” He was with
an inspiration to her husband.
was at
In the Shenandoah campaign,
to Me
political preferment first came
Fisher’s
Cedar Creek,
Winchester,
who
convinced
wife
his
was
it
Kinley,
Kernstown, „ Floyd
Opequan,
Hill.
hi in that he should accept She believ
where his
hi*
Mountain and Berryville,
ed implicitly in his talents, and that
In all
was shot under him, and
of th«
horse
the
for
good
be
would
servico
wav
the battles In which the Twenty-third
state she was certain. She never
on the staffs
con
participated. He served
ered in her faith In her husband s
Hayes. Crook, Hancock
Generals
of
vietlons.
He was mustered out
and Carroll.
Mrs. McKinley had confidence In hei
after
the regiment July 20, 1S05,
with
official
a
as
public
not
husband
only
continuous servmore than four years’
oftei
was
but oa a man. Her Illness
ice.
♦v or come by her affocjioj^ and sh<

j

vanquished

and the committee on rules. Wber
General Garfield received the nomination for the presidency, Mr. McKinley
was assigned to the vacancy on the
He
committee on ways and means.
served on the last mentioned commlt^e
until the expiration of his last term as
representative. While chairman of this
committee he framed the McKinley bill,
w hich afterward became a law*.
McKinley was a protege of ex-President Hayes, and up to the tjjne of the
latter’s death he recognized the expresident as hls adviser and counselor.
He was In General Hayes’ regiment
during the civil war. General Hayes
knew him and his father well, and saw
in the dlishing young cavalier the germ
of greatness, ne needed a counselor,
an
adviser, a friend, and General
Hayes watched over him with the
filial love, devotion and pride of a
father.
The war ended, McKinley still remained an object of hope, of interest
and pride to General Hayes. McKinley became a candidate for congress
and was elected. When Hayes was
president, McKinley was In the house
of representatives. The major was a
frequent w’elcome visitor at the White
House. One day the president gave
McKinley advice, which made McKinley the foremost champion of a protective tariff. President Hayes thus
spoke to the young representative:
•To achieve success and fame you
must pursue a special line. You must
not make a speech on every motion
offered or bill introduced. You must
ment

that culminated In the firing
on
t Sumter.'
The call of the presfor troops
I dent
found a quick reevents

;
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was

one
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Buffalo, Sept 16.—Buffalo yesterday
became

lor

Ultimate

became the foremost authorthe subject
The day upon which the "McKinley
tariff bill” was passed In the house
must always stand as the supreme moment of McKinley’s congressional career. The bill, by adroit parliamentary
generalship which had prevented It
from being weighed down with amendments not approved by the committee,
had been brought under the operation
of the previous question. It stood comor
plete, ready to go forth for good
evil. Upon McKinley devolved the task
of smoothing its path and speeding it
and

ity

soon

on

unoq

its way.

The occasion, thoroughly advertised,
attracted to the capltol an imineuse
The galthrong.
-leries were one
mass of humanity.
The
and the autlclpa
McKinley
tlon 0( the vote
had compelled the
gjll^
attendance of ev*
As
cry member.
usual. McKinley spoke without notes.
His voice, penetrating but not harsh,
Every sentence
filled the chamber.
Never was an
was distinctly heard.
orator more free from the ordinary
..

...

mourners.

Tbe gay
Pan-

American exposition gave way to the

symbol of

The black drapery

sorrow.

of the city's streets muffled the tollIDg
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The
crepe appeared on every sleeve.
sorrow was apparent everywhere.
In the morning a simple service took
place at the residence on Delaware
avenue where the martysed president
A hymn was sung and prayer
died.
was offered over the dead body.
That
was all.
Only the Immediate family
and the friends and political associates
of the late president were present. The
In the exBeene there was pathetic
then the body was borne out
treme.
to The waiting cortege on the shoulders
The corof eight sailors and soldiers.
tege passed through solid walls of humanity, barpheaded and grief-stricken,
to the city ball, where the body lay in
state.
The day was gray and cheerless.
Heavy clouds hung over the city, at
times breaking to let through a rift of
sunshine, and then It threatened to let
loose a downpour on the gathering mulThe air was humid and heavy,
titude.
and only a light wind from the south
stirred the drooping flags and the emblems of mourning. The very elements
seemed to lend fitting accompaniment
to the scene of sorrow about to be enacted.
Long before the time set for the
funeral services, the vicinity of the
Milburn house was astir with preparations.
Major General John E. Brooke, who
was personally in command of all the
forces participating in the escort, arHe was, in fatigue
rived at 10 o'clock.
uniform, with service sword at his side.
The two gold stars at the collar marked
his high military rank. Around his left
arm was wound a heavy band of crepe.
With him were his nide.s and a half
score of other officers, all In fatigue uniform, with the badge of mourning on
their sleeves.

presiding offiof the speak-

}

Outside the House
now approaching for
The tramp of the assembling military could lie heard and the
walks leading up to the Milburn house
began to be lined with those who were
to assemble about the bier. Even amid
the stir of assembling a solemn silence
prevailed, and the division of the escort
came to their posts with silent bands.
At 10:30 o'clock the military and naval
detachments tflbk temporory stations,
Immediately around the corner from the
Milburn house.
Meantime the members of the cabinet, otlieials high in the government
service and near friends of the martyred
president, began to till the walks leading up to the entrance of the Milburn
residence.
They came separately and
In groups, some walking, while those
in carriages were admitted within the
roped enclosure up to the curb.
It was just eight minutes before the
opening of the service when a covered
barouche drove up to the house, bringing President Itoosevelt and Mr. and
Mrs. Wileo*. at whose home he is a
guest. The president looked very grave
His faep did not relax
as he alighted.
into a smile to the salutations of those
nearest the carriage, but lie aeknowl-

The time
the service.

M'KIJTLEY'S HOME, CANTON,
was

tame.

\Vltb these words ringing in his ears
McKinley began studying the tariff

city of

a

and flaming decorations of the

outlined when In his inaugural
address he said: "It Is my de3iro to cooperate with you in every endeavor to
secure a wise, economical and honorable administration and. so far as can
be done, the improvement and elevation of the public service.”
From the day of his Inauguration
Governor McKinley took the greatest
interest in the management of the public benevolent institutions of the state,
| and he made a study of means for their
bettermenti
During his first term the
state board of arbitration was created,
and he made the workings of the board
a matter of personal supervision during
confine yourself to one particular ; the entire four
years of his administrathing. Become a specialist. Take up tion.
some branch of legislation and make
No account of McKinley’s connection
that your study. Why not take up the
with labor problems would be complete
!
that
subject of t:iriff? Being a subject
without some meution of tbe tireless
will not be settled for years to come,
which he displayed in securing
energy
a
and
it offers a great field for study
; relief for the 2,000 miners in the Hockchance

Thousands Viewed

Upon

Body Lying In State

c*'

and Harrison Introduced him as
follows:
"He has endeared himself to all by
bis record as a gallant young soldier
battling for the Hag. He has honored
himself, his state and the country by
bis conspicuous services In high legislative and executive places. No man
more than he Is familiar with the questions that now engage public thought
No man Is more able than he lucidly to
I do not
set them before tbe people.
need to Invoke your attention to what
be shall Bay. He will command It.”
The sentiment which resulted In tbe
nomination of McKinley for governor
of Ohio was en‘1
gendered lmmedlate*y uP°n the anAs Governor
nouncement of the
result of the electi°n of isoo, when
President.
after fipurteen
~”~~~~—lyears’ continuous
service In congress, tbe Ohio statesman
was defeated for re-election.
During his gubernatorial campaign
In 1893 McKinley visited eighty-six of
the eighty-eight counties of Ohio and
made 130 speeches. He was elected by
a plurality of 80.995, up to that time
the record in Ohio.
The policy which Governor McKinley pursued during his four years of
occupancy of the gubernatorial chair

"■I

Nothing but Hymn, Song and
Prayer Offered
Thousands

lllfj
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j edged

the

was

greetings silently,

and with

Word
of the head.
Inclination
passed up the well-filled walk that the

an

|

»**'*presiueni nau arriveu, mm
ing to gain entrance fell back, making a narrow lane through which Mr.
Roosevelt passed to the house.
As the president passed within the
house and the services were about to
begin, the long line of sailors and soldiers swung into column of fours into
Delaware avenue, and formed in battalion front along the thoroughfare.
They stood at parade rest, with colors
lowered, each flag wound about its
staff with a band of crepe.

...

1895 were reported out of work and
destitute. The news first came to the
governor one night at midnight, hut before 5 o'clock in the morning he had

upon his own responsibility dispatched
to the afflicted district a car containing
$1,000 worth of provisions. Later he
made appeals for assistance and finally
Iti me fiou.e ol Death
distributed among the 2.732 families in
Within the house of death was woe
the district clothing and provisions tc
In the drawing room to
unspeakable.
the amount of $32,790.95.
the right of the hail as President RooseMcKinley's nomination and election velt entered, the dead chieftain was
to the presidency in 1890, the stirring
On the noble
stretched upon his bier.
events of 1897, culminating in 1898 in
the story of the
face was written
the war with Spain, and the aequi'sl
with
which he
Christian forebearance
tlon for the first time in this country’!
A look of
had met his martyrdom.
history of foreign territory by conquest calm and peaceful resignation was on
as well as his re-election, with Theo
Only the
the marble-like features.
dore Roosevelt as his running mate. It 1 thinness of the face fore mute testi1900 are events of too recent occur
to the
suffering he had enrence

to

require

than

more

mony

passing

With the circumstances sur
rounding' his death, resulting from th!
bullet of an assassin, fired while Mr
McKinley was receiving at the Fan
American exposition, and his gallan.
bux unsuccessful fight for life the pub
lie Is but too painfully famiUa..
mention.

"Are

we

slaves

or

ars

thundered the orator.

reply”
the

“Some of us are
from the last

answer

we

“I

tree

pause

married,”
row

men

for
cam

of seats.
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patient

He was dressed as he always
dured.
The black frock coat was
did in life.
buttoned across the breast where the
first bullet of the assassin bad struck.
The black string tie below the standing
collar showed the little triangle of white
The right hand kiy at
shirt front
his side. The left was across his body.
He looked as millions of his couutrymen have seen him. save for one thing.
The little badge of the Loyal Legion,
only decoration he ever wore, and
which was always in the left lapel of

Itho

Two sentries, one from the sea and
from the land, guarded the remains.
They stood in the window embraanreS
behind the head of the casket. A sergeant of Infantry to the north, was
fully accoutred and wore his cap. In
the other window was a sailor. In tha
loose blue blouse of the navy.
The family had taken leave of thei#
loved one before the others arrived.
Mrs. McKinley had been led Into tha
chamber by I)r. Rtxey, and sat awhile
alone with him who had supported and
comforted her through all those years
of wedded life.
Dry-eyed she gazed
Phe
upon him, and fondled his face.
did not seem to realize that he was dead.
Then she was led away by Dr. Rlxey
and taken up to her position at the
head of the stairs, where she could hear
the service.
The friends and public associates of
the dead president all had opportunity
to view the remains before the services
The members of the cabinet
began.
one

—

ers,

AS 8

_

Soldier.

them In congress.
There he soon mado
hls mark and was
Ctotecmon
dtalcMIlall.
returned at each
subsequent election
until that of 1890,
In which year a change In the boundarles of hls district defeated him by a
majority of only 302.
While In congress he served on the
committee on aevlsion of laws, the Ju-

Of Services Over Mar-

It was this earnestness and self conviction that made McKinley’s address
In the house and on the stump so effective. Indeed the occasion Is still recalled when he held an audience of
Georgia people for two hours at a
Chautauqua assembly near Atlanta
while he preached to them the glories
of the protective tariff system.
“It
was only by the greatest self control,’1
said the late Henry \V. Grady, speaking of this event afterward, “that I
restrained myself from rising as McKinley concluded his wonderful speech
and declaring myself henceforth ready
to follow htm as a disciple.”
James G. Blaine In his “Twenty
Years of Congress" reviewed the Forty-fifth congress. In which McKinley
first sat, as follows: “William McKinley, Jr., entered from the Canton district. He enlisted In an Ohio regiment
when but 17 years old and won the
rank of major by meritorious service.
The Interest of his constituency and
his own bent of mind led him to the
■tudy of Industrial questions, and he
was soon recognized In the house as
one of the most thorough statisticians
and one of the ablest defenders of the
doctrine of protection.”
At a great mass meeting In Indian-

county.
As a lawyer Mr. McKinley was always thorough and careful In the preparation of cases. He had the confidence
of everybody and soon became partlcu-

Young McKinley had been a keen obso far as hls opportunities went,
of the political
‘'

a

army.

coat, was missing. Those who »
marked the absence of the emblem
•poke of it, and, after the body was
taken to the city hall, the little badge
which he prized
through life was
placed again where It had always been.
The body lay In a black casket on a
Over tho lower
black bearskin rug.
limbs was flung the Starry Banner ho
The flowers were
had loved so well.
few, as hell tied the simple nature of the
•Is

ness.

offered strong opposition. They pointed out the small rewards that come to
the soldier In time of peace. At length
he yielded to their persuasions and reluctantly gave up his dreams of martial glory and bent his mind upon the
pursuits of peace. The war bad ended
all thought of a collegiate career. He
cost about for a profession, and naturally, considering the bent of his mind,
be chose the law. He became a student
In the offices of Charles E. Gllddeu
and David Wilson, then leaders of the
Mahoning county bar. He supplemented hla reading by taking the course at
the Albany Law school and in 1807
He located
was admitted to the bar.
at Canton, where he formed a partnership with Judge Belden.
He was an excellent advocate, even
In those early days, and made some of
the best jury arguments ever heard at
the Stark county bar. At the time he
was first elected to congress he enjoyed
one of the best general practices In the

server,

•

made him of a
commission In the
But to thl3 Ills parents
*

v

canvass.

McKiflley

than McKinley.
So true la
this that the Incident when he suddenly drew from beneath his desk the suit
of clothes which he purchased for $10
at the establishment of a fellow representative In Boston, In order to demonstrate the cheapness of
wearing apparel, stands out with vivid distinct-

pecting to accept
the flattering offer

particularly

since hls father's
death In 1802, have
~“attracted comment
It had been hls custom while at home
In Canton to take hls mother to church
each Sunday morning. When he went
to Columbus as governor, he determined to keep up the practice as much as
possible, and unless the press of public
business was very great he always
slAied quietly over to Canton from the
state capital on Sunday mornings and
walked to church with hls mother on
hls arm. The next train would carry
him to Columbus, where hls wife
uwaited hls coming.
Naturally the
mother looked with pride on such a
sou. and she followed with keen Interest the progress of hls first presidential

i William McKinley

cestors

er
SOn.

claptrap

fnl enthusiasm and
ardor, and he returned to his home
In Ohio fully ex-

arrived.
They remained seated beslda
their dead chief, while the sad procesAbout TOO In all
sion viewed the body.
Some were so oversaw the remains.
come with grief at the sight of the thin,
placid countenance that their frames
Several
shook in convulsive sobs.
clung to the side of the bier and wtth
difficulty could be persuaded to leave.
Almost every face was tear-stained.
Hanna

Appeared Dejected

Senator Hanna entered the room al
this time, but did not approach the casHis face was set like an ironket.
willed man, who would not let down tha
The senator
barriers of his grief.
spoke to no one. His eyes were vacant.
He passed through the throng and seated himself behind Governor Odell, sinking far down into his chair, and resting
his head upon his haud. During all tha
service he did not stir.
Just before 11 o'clock President
Roosevelt entered.
Every one arose,
and all eyes were turned toward him.
He moved forward again with the tide
of the procession to his place at the head
of the line of cabinet officers. He held
himself erect, his left hand carrying forThose who were
ward his silk hat.
coming toward him fell back on either
He paused once
side to let him pass.
or twice to silently shake hands, but
there was no smile to accompany his
He, too, like the man deep
greeting.
down in his seat, against the wall, and
who had forgotten to rise when the
President of the United States entered,
seemed to be restrained in a great grief.
When President Roosevelt reached
the head of the line of cabinet officers,
be kept his face away from the casket,
but appeared to be steeling himself for
The tena look at the face of the dead.
sion in the room was great.
Perhaps
it might have been (10 seconds, but it
Then the
seemed longer.
president
turned and advanced a step. He bowed
his head and looked down at the Impassive features of the mau whose burden
and responsibility he had taken up.
Long he gazed, standing immovable, tha
muscles of his face only l>etrnylng the
strong emotion under which he labored.
At last he stepped back.
The pastor was at the door leading
Into the hall, a station whence his words
could be heard at the head of the stairs.
The signal was given, and the beautiful
words of "Lead, Kindly Light” were
It was President
sung by a quartet.
Everyone
McKinley's favorite hymn.
music
know it, and
within sound of the
swelled
the
as tilie voices
house,
through
sobs were heard on every side. Presiand
himself
to
Roosevelt
dent
swayed
fro as if his footing was insecure.
The Service

the singing ended the minister
read the eloquent lesson from the funeral service—the loth chapter of the
All had risen as he
First Corinthians.
began, and remained standing throughThe
out the remainder of the service.
reading over, the quartet sang the
hymn, "Nearer, My God, to Thee,” the
first line of which words President MeWhen

jviniey

ii;iu rt*pfiti.eu

hi

iuifi > ai« m

uu-

sciousness during the day before he
As tli* music died away, the pasdied.
tor began his invocation.
All present joined in the Lord’s prayer
After the
as the minister repeated it.
benediction those in the room stepped
back, and the funeral director was
about to place the cover on the casket
when Senator Ilauna pressed forward
Bending
and stood beside the bier.
over, he looked down with intense gaze
There was no
for almost two minutes.
outward evidence of sorrow as lie saw
for the last time the features of his
life-long friend. Then he turned away
and the coffin was closed.
Colonel Bingham signalled the bodybearers, and four sailors, two infantry
sergeants and two artillery sergeants
bore the casket aloft and out of the
The president, cabinet and the
house.
Mrs. McKinley and
others followed it.
the members of the family remained.
The widow had passed through the
ordeal bravely and without breaking
down.
Three long rolls of a muffled drum
told those outside the house that the
funeral cortage was about to appear.
As the flag-draped casket appeared.
“Nearer, My God, to Thee" was softly
played' by one of the military bands.
For a n oIt was a majestic spectacle.
ment there was a rift in the clouds, and
a burst of sunshine fell across Hie flow
ers and flags on the coffin.
tenderly
the bearers lowered the casket from
their shoulders and committed it to the
The solemn notes of Chopin’s
hearse.
funeral dlrgo succeeded the hymn. The
soldiers and sailors swung into long
columns, and them took up the march
towird the city hall.

President Roosevelt came from the
lloiwe almost Immediately behind the
tit-1. arm inarm with Secretary
cai»
Root, moved through the aisle of people.
He entered the tirst carriage with Mr.
Root, attd with Attorney General Knox
and IVatmustor General Smith, who

[LINCOLNS
ASSASSINATION.
MARTYRED PRESIDENTS.

had
The

presidential carriage fell In Immediately back of the military escort.
Following in the second carriage were
Secretary Long, Secretary Hitchcock,
Secretary Wilion aud Secretary CortclMajor General Brooke w as in the
you.
ghird carriage, and Rev. Dr. Locke aud
Us wife in the fourth. In this order
four carriages preceded, bearing the
president, members of the cabinet, the
representatives of the military branch
and the officiating clergymen.
After the four leading carriages there
was a clear space of 100 feet, aud then
At the head of each
came the hearse.
of the leading horses a police officer
On
walked with a hand at the bridle.
each side of the hearse walked a deimtachment of soldiers and sailors,
mediately back of the hearse marched
a score of grizzled G. A. R. veterans,
who had betn assigned to this post of
honor.

OF OUR

FIRST

THE

DEATH OF

TRAGEDY—THE DEATH

STORY OF THE

The afternoon and evening of April
and gusty.
|* 14, 1866, were cold, raw,
President Lincoln had planned a party,
! for the purpose of taking General and
I Mrs. Grant to see “Our American Cousin”
i

I included

his

and

President

the

wife,

i Maj. Henry R. Rathbone and Miss Harris.
!

President
were late and as the
entered the box the band struck up “Hall
The play stopped, the
to the Chief.”
audience arose, cheering; the President

They

|

performance proceeded.

bowed and the

j

Meanwhile Wilkes Booth and his fellow

I conspirators

A

flower-covered coffin passed along women cried and strong men gave expression
to universal feeling of grief.
As the escort of soldiers swung slowly
Into Franklin street, a few drops of

preparation

had made every

few

before

minutes

he

o’clock

10

one of bis underlings of the theater
to the back door and left him there holdHe
rapidly
ing his horse.
passed

called

through the crowd and made his way to
the President’s box. He showed his card
to a servant, and was allowed to pass in.
He entered noiselessly, and fastened the
door with a bar without disturbing any
;

VI Hie

UVVU^RIIIB

intent

on

tbe

VI

WJC

TV uv>

VUJ>,

nw*v

play.

1

Holding a pistol in one band and a
knife in the other, he opened the box
stepped from tlie vehicle aim watueu door, put the pistol to the President’s
When the hearse head and fired. Dropping the weapon, he
into the vestibule.
band and,
appeared the four horses were led slow- took tbe knife in bis right
ly to the entrance. At the instant the j when Major Rathbone sprang to seize
hearse became stationary the band, him, he struck savagely at him, cutting
Imgan playing \ him badly in tbe left arm. Then he
some distance away,
At the rushed forward, put his hand on the rail“Nearer, My God, to Thee."
■ante time the rain came down in sheets.
lug of the box and vaulted to the stage.
The casket was lifted from the hearse He would have gotten away safely, but
to the shoulders of the sailors and ma- j his spur caught in a flag that draped the
rines and borne into tbe city hall. Out- front of tbe box. He fell to tbe floor, but
side there was not a man, so far as | instantly arose as if uninjured, although
could be seen, who did not stand, de- his leg was broken, and turned to the
fying the elements, with hat removed. | audience, brandishing his dripping knife
Inside with steps impressively slow and | and shouting tbe motto of Virginia, “Sic
measured, the bearers made their way
Tyrannis.”
1

|

A moment later
the catafalque.
the body of President McKinley
was lying in state.
Viewed l»y Kighty Thousand
There a remarkable demonstration occurred which proved how close the president was to the hearts of ihe people.
Arrangements had been made to allow
the public to view the body from the
time it arrived, at about 1:30 o'clock,
But the people were
until 5 o'clock.
wedged into the streets for blocks.
Two 1 it- s were formed.
They exWhen 3
tended literally for miles.
o’clock came 4’ >.000 people had already
passed, and the crowds waiting Itelow
ln tile streets seemed uudiminished. It
was decided to extend the time until
Then for hours longer the
midnight.
streets were deruse with people and a
constant stream flowed up the steps of
the broad entrance into the hall and
passed the bier.
When the doors were closed, at midnight, it was estimated that 80.000 people had viewed the remains, but thousands of disappointed ones were still In
the streets.
in the
The body Lay
city hall unIt was taken to tbe
til this morning.
station by a military escort, and at
8:30 the funeral train made a start for

| Semper
Major Rathbone shouted, “Stop him,”

and

Washington,
railroad.

the
Pennsylvania
McKinley. President

over

Mrs.

j

and the cry went
President.” Two

out, “He has shot tbe
or

three

men

out from the audience aud went

| suit,
1

but be

to the

jumped
in

pur-

through the passage ways
leaped on his horse, and

ran

alley,

galloped away in tbe
which had just risen.

light

of the

moon

President scarcely moved; his head
dropped forward slightly; his eyes closed.
Major Rathbone hastily unbarred the
The

1
1

I

|
;

door and two aurgeons entered. They at
once pronounced the wound mortal.
The
President
across

was

carried

the street and

I Mrs. Lincoln

Major

to

almost

was

Ratbboue

small

a

laid

the tissues around the further
course of the bullet.
Death was unavoidable by any surgical or medical treatment, aud was the
direct result of the bullet wound.
President McKinley has left a will.
The instrument was executed some
time before the shooting and at no time
during his tiuai suffering was there auy
wish or occasion to revise it or to frame
It leaves the bulk of his
a codicil.
property to Mrs. McKinley. How much
the estate is worth,cannot lie stated by
those most familiar with the late president's business affairs, but it is believed
to be a goodly sum.
It is thought that
he carried about $T5,0U0 insurance on
his life.
as

Dewey Postpones Inquiry
16.—Admiral
Washington,
Sept.
Dewey has recalled the notice sent out
by him for the meeting today of the
Schley court of inquiry. The court wil
be reassembled as soon as seems proper
after the interment of the late president
at Canton. If may resume its sessions
Friday or Saturday of next week.

named Gar-

man

and

when this was refused,
theatrical tone: “Well, my
brave boys, prepare a stretcher for me.”
Lieutenant Doherty told him be would
fire the barn.
Upon this Herold came
a

out and surrendered.

The barn

and while

it

wan

upon

lingered for about three hours iu great
pain, conscious t<ut nearly inarticulate,
7 o’clock In the morning.
The body of the President was removed
from the White House to the capitol with
a great military pageant.
Here it lay In
and died at

state and

was

field, 111.,

where

from

it

Spring-

removed to

incased in

was

a

mau-

soleum.

Eight

arrested

were

persons

the

on

charge of conspiracy to murder the heads
of the government, and were tried by a
military commission In May 1865. The
trial was arranged to be secret, but it was
finally opened to those who could secure
passes from the president of the court.
Each one of the accused was manacled,
hand and foot.
On the left sat Mrs. Surratt, accused of
Next was
being privy to the plot.
Herold, a small, dark man, about twentyfive years old, with a low, receding forebead.
Next was Payne, tbe assassin detailed for tbe murder of

Secretary Seward,

apparently

over

not

much

twenty-four

Next in order sat
years old.
who bad beeu assigned, it was

Atzerot,
believed,
to tbe murder of Vice-President Johnson, but his heart failed him when the
time came to strike the blow.
O’Laugbliu, who was supposed to have been set
apart for tbe murder of Stanton or Grant,
had the appearauce of the traditional
stage villaiu.
Spangler, the stage carpenter of Ford's theatre, had kept clear
the way to the rear of the theatre. Dr.
Mudd, who received the flying assassin
Into his home, was about thirty-five years
old and had mild blue eyes, a good broad
forehead, a high head and sanguine
Last in the row was
temperament.
Arnold, whose heart had failed him, and
who had informed the assassin that be
had concluded to give up the job.
Payne, Atzerot, Heroid ana Mrs. Surratt were found guilty of murder, and

bed.

loss

prison.

had

been

shot

a

v

GARFIELD’S
ASSASSINATION.
DEATH OF THE SECOND OF OUR
MARTYRED PRESIDENTS.
SHOT DOWN IN THE

DEPOT AT WASH-

INGTON-TWO MONTHS OF SUFFER-

of

ING—TRIAL OF GUITEAU.

few

The most notable

The wound
past 10 o’clock.
brought instant death to

James A. Garfield

most men, but bis constitution was extraordinary. He was unconscious from

frenzied mob had

! minutes
would

have

the

first, but lie breathed slowly and regAs the
ularly throughout the night.
dawn ce.me and the lamplight grew paie
his pulse btgan to fail; his automatic
moaning, which had romiuutd inton^n
out the nigni, ceus<d; a look of (txC:
came over his features.
At 7.22 *’cu cs h«
(lied.

Mr. Staulou broke

I

h

alienee

b>

saying, “Now be belongs to the agis
Dr. Gurley knelt by tbe bei.sioe p<a>i. g
roe widow came in from me acjoining

President,
Union, and accompanied by

flag

an

of the

escort of

soldiers

who had been on duty at the
house where Lincoln died. As the little

was

broken

only

the measured tread of those
who bore the martyred President back to
the home which he had so lately quitted
full of life, hope and cheer.

Booth was meanwhile being carried out
of danger by bis swift horse. Herold, another

conspirator,

followed.

At

miduight

they arrived at Mrs. Surratt’s tavern.
Booth, whose broken leg was giving him

made

ever

sentence

by

two

or

A

tbe crowd

as

he

“Feliou? Oifurens.'—Clouds and darkness
around Him; Hl» pavilion la dark waters

are

thick

clouds;

justice

aud

judgment

are

an

the es-

of His throne; mercy aid truth
shall go uefore His face! Fellow citizens! God
r< »*n* and the government at Washington still
lives!**
tablishment

Tue
crowd

effect

tbe

quieted;

Sixteen years later

speech

were

The

instantaneous.

was

the

(.auger whs past.
last words of this

telegraphed over the country
was lying at the point
Washington, himself struck

when their author
of

hi

death

down oy the hand of
President Garfield

an

assassin.
shot

was

at

about

9

o’clock, on the morning of
past
July 2, 1881. He had just entered tbe
waiting room of the Baltimore & Potomac
hail

station, arm in arm with Secretary Blaine,
when Guiteau fired at him twice iu rapid
succession and tue
to

ibe

jigged

President sank heavi.v

floor, tbe blood spurting from
A

wound.

assassin at

once,

policeman

“lu God’s

a

arrested tbe

name,man,” be

"what did you shoot tbe President f^r?” “I am a Stalwart,” was tua
reply, “aud want Arthur for President.”
suoule i,

just starting on a trip
through New Euglaud when be was shot.
Tbe party was to consist of the President
and Ms family with several friends aud
Mr. Garfield

was

Booth and Herold lived the lives of
animals for a few days. The

course

was

soon

ended.

They

found

THE

House gateway, where
police held it back. As the President
was carried in, be caught the sight of
some familiar faces at the window, and
raised his hand in
Then the

gates

a

Theodore Roosevelt, who became Presiof the United States Immediately on
of President McKinley, and
death
the

salute.

whoO took the oath of office Saturday
afternoon, is the youngest man who ever
Scarcely yet of
held the high office.

hurried from the arsenal to guard
the place. The police force was needed to
keep order in tbe city, where angry
crowds were gat hering.
Throughout the whole affair, Mr. Garfield was the most composed member of
tbe party. He thought of all the possible
ill effects the news might have on his wiie,
and turning to his secretary he dictated
this dispatch: “The President wishes me
to say to you for him that he has been sewas

riously
say.
come

hurt—how

seriously

middle age, he has won a high place In
literary world as well as in politics.

the

As soldier, legislator, writer, ranchman,
sportsman, civil service reformer, politician, police commissioner, governor of

cauuot

he

himself, and hopes you will
to him soon. He sends his love to
He Is

being

be said:

wauled to be

kept accurately

his condition.

from me, be said.
afraid to die.”
It

was

Mr. Roosevelt is stocklly built, and some
three Inches short of six feet In height.
He entered Harvard In 1876, and soon

am

feared late in theafternoon that be

wouuded

man

asleep.

When

he

respouded,

bad

her

seen

he

he awoke be asked

intense excitement

similar

held

in

monies

were

Even

Europe mouruiug

Hi

were
cere*

was

adopted

in conrt circles.
Ttie
assassin, Charles J. GuiU-au, whh
lie ca.ied himself
about forty ytar-> o d.
a
At
lawyer, but he had no practice.
a
times tie was
religious enthusiast. He
was an applicant for the consulship at
Marseilles and bad been forcibly removed
from the president’* office a few days
liufnru tho

Bhiuilii.ir

hid

/lid.

orderly conduct.

Guiteau *»aid on his way to jail that the
President's assassination was premeditate went to Long Branch for
the purpose of shooting him there, and
was deterred by the sudden
and enfeebled condition of Mrs. Garfield, which
appealed so strongly to his sense of humanity that became back without carrying out his intention.
A letter found in his possession gave his
reegon for the murder in the following

ed, and that

language:

ot

toe

tbe

morning,

look

a

President and

carriage for

Secretary

tbe

siaiiou.

Tney

entered

tbe

women’s

together, tbe secretary
tbe President’s right arm.

waitiog

room

Then tbe two

pistol

shots

were

on

beard.

first bullet passed through Mr. Garfield’s right coat sleeve aud did no injury.
Tbe second entered tbe body above the
third rib. Mr. Blaine sprang to bis aid
and Officer Kearney captured tbe assassin.
Tbe

President

on

bill.
with bis

His Influence
end

was

due In

men was

no

small

remark-

degree

to

by

s

ible,
his living op to bis idea that "wbat's
food enough for tbe men Is good enough
lor me”. "All tbe time he was In tbe
irencbee with us,” said one of bis men,
'be refused to bave any comforts which
:he men did not bavr, bat we bad learned
;o know blm then.”
In 1900 Col. Roosevelt woe prominently
nentloned for tbe Presidency. Ife was
national
me ot tbe sensations of tbe
rooventton. Tbe nomination for second
Mace on the ticket was finally farced
jpon him, and be accepted reluctantly.
[ he campaigii be made tbst year la ona of
most

be

Rates.

remarkable

ever

made

any party In tbe United
In eight weeks be visited twentyof

wndldate

states, made 873 speeches, traveled
miles, visited 887 towns and cities,
ind talked to what is estimated to he
lour

II.'JOB

1,000.000 people.
busy life, Mr. Kooeevelt

With all tble
found

see

time

ae

a

writer to

produce

high In literature,
lomeot the moat Important are tba folowlng:
"Naval War of 1812," "Lite of Thomaa
L Bentou,"“Llfeof Uouvorneur Morrla,”
‘Kancb Life and Hunting Trail," “The
Winning ol the Weet,” “lllalory of New
York Ctty," “Eeeeye on Practical Poltlca,” “The Wlldernaaa Hunter,” “Amercen
Political
Ideaa," "The Bough
tlders”, “Life of Oliver Cromwell.”
rank

wblcb

vorks

It&brrtiarmnU*.

where he

A Dollar a Year

became the

republicans.
attention to the purifica-

(STYU f)

New York city—a task that would i
appalled a less determined man. He
secured the passage of the bill which
deprived the city council of the power to !

2135

veto the appointments
prerogative which had

of the mayor, a
nullified every 1

previous attempt at reform, and had made
the spoliation of the city’s coffers at easy
matter.
lie became

that not

popular

so

only

was

he returned lo three sessions of the assembly, hut his party In the state soon
realized that he was one of Us strongest
men, and be was sent to the republican
national convention of 1884, as chairman
of the New York delegation.

Hewitt,

Iteae
Three
Other

Styles
of

figures

Can You Aeroeo
io Havi this

of single tax.
sold that fear that George would
be elected sent thousands of
Republican
votes to Hewitt, wh«>se chances of success
was

to

BATES
is the best Numbering Machine in the
world and the office boy can’t get poor
work out of it. The actual price is

$I2.oo

democratic candidate, and

tue

Henry George, the apostle

It

We

•
It will easily last
A DO.’f H Yt tits
and that makes it cost you just

seemed

greatly better than those of bis
republican opponent.
Hewitt
was elected, but Mr. Roosevelt received a
larger proportion of the votes cast than
had any Other republican candidate for
young

mayor up to that lime.
This hiine year Mr. Roosevelt
Mill! stTom L«ru»

.Uiss

New York family.

old

children—three

eons

marr

ed

daughter of

au

They have live
daughters.

and two

a

few years
and

politic*,

Can you stand it?
Catalogue I* yours for the asking.

SOUTHWORTH BROS..
100

Mr. Roosevelt was out
occupied much of this
time in research in preparation for bla
historical works.
In 1889 President Harrison
appointed
him a member of the United Stales civil
service commission. He was one of the
For

of

Our

PG8TUM), ME,

MIDDLE ST.

f/hflllPTl’s
VlUlill II PI

Adapted to any business
profession ruled, wktb

or

Contract and r„‘n 0b5*edi%*

thronghont. Require tae lea^t
possible writing to enter data
and re,ef
to and
rv(PffcOI*fI
twV<UI
vl.PI name and qaickly
save time any
mouey. 5.D00 used and recorded. All kinds of
labor-saving records on hand or made to order.
M ALlhK W. (IKOKOK, Publisher,
150 Nassau Bi.. New York

most noted advocates of the merit
system
in the public service. In
Congress and in
the ranks ol the leaders of his
hun-

party

of opponents sprang up to attack
but he held to his way and eventuwon to hta own
way of

dreds

him,
ally

many

public

thinking

The

Only

men.

He served for six years, two of them

July 2, 1881.

cabinet.

lingered in tbe carriage a
few minutes aud alighted, followed by
Mr. Blaine.

‘•Rough Riders”,

■olonel.
Tbe gallant part whlcb the Rough
Riders took In tbe Santiago campaign Is
it too recent history to need recital. Col.
Roosevelt was In command at tbe battle
it Han Juan end led tbe charge up tbe

have

six-

cumenes.

many

tbe

week.

ago,‘God reigns, and the government at Wasniugton still lives.’
The deaths of his wife and mot her bad
When the notable words were pasted ou
the bulletin boards on the night of July been a severe shock, for Mr. Roosevelt Is
2, the teusion of tbe crowd relaxed. The a man of the strongest personal attachthrongs that had been waiting silently ments. He turned
aside from public life
It
took up the message with cneers.
brought them hope, aud there was wild for a time and went West, where be passed
applause.
! » year or two hauling, trapplug and
For a time tlie President progressed.
ranching.
Tbe doctors believed they had traced the !
lo 1886 be was back in New York, and
pa'.hof ttie bullet and that the wound
But * serious received the repuol.cau nominal ion for
would not prove fatal
relap** occurred on July 26. From this uiMyor. Opposed lo him were Abram 8.

Business was suspended, buildings
draped in mourning and religioua

••

leader of

He turned his

teen years

were
uutime forward trie symptom*
f-<vorao e
Ou 8«-pteiu**cr 6 Mr. Gai ticiu
where
t.e
was removed to Long Branch,
«*-eci t birleen days later, surrounded
by
bis family and friends.
The body was taken to Washington two
days alter the deal h and lay in slate in
the cap)lot.
On Sept 23 it was removed
to Cleveland, O au>l lu/ee days later it
was put ina tomb at Lake View after an
The day
elaborate funeral Ceremony.
was observed
throughout the couiiUj.

known

the fact that It was composed
argely of men from tbe plains- cowboys
md old Indian fighters. Dr. Wood was
ippolnted colonel ot tbe company and
Mr. Roosevelt lieutenant-colonel. When
^>1. Wood woe promoted to command of
;be
brigade, Mr. Roosevelt became

tion of

prevailed

occasion,

a

his home district

throughout the country. At this time a
despatch originally sent by Col. Rockwell,
tbe President’s private secretary, to Adjutant General Swaim, was repeated to all
bulletin offices. The effect was marvellous. After telling of Mr. Garfield’s con“As the
dition, tbe despatch ended:
on a

a

undisputed

of

most

in

Mr. Roosevelt entered politics in New
York in 1881. His natural, his undeniable
charm, aud interest with which beetle- !
scended into the arena of local politics !
made him friends on every side. Within
a few months the young college man was
elected to the assembly of the State from

fell
Mrs.

that chance.”
The

graduated,

was

mother within

Dr. Bliss replied: “There is a
“Well, then,”
recovery.”
responded the President, “We will take
chance

studies,

attention to

President bad been watching for
his wife. As he heard the wheels on the
gravel driveway he turned to Postmaster
General James and said: “That is my
After

his

neglect

college paper, and gave particular
the study of history and
natural history. He became a member of
the Phi Beta Kappa fraternity.
At the conclusion of bis college course
be went abroad for a year, spending part
of the time in study in Dresden. He returned to New York in 1881, and in the
same year married Miss Alice Lee, of Boston. Two years later be lost bit wife and
cate.

The

wife.”

not

sports. He bewrestler, and

1880, he
took high honors. During bis stay In the
university he had been editor of the Advo-

and when he

replied, “your condition is extremely critical. 1 do not think that you cau live
many hours.” “God’s will be done, doctor; I am ready to go if my time has
the

boxer and

as a

He did

team.

might die soon. “Are the prospects bad,
doctor?” said the President. “Don’t be
afraid. Tell me frankly.
Iam ready for
the worst.” “Mr. President,” Dr. Bliss

come,”
firmly.

noted

came

not

In Held

prominent

became

nothing

“Remember, I

much Is

and hia love of adventure have added not
the least picturesque part to his history.

“God

informed

“Conceal

so

Hugueuot blood lu his veins.
Though a weakling as a child, he developed himself Into a strong and active
man, and his passion for hunting game

bless the little woman, I hope the shock
won’t break her down.”
The President toid Dr. Bliss that he
about

life” of which
nowadays.

written

Theodore Roosevelt was born in New
York city Oct. 27, 1868, and therefore Is
not quite forty-three years of age. He
came
of one of the old New York
families, with a mingling of Dutch and

At the White House
the President
greeted his friends with a warm pressure
of the hand and with cheerful words.
Wheuoueof his sons was sobbing at bis
bedside be said:
“Don:t be alarmed,
Jimmy; the upper story is ail right; it’s
only the hull that’s a little damaged.”
When his private secretary announced
that Mrs. Gurfleld had started ou a special

Loug Branch,

state,

“strenuous

you.”

train from

assistant

secretary
of the navy, vice-president of the United
States, he la the person III cation of the
York

New

emarkable company officially known aa
be First U. 8. volunteer cavalary, but
rom

dent

closed, and a comwith fixed bayonets

mrcbaoe of •axillary vessels for tbe
desire to be at tbe
levy, bis characteristic
ront In tbe fighting led him to resign
tbe
rom
department, and, with hla
rlend, Dr. Leonard Wood, organised the

ropulsrly

LIANT CAREER.

were

infantry

of

military

HELD

OFFICE—HI8 BRIL-

HIGH

White

EVER

WHO

MAN

YOUNGEST

under President Clcvetand.
Tney were to To the White Houee:
In that lime
The President’s tragic death was a sad the number of
nave gone to Wiliiamatowu, Mass., aud
persons who were made
out It will unite the republican party
necessity,
from there a trip bad been planned by
to
the
civil
Life
I»
a
law
ami Steve the republic.
was increased
flimsy dream, subject
and it matters little where one goes. A human from
revenue cutler along tbe Maine coast.
12,000 to nearly 40,000, and the still
life is of small value
During the war thouthat Saturday sands of brave boys went down without a tear. further great lucreasc made
Soon afier 9 o’clock
by the orders
members

excruciating pain, remained outside on Tbe man still carried bis pistol. He was
bis horse, and Herold went in to get some perfectly cool, and offered no resistance.
Meanwhile tbe four cabinet officers of
whiskey. They rode away, leaving word
that they had killed the President. They tbe party—Lincoln, Hunt, Wiudomand
pushed on to the bouse of Dr. Mudd, a James—were strolling up and down tbe
Confederate sympathizer.
He received station platform. A man rushed out to
them kindly, set Booth’s leg and kept tbe postmaster general. “The President
them till the next night, when they has been shot,” be cried. The cabinet ofstarted again for the South.
ficers ran into the depot. They found tbe
hunted

the

to

PRESIDENT M’KIN-

[

SMI;;:

Blaine

sound of

a

presence hushed

erful

Tbe President

prevailed
by sobs and by the

speech

was

gathered in New York
ready to lynch any man suspected of a
southern sympathy. The situation wan
dangerous. Garfield stepped out on the
platform of the custom bouse. His pow-

and the

profound

LEY S SUCCESSOR.

SKETCH OP

a

President said

at the lime of Lincoln’s assassination.

cortege passed down the street to the
White House every head was uncovered,
silence which

carriage dashed up Pennsylvania
avenue, clearing a way for the ambulance
which
was
surrounded
by mounted
police. A crowd followed the ambulance
until

tions?”

__

blood.

The President

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT.

were hanged ou July 7,1865.
O'Laughlio, James where Mrs. Garfield was. “I want
Arnold and Dr. Mudd were found, guilty her to
go to bed. Will you tell her that 1
of conspiracy, aud were sentenced to Imprisonment at hard labor for life. Spang- say if she will undress and go to bed, I
ler was sentenced to six years'
imprison- will turn right over and go to sleep?”
ment, and with O'Laughiin, Arnold and
When Mrs. Jutnes reported that Mrs.
was
sent to tbe fort of the Dry
Mudd,
Garfield was dolug as he had asked, the
Tortugas. Dr. Mudd was pardoned by
President Johnson in February, 1869, and President turned over and went to sleep
Arnold and Spangler
about a month ! at once.
A little later he awoke and
later. O'Laughiin died of yellow fever in asked:
“Doctor, what are the indica-

distracted, and

fainted

then

until the police ambulance came, and he
wan driven to the White House.
The news got oat slowly.
Washington
did not know anything was the matter

pany

fired,

was

house
a

Roosevelt, the cabinet and relativesnu I ; room, supported by her Son Robert, anu
friends of tire dead piesideut accom- least
herself, with a loud cry, upon the
panied the remains.
body.
Gttiigi-eue Paused Death
The news creattd such consternation as
Tbe report of the autopsy upon the re- Washington had never known before.
In the bleak and cheerless Apr 1 morning,
mams of Pi.-s,dent McKinley says that
the bullet wit ch struck over the breast- tLe atretts were crowded who people, li
bone did not pass through the skin, and second us if everybody was in Uuis.
The other bullet Pale tact-s, streaming eye.,, with now and
did little harm.
passed through both walls of the stom- again an angry, frowning countenance
ach, near its lower border. Both holes were on every side. At that time it w as
were found to he perfectly closed by
b^.ieved that the President, Mr. Seward,
the stitch. s, but the tissues around each Vice-President Johnson and other memhole had become gangreneous.
bers of the government, hud been ki led.
After passing through the stomach,
Flags were at half mast all over the
the bullet passed into the back walls city. The bells tolled
solemnly, and with
of the abdomen, hitting and tearing
incredible swiftness
Washington went
This porthe upper eud of the kidney.
Into deep universal mourning.
Nature
tion of the bttllet track was nlso gan- seemed to
sympathize in the general
greneous. 'the gangrene involving tic
lamentation, and rain fell from Lbe
The bullet was not found. moist aud somber
pancreas.
sky.
|
There were no signs of peritonitis or
On F street there was a tragical proThe heart
disease of other organs.
cession.
It was headed by a group of
walls were very thin.
There was no |
army officers, walking bareheaded, and
evidence of any attempt til repair on 1
behind them, carried tenderly bv a comthe part of nature, and death desalted
pauy of soldiers, was the bier of the deao
from the gangrene, which affected the
covered with the
well

a

burning Booth, who was clearly visible in
the flames, through the cracks of the
! at Ford’s theatre.
When Grant had been
building, was shot by Boston Corbett, a
! called away from Washington, the Presisoldier of a gloomy and fanatical disposiI dent had felt inclined to give up the
tion who was afterward confined iu a
whole thing. The paity that finally went
Kansas asylum for the insane.
Booth

along

to

yards,

cried out iu

CONSPIRATORS.

I for the murder. Booth was well known
Procession to City Hall
and liked at the theatre and thus gained
The line of carriages was now taken
access to the small
passage behind the
the
funeral
as
cortage
and
up again,
! President’s box. Once there, he guarded
moved toward the city hall it passed
against interference by an arrangement of
through a vast concourse of people a wooden bar to fasteu the door so that it
streets and
and
cross
walks
the
tilling
could not be opened from without. He
crowding Housetops, windows aud bad hired a small fleet horse at a
livery
the
of
face
buildings
available
every
stable.
the line of march, and as the

In two minutes it was rainrain fell.
ing hard. The long line of troops took
their posts at attention, facing the city
hall.
Carriages, containing members
of the cabinet, hurried up to the enThe last of the carriages w as
trance.
the one bearing Theodore Roosevelt.
Removing his hat, the president

the farm of

on

rett, but on the night of April 25 a party
of cavalry arrested a Confederate soldier
whom the conspirators had met, and
forced him to guide them to Garrett’s
farm. Booth and Herold were sleeping
in the barn. When called upon to surrender, Booth refused. A parley took
place. Booth offered to fight the party at
100

—THE KILLING OF BOOTH—TRIAL
OF

refuge

tbe floor of

a

room

in

tbe

second atory, to which Mr. Blaine bad bad
him removed. There be lay for an hour

presume the President was a Christian, and
that ne will be happier in Paradise than here.
It will be no worse for Mrs. Garfield, dear soul,
to part with her husband this way than by
natural death. He is liable to go at any time,
unyway. 1 had no Hi will toward the President. His death was a political necessity.
i am a lawyer, a theologian ami a politician.
I am a stalwart of the stalwarts, i was wltii
General Grant and the rest of our men in New'
York duriug the canvass. I have some papers
for the press, which I shall leave with Byron
Andrews and his co journalists, at 1,420 New
York avenue, where ail the reporters can see
them.
1 am going to the jail.
Charles Guiteau.
I

Guiteau was arraigned October 14, with
brotner-in-law, G. M. Bcoville of

hia

Chicago,

as counsel.
In his statement the
assassin denied any malice in the shooting. “I had none but the best feelings,
personally, toward the President,” be
said.
”1 always thought of him and
Inspoke of him as General Garfield.”
sanity was the plea. The trial dragged
on for weeks.
In his charge to the jury,
Judge Cox held that the question to be
whether
the
determined was simply
accused was incapable of distinguishing
between right and wrong.
The jury
returned at the end of fifty-one minutes,
with the verdict of guilty.
A motion for a new trial was overruled
and Guiteau was banged June 30.

President Cleveland iu the late years
of his first administration was
largely
due to Mr. Rooeevelt’a efforta.
in
from
1895, resigned
He,
the commission to accept appointment as police commissioner of the city of New York under
Mayor Strong. Iu the wave ol reform
which swept over New York in
1894-95, the

COUNTY

of

men, including Mayor
borne into power were
same

stamp
sioner. They
cal

as

rings,

to take

and

Strong, who were
something of the

the civil

were men

they

service commisfought politiMr. Rooaevelt

who

turned to

When the
and

THE AnERICAN.

hand in

purifying the police
force of New York city, and in this
trying positiou he accomplished wonders.
In 1897 he was appointed asalstant
secretary ol the navy. He brought to the
office a great interest in the work, as weil
ss the tremendous
energy and talent for
closely studying and mastering his work
which had characterized him in other
fields.
a

Paper.

war

with

Spain

was

declared,

after he had given valuable aid In the
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